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Abstract

This study examines the attempts of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to
mitigate the unintended outcomes of accommodating grassroots democracy in rural
areas through the institutionalisation of the primary party organisation (PPO). The
implementation of grassroots democracy caused unanticipated consequences of
elite splits, collective action dilemmas, and rampant corruption due to the problems
of incumbent election advantage, declining social capital, and local cadre collusion.
Taking advantage of the amphibious features of state control and society
penetration, the ruling party has been trying to manage elite conflict, rebuild social
capital, and reinforce top-down discipline by revitalising its cells. Three key
mechanisms were identified by exploring three significant aspects of grassroots
democracy (access to power, exercise of power and power supervision):
information funnel, referring to massive information gathering and the exclusive
use of information; resource dominance, the extraction and redistribution of state
spoils and social wealth; and instantiated framing, the use of popularised rhetoric
and successful cases to influence cognition. This institutional turn affects the
operation of grassroots politics by partially alleviating collective action and official
accountability dilemmas.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Research question
Grassroots democracy in rural China, especially village elections, has received
great academic attention in past decades. Scholars have discussed its impacts on
local official accountability and public political participation. A growing consensus
is that grassroots democracy is not a burgeoning of democratisation, but rather a
governance instrument for the central leadership of the CCP, while the unintended
outcomes of decentralised grassroots democracy, and more importantly, the ways
that the ruling party seeks to cope with these problems are still under-studied. This
project addresses the following questions: Why has grassroots democracy had
unanticipated outcomes in rural China? How does the ruling party cope with these
dilemmas, and consequently, what are its impacts on grassroots politics and state
governance?
The implementation of grassroots democracy had mixed effects on state
governance. On the one hand, village elections empower local peasants to select
more qualified leaders since they have an information advantage over higher levels
of authority. The downward accountability mechanism drives elected officials to
provide public goods and social services, and public deliberation enables local
residents to participate in the decision-making process after voting, which
constrains arbitrary power in administration. Public supervision is designed to
1

improve the transparency of village finances to ensure that village-level finances
are used for public purposes, rather than for the personal expenses of cadres.
However, some unintended outcomes have also arisen in the operation of
grassroots democracy. First, grassroots elections cause local elite splits. The
elections fail to offer a stable and credible competition opportunity for elites, but
intensifies elite conflicts rooted in faction and clan relations. The structural conflicts
between village party secretaries (VPS) and village committee director (VCD)
further exacerbates this situation. Given the majority consensus model of public
affairs management, elite conflicts easily lead to the problem of ‘discussions
without decision’. Moreover, public supervision functions poorly in official
monitoring. From 2013 to 2017, over 500 thousand village cadres were disciplined
and punished due to malfeasance problems1.
To cope with these problems, the central authority of the party-state has
reemphasised the absolute leadership of the party in grassroots politics. Although
the primary party organisation (PPO) of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has
nominally constituted the leadership core of grassroots politics throughout the
history of the regime, the relationship between the party, village cadres, and the

1
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China”.

masses has been contingently adapting, and the most featuring trend since 2012 is
the reinforcement of the control of the party over grassroots political operation. The
party has issued directives that the VPS (normally appointed by the upper-level
party authority) should take the position of VCD (normally directly elected by the
village residents) through legal procedures. Democratic deliberation is also under
the tight control of the ruling party, such as under the policy of ‘four discussions,
two publicities’. 2 At the same time, top-down discipline has been stressed to
enhance the effectiveness of bottom-up accountability.
The mixed effects of grassroots democracy also reflect the complicated role of
democratic institutions under authoritarian rule, for which the deployment of
democratic institutions is a risky but necessary governance craft. Existing studies
find that elections not only provide dictators with window-dressing for acquiring
legitimacy (Schedler 2006), but also affords them crucial opportunities for
information gathering (Managloni 2006; Blaydes 2011) and strength signalling
(Simper 2014). However, this functionalist approach cannot well explain why
elections also cause democratisation, or social instability in many authoritarian
states. Another problem is that current research has mainly focused on the effects
of a single institution, while ignoring the relationships between institutions

2

The ‘four discussions’ refers to the requirement that issues under deliberation be proposed by the village
party branch, discussed by the members of village party branch and village committee, reviewed by party
member meetings, and eventually decided by the villagers representative meeting or the villagers meeting; ‘two
publicities’ refers to the information disclosure of decisions and implementations.
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(Magaloni and Ruth 2010). Fortunately, grassroots

party organisation

institutionalisation provides us with the opportunity to examine the subtle
relationships between institutions in authoritarian states and their impacts on the
roles of institution.

1.2 Conceptualisation
Grassroots democracy refers to a self-governance policy implemented at the
level of rural and urban communities. In early 1980s, the peasants spontaneously
established village committee (VC) to fill the vacancy left with the demise of
People’s Commune. The VC is mainly responsible for mediating social conflicts,
maintaining social security, managing public affairs and offering public goods
(O’Brien and Han 2009). The Constitution formulated in 1982 regulated the
director and vice director of VC should be elected by rural residents (O’Brien and
Li 2000). In 1987, the Organic Law of Village Committee was approved by the
Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress and was widely
implemented in 1988. The specific content of grassroots democracy was further
clarified in the Organic Law of Village Committee: democratic election refers to the
periodical elections of the leaders of VC; democratic decision emphasizes the voice
of the residents in village-level decision-making; democratic management stresses
the broad engagement of the public in the post-election public affair management;
democratic supervision refers to the rights of the local residents in keeping elected
4

officials accountable; and democratic service means the community leader is
responsible for organising and mobilising residents to build public infrastructure,
offer social services to the disadvantaged groups, maintain the security of the
community, and so on.
The aim of implementing grassroots democracy was mainly to alleviate the
principal-agent problem between the upper-level authority and the village cadres.
In the 1990s, the unbearable agricultural taxes and fees and rampant predatory
behaviours of grassroots cadres were significant causes of peasant petitions and
resistance (Bernstein and Lü 2003). To tie the hands of misbehaving village
officials and mitigate cadre-mass conflicts, grassroots elections were gradually
implemented in almost all the villages. To reinforce the legitimacy of the partystate’s rule in the grassroots society, the election procedures have become
increasingly standardised, transparent, and rigorous (O’Brien and Han 2009). The
substance of grassroots democracy has also expanded from mere elections to
multiple dimensions such as the exercise of power and the supervision of
incumbents in daily governance (Chen 2014). After the abolition of agricultural
taxes in the 2000s, the state stipulates that the significant public affairs within the
village should be democratically deliberated and collectively decided by peasant
representatives. Rural residents were further encouraged to monitor their elected
leaders through a strengthened transparency of village-level finance.

5

Grassroots democracy has become more decentralised after four decades of
implementation. The candidate is selected directly by the residents rather than being
pre-emptively nominated by the township authority, and the elected leader cannot
be arbitrarily removed except in cases of severe misconduct. Democratic
deliberation contains multiple stages and involves different social groups, such as
the village leadership, party members, other community elites, and the general
masses. Public finance is publicised each quarter through physical and electronic
means to increase the participation of residents in official supervision.
After the new CCP leadership took office in 2012, grassroots party building has
been promoted as the priority of local governance, which stresses the centralised
role of the party in grassroots political operation. In 2019, the Party Rural Document
required that the community party secretary take the position of community
committee director 3 . The Rural Revitalisation Plan promulgated in 2018 also
stipulated that the deliberation of public affairs ought to be issued, guided, and
promoted by the Community Party Committee 4 . Parallel to reinforcing the
community public finance transparency, the party has strengthened its top-down
control by dispatching work teams and deploying party discipline branches into
communities.

3

See http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2019-09/01/content_5426319.htm
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See http://www.moa.gov.cn/ztzl/xczx/xczxzlgh/201811/t20181129_6163953.htm
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Grassroots party building involves the interactions between multiple levels of
party hierarchies and between the party cadres, state officials, and social groups in
the grassroots society. The main target of grassroots party building is to revitalise
the functions of PPOs5, as the authority and influence of PPOs have been much
reduced with the collapse of the collective economy and the implementation of
grassroots democracy.. Grassroots party building has become a significant index in
the cadre responsibility evaluation system. Faced with the pressure of assessment,
provincial, municipal, and county-level party secretaries not only allocate more
financial resources to community-level administration, but also continuously
dispatch work teams comprising officials from multiple departments to intervene
into governance in communities (Liao and Tsai 2020). Moreover, the party has
proactively repressed the informal social groups, such as clans and religious
organisations, and at the same time formulated networks dominated by the party.
Grassroots party building does not mean the abolition of grassroots democratic
institutions. Rather, it represents an effort of the ruling party to reform grassroots
self-governance. Grassroots elections provide the ruling party with legitimacy for
its rule in grassroots society, offer community residents a formal channel of political
participation, and provide information of grassroots cadre performance. Of course,
democratic institutions do not generate mere positive effects on authoritarian rule,

5

The party branches in the communities.
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they also have a series of negative impacts, such as elite splits and collective
decision-making gridlocks. Therefore, the main objective of grassroots party
building is to maximise the positive effects and minimise the negative impacts of
grassroots democracy.
The recent grassroots party building can be interpreted as a social engineering
project to reinforce the authority and leadership of the ruling party under the
institutional framework of grassroots democracy. The performance of grassroots
democracy building can be measured by several indicators: the cross-office rate of
the village party secretary and village committee director, the efficiency of public
deliberations to achieve majority consensus in village governance, the number of
corruption cases among village leaders, and the public goods provision in the
village.

1.3 Literature review
1.3.1 The role of grassroots democracy in state governance
The existing scholarship on grassroots democracy under the CCP rule can be
divided into four perspectives: democratic accountability, political participation,
informal accountability, and informal centralisation. Democratic accountability
focuses on the role of elections in keeping elected village officials accountable to
the general public. Relevant studies show that the implementation of grassroots
democracy has effectively promoted the supply of public goods and their balanced
8

development in rural areas (Zhang et al. 2004; Luo et al. 2007; Wang and Yao 2007).
Political inclusion concentrates on the factors that influence residents’ turnout in
village politics. Shi (1999) finds that rural residents participate in rural election with
the aim of punishing corrupt officials, while Landry et al. (2010) demonstrate that
voter turnout increases when the grassroots election is competitive despite some
advantages enjoyed by party members. Informal accountability stresses the impacts
of local social networks on grassroots political operations. Tsai (2007) suggests that
in the situation of weak formal accountability mechanism, open and embedded rural
associations (such as clans and village temples) can be used as an informal
accountability system to promote the performance of village leaders. Zhu and Cai
(2016) find that both formal electoral system and informal system can help improve
the supply of public goods in villages. Xu and Yao (2015) demonstrate that informal
organisations in villages can help overcome the dilemmas of collective action in the
supply of public goods, and can ensure the effective accountability of village
leaders. Informal centralisation refers to rough measures of local authority in
manipulating village democracy. Research in this vein suggests that local authority
reduces the competitiveness or increases control of the nomination procedure with
the aim of reinforcing its say in grassroots politics (see O’Brien and Han 2009).
These four theoretical lenses are interweaved rather than having a clear boundary.
Based on the different focuses of multiple approaches (emphasising the institution

9

or actor, decentralisation or control), the above perspectives can be grouped into
four categories (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Multiple lens of studying grassroots democracy
Both the democratic accountability and informal accountability perspectives
tend to interpret the implementation of grassroots democracy as an endeavour of
the ruling party to promote decentralisation. Decentralisation here refers to the
efforts of the central leadership of the CCP to engage the public in selecting village
cadres and managing local affairs. The logic is that local residents have greater
information about village cadres through their daily interactions and thus are better
suited to selecting officials than the upper-level authorities who lack information
about their local agents. The differences between democratic accountability and

10

informal accountability lie in the sources of accountability. Democratic
accountability underscores that village officials are more likely to be the
representatives of the public with the pressure of formal elections, while informal
accountability stresses that incumbent officials fulfil their public duty because they
are subject to moral obligations generated from informal social networks and they
must acquire support from strong clan groups in order to win elections.
Conversely, the political inclusion and informal centralisation perspectives
stress the instrumental use of democracy in authoritarian governance. Both
emphasise that grassroots democracy is a strategic tool to incorporate grassroots
elites into state governance, and that there is no signal that the ruling party is
retreating from grassroots society or empowering the local authority or social forces.
Political inclusion underlines the role of grassroots democracy in channelling
residents’ claims and demands into institutional channels and reducing the
possibility of them taking more radical and violent measures. Similarly, the
informal centralisation perspective explores the intervention of the party-state in
grassroots elections with the aim of selecting loyal agents to ensure policy
compliance. While the political inclusion perspective mainly stresses the influences
of democratic institutions in shaping formal political participation and the operation
of grassroots politics, the informal centralisation perspective focuses more on the

11

unwritten rules and measures adopted by the local authority in shaping village
politics.
This research is located in the intersection zone of informal/formal and
decentralisation/control approaches. The ruling party not only tightly controls the
state machine, but also massively penetrates into corners of society, which enables
the party to contingently adjust and synthetically apply different tools. The
grassroots party building project launched by the central leadership of the CCP tries
to strike a balance between decentralisation and centralisation through a
combination of formal and informal institutions. It involves a dual trend: The formal,
decentralised grassroots democracy institutions are undermined by top-down
interventions, and the informal, consolidation practices of rural party organisations
are increasingly institutionalised.

1.3.2 The dynamics of grassroots party building
As a distinctive feature of a Leninist regime, the CCP has established its
branches in nearly all grassroots social units, including villages, communities,
companies, schools and militaries since the revolution period. However, the PPO,
the ‘fortress in the grassroots’, has been severely eroded with the development of
the market economy since the reform and opening up policy in 1978 (Chen and
Gong 1997; Pei 2006; Shambaugh and Brinley 2008; Yu and Tang 2018). To
reinvent the routinisation of PPOs and strengthen the party leadership in rural

12

society, several new measures were introduced whose real effects have yet to
receive close attention (the few exceptions have concentrated on party building in
non-government social organisations or private companies [Thornton 2017; Kan
and Ku 2021]).
The decay of PPOs in rural areas since undermines the penetration and
mobilisation capacity of the party. First, in rural areas, with the disintegration of the
‘People’s commune’ (renmingongshe, 人 民 公 社 ) and the enforcement of
grassroots democracy, PPOs can no longer monopolise resources and play a single
dominant role in the public affairs of the village (Nee 1989; Oi and Rozelle 2000).
With the change from a command economy to a market economy, power and
privilege shifts from redistributors to direct producers such that villagers can earn
money from the market (Nee 1989). There have been severe conflicts over the
collection of agricultural taxes and fees between elected village head and party
branch secretary, in that the former is the representative of the peasants while the
latter is the agent of the state (Oi and Rozelle 2000).
Second, the penetration and coverage of PPOs has greatly declined with
population mobility and the hollowing out of villages (Yu and Tang 2018). The
huge development gap has accelerated the young labor outflow from rural areas to
urban areas, such that most of them have become migrant workers who are
constrained by the household registration system (hukou, 戶口) and suffer from

13

unaffordable urban living costs. The party members of the rural floating population
are so isolated from the party organisation that they scarcely attend meetings and
activities of rural party branches and even seldom pay the party dues.
Third, rampant corruption is common among party branches due to that the
arbitrary power of the party secretary subject to weak discipline. Although decollectivisation of rural and tax reform in 1994 not only reduced the income of local
governments but also offered local cadres some power to generate more fiscal
revenue from industry development (Oi 1992), ‘local corporatism’ is not the full
picture, there is no effective institution and agency to constrain local cadres’
predatory hands, and excessive burdens have induced peasants to protest and revolt
(Bernstein and Lü 2000).
The above problems have drawn the attention of the top leaders of the CCP,
who have continually emphasised the importance of strengthening the social basis
of the party and launched a series of policies aimed at reinventing PPOs in different
areas. Through ideological adjustment of the three representatives (sange daibiao,
三 個 代 表 ), the economic elites are co-opted into the party, which thereby
eliminates potential external opposition to the party but may undermine its internal
cohesion (Dickson 2016). The coverage of PPOs in emerging social actors has
greatly improved, but there exist some conflicts between party interests and the
original missions of the organisations (Thornton 2013; Yu and Tang 2018).
14

Co-optation of new elites into party membership and extension of party
branches into new organisations are only one side of the story; the party endeavours
to rejuvenate existing PPOs are also important but have received little attention.
Also, PPOs in urban and rural areas have distinctive features and functions. While
the urban PPOs in different sectors have been greatly attended, changes in rural
PPOs are yet to be systematically studied. This study tries to fill this gap by
analysing the recent efforts of the CCP to rebuild and revitalize its cells in rural area
where over one-third of the party members live. It examines how the party attempts
to improve its

penetration and mobilisation capacity at the grassroots rural society

and what are the impacts of such efforts on party-state relations, state-society
relations, and local governance and development.

1.3.3 Regime party institutionalisation under authoritarian rule
One-party regimes have become the most common type of authoritarian rule
and proved to be more stable and resilient than other types of authoritarian regimes
(Huntington 1970; Geddes 1999; Brownlee 2007; Gandhi 2008; Magaloni and
Kricheli 2010; Svolik 2012; Meng 2016). These phenomena have sparked great
curiosity about the ruling party and its functions in dictatorships (Brownlee 2007;
Gandhi 2008; Magaloni and Kricheli 2010). Why are party-based authoritarian
regimes more durable than other types of authoritarian regimes? How does the
regime-sanctioned party contribute to authoritarian rule?
15

To answer these questions, students of authoritarian regimes have probed the
functions of the ruling party under dictatorship with reference to theories of regime
transition, state capacity, and institutionalism. There are two prominent distinctive
explanations of how the dictator, ruling allies, and governed masses achieve a
precarious balance. The first argument is that the party, similar to the institution in
democracies, serves to contain elite conflict and achieve mass support by
restraining the dictator’s absolute and arbitrary power, as in the regular intra-party
negotiation process;The elites and the potential opposition can voice their claims
and the autocrat can strategically respond to their demands through power
delegation or policy concession (Gandhi and Przeworsk 2006; Brownlee 2007;
Magaloni and Kricheli 2010). In line with this argument, the party distributes
material resources to the elites and the masses to buy their political support
(Wintrobe 2000; Magaloni 2006; Blaydes 2010; Svolik 2012). Another viewpoint
conceptualises the regime party as a significant instrument to strengthen the
dictator’s control over the periphery, such that the presence of the grassroots party
organisation enhances the infrastructure power of the state (Koss 2018).
More recently, scholars have explored the effects of regime party
institutionalisation on ruling party development. Huntington (1968: 394) defines
party institutionalisation as the ‘process by which parties become established and
acquire value and stability’. Similarly, Levitsky (1998:80) stresses the importance

16

of ‘behavioural routinisation’, whereby actors within the party respect shared rules
with stable expectations, as the costs for breaking those rules are extremely high.
Panebianco (1988:53) underscores that the institutionalisation process brings about
stability of the party by transferring the authority and influence from the individual
leader to the party as a whole and formulating a ‘routinisation of charisma’. Meng
(2016) points out that institutionalisation enables the ruling party to become an
autonomous organisation capable of functioning regardless of who is in power.
However, the above approaches have some flaws. First, the functional
approach may confound the effects of party and other factors and cannot readily
explain why dictators use a regime party rather than other institutions to achieve
similar goals (Magaloni and Kricheli 2010). Slater (2010) argues that the party
functions well due to elite cohesion rather the party is the cause of political stability
(Slater 2010). Boix and Svolik further highlight that the power-sharing agreement
only succeeds when the ruling elites can pose credible rebellion threats to the ruler
(2013). Second, party-based patronage increases the vulnerability of the regime
when faced with economic crisis and easily causes rampant corruption (Blaydes
2010). It is also misleading to think of durability of authoritarian party as a sign of
strength of an authoritarian regime, for weak regimes may last for a long period if
none/few exogenous shocks or crises ever occur (Koss 2018). Regime parties vary
greatly in their strength (Meng 2016). To unveil the myth of authoritarian party
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strength, we need research that explores their underpinning characters and
institutions.
This study explores the functional performance and organisational development
of the ruling party in China from the perspective of party institutionalisation. Taking
a neo-institutional approach, institutionalisation of the ruling party refers to a dual
process whereby the party adapts its internal rules and organizations to cope with
the pressures generated from the tensions between decentralised grassroots
democracy and centralised party-state structure on the one hand, and the party
creates and reforms formal institutions and informal social norms to reduce threats
in the institutional environment on the other. In this research, we can see that party
institutionalisation in contemporary China is a process in which the ruling party has
centralised and routinised control over its members and the social networks where
it is located in order to cope with the decentralisation pressures caused by grassroots
democracy.

1.4 Theoretical framework: steering democracy through
grassroots party institutionalisation
The primary concern of this research is how central leadership restores the
party’s absolute authority and direct control to fix the unintended outcomes of
grassroots democracy. Grassroots democracy has not only brought more rigorous
and transparent electoral procedures, but also evolved into changes in decision18

making and accountability mechanisms. Despite these improvements, the
implementation of grassroots democracy does not necessarily lead to better
governance: elections causes severe local elite splits and organizational conflicts
between the party branches and villagers’ committees; public deliberation in
decision-making easily results in a gridlock due to difficulties in achieving majority
consensus; public monitoring and harsh discipline lead to slack administration.
These challenges not only impair public confidence in grassroots democratic
institutions, but also undermine state governance capacities and reduce regime
support.
The subtle relationship between the two dimensions of legitimacy of democracy
causes further problems. As suggested by Scharpf (1999), tensions exist in the
relationship between ‘input legitimacy’ and ‘output legitimacy’. The former refers
to individual citizens’ opportunities for direct and indirect participation (through
representatives) in collective decision-making, and the latter refers to the quality
and substance of decisions. The sound operation of democracy which can generate
both input and output legitimacy rests on various supporting elements, including:
respect for the individual’s rights and liberty, free press, vibrant civil society, and
so on, which are scant in rural China. The ‘birth defects’ of grassroots democracy
in rural China are the sources of its negative impacts on governance performance,
which also leave rooms for intervention and manipulation by the ruling party.
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Through rebuilding and rejuvenating the PPOs, the ruling party seeks to tackle
the challenges brought about by grassroots democracy and the potential threats of
traditional local civic associations (such as clans, village temples, and religious
groups). The aim is to maintain or even boost both its ruling legitimacy and
governance capacity. The process of empowering its party cells takes place within
the existing grassroots democracy framework, as the framework remains valuable
for the ruling party to gain legitimacy and authority in governance, as well as to
gather information about its local agents.
The burgeoning literature on political institutions in non-democracies mainly
focuses on single institutions to explore their roles in authoritarian systems.
However, autocrats certainly rely on various institutions to govern. Thus,
inadequate attention to the relationships between different institutions may lead to
misreading of the impacts of institutions in authoritarian rule. As suggested by
Pepinsky (2014), current studies fail to rigorously distinguish institutions as the
cause or as epistemology, because the institutions are easily confused with final
political outcomes. This study explores the relationships between different
institutions to understand their interactive effects in authoritarian governance. More
specifically, the research examines how the ruling party has actively responded to
the challenges brought about by grassroots democracy by reorchestrating formal
and informal institutions.
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Based on the perspective of institutional layering from historical
institutionalism, this research explores the dynamics of institutional change in
grassroots democracy in rural China. Historical institutionalism stresses the
significance of path dependence in institutional change that existing institutions
exert dominant influence over involved actors’ ideas and behaviors and the
institution shifts when external attack or internal agency emerge, which are
regarded as critical junctures (Mahoney and Thelen 2009). The historical
institutionalism reminds us to find clues of institutional changes from historical
dynamics and context. Institutional layering is one type of institutional change that
occurs when the deviation degree between existing institution and emerging
institution is low and the resistance to institutional change is high (Mahoney and
Thelen 2009). In the process of institutional layering, the existing institution still
exist and remain influential, while relevant powerful agents no longer benefit from
it and are trying to establish a new one. The existing institutions and emerging new
institutions are compatible in some aspects, which keep a balance in a short time
period (Mahoney and Thelen 2009).
The institutional layering theory is also conducive to understand the recent
reform of grassroots democracy in rural China. As shown in Figure 2, the
development of grassroots democracy has generated several unintended outcomes
for the authoritarian rule, which is a result of the complex institutional environment.
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Contrary to the benefits (such as public goods provision and local cadre
accountability) that emphasized by supporters of grassroots democracy in the
launching period, the threats and costs of grassroots self-governance (such as policy
implementation, administration efficiency and party’s absolute leadership) have
been highlighted by the current leadership of CCP.
The incompatibility of grassroots democracy and the centralized authoritarian
power structure as well as the deterioration of social capital have jointly shape the
unintended outcomes. The emerging problems have provided room for the ruling
collation to saddle democracy. Since 2012, the central leadership has endeavoured
to revitalize its grassroots cells to regain dominance in public affairs and social
innovations, with the aim of ‘translating China’s institutional advantages into
governance efficacy’ (把中國的制度優勢轉化為治理效能). More specifically,
the ruling party has attempted to transform ‘decentralised grassroots democracy’
into ‘consolidated grassroots democracy’ by layering three party-dominated
processes–cadre selection, mass mobilisation, and top-down discipline – onto the
existing institutional framework of village grassroots democracy which includes
elections of officials, public deliberations in decision making, and cadre
accountability.
Regarding the grassroots democracy offers legitimacy for the party’s power
excise in the grassroots society, and the grassroots election has been
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institutionalized as a significant channel to absorb peasants’ political participation
and preference. The party’s institutions are not completely contradicted with
democratic institutions: the party institution has pseudo-democratic elements that
“democratic centralism” is the fundamental organizational principle of the party.
While, the democratic elements within party’s institutions are bounded, since it is
only open to party members. The recent institutional changes in grassroots
democracy is not a subversion that bottom-up election, deliberation and supervision
still endure, but rather a layering process that the logic and orientation has been
subtlety adapted from decentralization to centralization.
Three mechanisms are identified in the institutional layering process: the
information funnel, resource dominance, and instantiated framing. The dual feature
of controlling the state and penetrating the society enables the ruling party to
contingently span formal and informal institutions to increase its flexibility to
counter

institutional

constraints

and

deinstitutionalised

unpredictability.

‘Information funnel’ refers to the massive processes of information gathering and
the exclusive use of information. Conventional wisdom of decentralisation theory
argues that local residents enjoy an information advantage in monitoring grassroots
public officials over higher levels of authority. Although this viewpoint well
explains the improvement of government efficacy after administrative
decentralisation reform in developed democracies, it cannot be directly transferred
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and applied in authoritarian contexts. The information flow in authoritarian states
tends to be more difficult than in democracies due to the constraints on the media,
the implementation of censorship, and the repression of independent civil society.
Under this circumstance, local residents have scarce opportunity to acquire a full
picture of government officials’ concrete behaviours and its consequences on
performance, as well as the true preference and attitude of other members of the
public. Contrariwise, the ruling party can acquire the information possessed by the
state and society through public investigation and secret mass surveillance. It also
monopolizes this information. Based on this information advantage, the ruling party
can utilise a suitable strategy for its interests, shaping the preferences and
expectations of the involved actors.
‘Resource dominance’ refers to the extraction and redistribution of state spoils
and social wealth. The classic ‘selectorate group’ theory posits that the ruler needs
to appease influential actors in order to sustain political survival, and authoritarian
leaders tend to share rents with a few powerful elites rather than with the general
masses. The seminal work by Blaydes (2010), however, suggests that the elites pay
costs of buying mass support to acquire the qualifications to enjoy state spoils.
Similarly, the control of state public finance enables the ruling party to influence
the flow and redistribution of social wealth between the elites and the ruled. The
command line of the ruling party has been extended to more grassroots units
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through a huge patronage system, such that local social elites build a network with
the public by offering public goods and services on the one hand, and the party
shares state positions with elite members competent in mobilising public support.
‘Instantiated framing’ refers to the use of popularised rhetoric and instances of
success to influence cognition. The importance of framing has been well recognised
by social movement scholars for diagnosing problems, promoting alternatives, and
encouraging actions. In the process of influencing the public perception over issues,
the public voice and mass interpretation play significant roles in information
transfer and preference shaping. The control of the media enables the ruling party
to smoothly propagandise its directives by amplifying potential positive effects on
public interest and suppressing other critical views, leading to partial blindness. The
penetration of society also enables the ruling party to flexibly interpret its orders
based on local knowledge and culture, which further clarifies the expected
behaviour models for the general public to follow.
In this process of institutional change, power and information have been
recentralised in the hands of the ruling party. The ruling party actively mediates
grassroots elite conflict based on information collected through pre-election social
investigations, which reinforces the cohesion among village elites. To alleviate
collective action dilemmas, the party formulates party-led social capital to conduct
intensive mass mobilisation. At the same time, the upper-level authority reinforces
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its monitoring capacity over village officials by installing its branches into
communities and expanding its information-gathering channels. Through these
efforts, the decoupling strategy that the local party-statries to isolate from grassroots
conflicts through self-governance has been transformed into

manipulation

manner that tightly control all aspects of grassroots politics.

Figure 2 Theoretical framework

1.5 Research method
This research adopts a mixed research method, including interviews, participant
observations and statistical analysis. The qualitative material is mainly based on a
one-year field research in Guangdong Province, China from 2019 to 2020.
Guangdong is selected since it is one the pioneers in various political reforms and
experiments, including this round of grassroots party building and rural
revitalization. Taking the position of part-time researcher in a non-government
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research institute ZD that has stable working relationships with local authority, I
had the opportunity to access the field and interview significant actors, especially
those work in core departments of party and government. The interviews with
district and township party cadres and government officials are helpful for me to
gain a panoramic picture about the dynamics of grassroots politics. The field
research and interviews have enabled me to contextualize the party-building
projects in village politics and the broader institutional reform of rural China.
From September 2019 to December 2019, I had the opportunity to observe the
specific intervention activities of the local party committees in village elections. I
adopted a most different cases logic for case selection. Six villages with divergent
attributes (population, economy and location, etc.) were selected. The VPS and
VCD in these villages were taken by different persons for over ten years out of
various reasons. While all the six villages achieved cross-office in the recent round
of VCD election with the endeavours of upper-level authority. I interviewed party
cadres and government officials from the administrative levels above the village
who had experience conducting election intervention in these villages. They came
from the district- and township-level Organization Departments, Party Discipline
Committees, and Police and Tax Bureaus (See Appendix 1). These interviews
sought to understand their rationales and detailed operations in electoral
interventions. I also interviewed village leaders, including the incumbent and
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former VPSs and VCDs, village elites like clan leaders and private enterprise
owners, and ordinary peasants to get a complete picture of the interactions between
different parties involved in village elections. During this process, I also conducted
in-depth interviews with members of work teams and obtained from them important
policy documents and work notes on how to promote the grassroots election reform.
From December 2019 to January 2020 and from April 2020 to May 2020, I
explored the measures taken by the village party committees to improve the
efficiency of the village’s democratic discussions. I selected two villages with the
logic of most similar case logic that one has established party-led social capital and
the other without. The two selected villages share similar background in population,
economy and geography, while performs differently in public deliberation. I
interviewed village cadres and government officials that had experience in building
community social capital and mobilizing rural residents in democratic deliberation
so that majority consensus on public affair management can be achieved. I also
interviewed social workers, private entrepreneurs and volunteers about their roles,
incentives and strategies in contributing their efforts to the community social affairs.
In addition, I also collected some documents from village party committees and
township government officials, such as the pairing lists of party members and the
residents they need to serve, the guidebook for the party members to make friends
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with the general public, the assessment criteria for party members, and the villagelevel informal rules in directing the public’s behaviours.
From July 2020 to October 2020, I interviewed secretaries of the Discipline and
Inspection Commission at the district and township levels who participated in the
training program hosted by the district-level Discipline Inspection Commission
whose theme was how to supervise village leaders effectively in the era of “joint
post of the VPS and the VCD”. Since the topic is sensitive in mainland China, I
adopted snowball sampling strategy to recruit more interviewees by inviting friends
of my informants that work in discipline departments in order to obtain rich data. I
also collected party internal documents about local disciplinary reforms in recent
years. In addition, I adopted a participative observation approach to explore how
the local disciplinary cadres proactively collected clues of misbehaviours handled
misconduct reports and strategically protected low-level government officials.
To assess the effects of the various institutional reconstruction endeavours, I
conduct statistical analysis on the cross-sectional village data collected through the
four rounds of China Labor Force Dynamics Survey (CLDS) 2018. The villagelevel dataset is a national representative that includes 383 villages. Sample counties
were first randomly selected from a province with the number of counties being
proportional to the province’s labour-force size. Then within a sample county, one
village was randomly selected.
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1.6 Chapter overview
The chapters in this study are structured as follows. This chapter (the first
chapter) introduces the research question, conceptualisation, literature review,
theoretical framework, and research methods.
Based on the qualitative data collected through fieldwork in Guangdong
Province, Chapters 2, 3, and 4 discuss the CCP’s power consolidation efforts in the
areas of village elections, public deliberations, and cadre supervision in rural
grassroots governance. Chapter 2 examines the strategy of the local party authority
to intervene in village elections to settle and prevent elite splits. It finds that the
“harmonizing intervention” processes managed to enhance local party authority and
elite coherence.
Chapter 3 explores the collective action problem caused by the implementation
of public deliberation in village decision-making and the adaptative measures taken
by the ruling party to alleviate this problem. Through formulating party-dominated
social capital, party members and the general masses was mobilised to form
majority consensus in support of village government in the collective decisionmaking processes.
Chapter 4 discusses the ineffectiveness of election accountability, the shortage
of daily public monitoring, and the endeavours of the party to discipline village
leaders by reinforcing its information gathering capacity and the independence of
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the township discipline department. It finds that top-down accountability has been
improved by installing disciplinary branches in the community party organisations
and periodically dispatching supervision work teams to collect from local residents
the evidence of cadre misconducts like the embezzlement of collective finances or
of the resources provided by the upper levels of the state for local development.
Chapter 5 utilises village-level data to examine the effects of grassroots party
building on village governance. It finds that party building greatly facilitates the
provision of public goods in villages. Specifically, the selection of political
entrepreneurs as village leaders and the formulation of party-dominated capital
have greatly alleviated the collective action problem, and the combination of topdown discipline and bottom-up monitoring curbs village leaders’ misuse of public
finances, allowing more money to be spent on public goods provision.
Chapter 6 summarises the main findings of this study. It concludes that the
grassroots democracy in rural China has evolved from the ruling party’s ritualised
deployment of democratic institutions such as elections, public deliberations and
monitoring to its active re- centralization through grassroots party building. By
selecting loyal, popular village leaders and coordinating elite conflicts, formulating
party-dominated capital to mobilise the masses, and combining top-down discipline
and bottom-up monitoring, the party revitalises its dominance in grassroots affairs
in a decentralised context. This power consolidation process, on one hand, has
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reduced the threats to stability from informal social groups and grassroots elite split,
and thus improves governance efficacy and public goods provision, and on the one
hand, has impaired the autonomy of the grassroots party-state.
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Chapter 2 Selection of Party cadres and management of elite
conflicts in village elections
2.1 Grassroots democracy and local elite conflicts
There is a growing consensus that elections can serve as governance tool for
authoritarian states (Magalon 2006; Morse 2012; Egorov and Sonin 2014; Gehlbach
et al. 2016). Previous studies suggest two fundamental roles of elections in
dictatorships: information gathering (Blaydes 2008; Little 2017) and strength
signalling (Przeworski 2009; Magaloni 2006). Based on the collected information,
dictators can distribute rents, delegate powers, or make policy concessions
accordingly (Gandhi and Przeworski 2007; Blaydes 2008). By showing muscle
strength, the ruling party can prevent rival collective actions and even deter military
defection (Geddes 2005; Magaloni 2006; Gandhi and Lust-Okar 2009; Przeworski
2009).
However, the two functions of the election in authoritarian states seem
incompatible in nature. Gathering high-quality information depends on fair and
transparent elections, while these characters increase the probability of the ruling
party losing power. Egorov and Sonin (2014) suggest that the ruling party tends to
use fraud and manipulation to ensure election victory, which may lead to weak
legitimacy or even radical social protest. In another instance, when the election
regulation was changed so that the opposition parties were empowered to challenge
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the ruling party, the party that had stayed in power in Mexico for over seventy years
eventually stepped down (Morse 2012).
The above discussion indicates that elections in dictatorships are dangerous
games that require the capacity of dictators to steer the process and the result. The
best strategy for dictators is to select different tactics based on specific situations.
One study analysed the different conditions under which dictators deploy distinct
electoral institutions (Egorov and Sonin 2014). When there is a huge advantage of
the ruling party, the dictators tend to allow fair and transparent elections without
manipulation and intervention, for fraud and manipulation may result in mass
protests, reduce institutional efficiency, and wreck legitimacy. Indeed, the
incumbent ruling party has numerous advantages, such as information on popularity
and access to state resources (Levitsky and Way 2002; Blaydes 2008). Therefore,
they may be able to take various measures beyond mere fraud to alleviate the
dilemma between information gathering and strength?
The case of China grassroots elections can contribute to our understanding of the
diverse methods the ruling party adopts to ensure the multiple functions of elections
can be simultaneously achieved. Previous studies of China grassroots elections
mainly focused on its roles in local governance and public goods provision (Wang
and Yao 2007; Manion 2009), but seldom linked it to the literature of comparative
authoritarian institutions. In fact, as Tsai (2007) pointed out, insufficient attention
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has been paid to the case of China due to concerns over uniqueness, and context
specification is conducive for comparative theoretical building.
Grassroots elections in rural China vividly exemplify the dilemma faced by
authoritarian leaders. In the 1990s, the election of villagers’ committees (cunmin
weiyuanhui 村民委員會) was gradually promulgated in rural areas with the aim of
curbing village cadres’ predatory hands (Bernstein and Lü 2003). Regarding the
severe information asymmetry problems generated by multiple government layers
and the large number of villages, rural residents who possess comprehensive
information on the village leadership through daily interactions are empowered to
vote corrupt village leaders out, which is conducive to consolidating the regime
(O’Brien and Li 2000).
However, grassroots elections also cause the problem of signalling the ruling
party’s strength in grassroots society. Before their wide implementation, some party
elites expressed the concern that the VC would impair the authority of the village
party branch (O’Brien and Li 2000). Although the party branch is nominally the
‘leadership core’ (lingdao hexin 領導核心) in villages, many studies have found
the absolute authority of party branch to some extent has been undermined by the
VC and that the ‘locus of power’ in village is unstable and is subject to power
struggles, especially when the VPS (appointed by the upper-level authority) and the
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VCD (elected by the rural residents) are from opponent factions or clans (Oi and
Rozelle 2000; Sun et al. 2013).
One point meriting clarification is that although there is no opposition party, this
does not mean that signalling the ruling party’s strength and consolidating its
authority is not significant in grassroots society. After the implementation of
grassroots elections, the power of informal institutions such as clan and religious
groups has risen, as elections offer a mobilisation vehicle for vote support (Su et al.
2011). In some regions, the village election was manipulated by the informal groups
or thugs, which not only impedes the penetration capacity of the party, but also
undermines the democratic development in grassroots politics (O’Brien and Han
2009). As Tsai (2007) observes, village leaders fulfil their public obligation due to
the motivations from informal institutions rather than from electoral pressure or the
vertical accountability mechanism (such as the village cadre evaluation system).
From a historical perspective, the CCP relies on rural mobilisation to win the
revolution, and the loss of grassroots control is dangerous to the regime’s base (Li
2015).
The implementation of grassroots election also results in the ‘adverse selection’
problem in state local agent management. Since the party’s interests and rural
residents are not always convergent, especially for those unfavoured state policies
such as birth control and tax levies, the grassroots election motivates the elected
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village officials to act as the representative of residents rather than the agents of the
state. Many empirical studies have demonstrated that the implementation of village
elections reduced taxes and fees and increased village spending on public goods
provision (Zhang et al., 2004; Wang and Yao 2007; Luo et al. 2007). This problem
still exists in some areas such as house demolition, even after the abolition of
agricultural taxes and the single child policy. Therefore, the joint post of the VPS
and the VCD is also an endeavour to strengthen the policy implementation capacity
of the party state (Martinez-Bravo et al. 2007).
The CCP has experimented with multiple different measures to alleviate the
friction between local elites, while the outcomes have been unsatisfactory. The twoballot system was designed and introduced whereby candidates of the VPS are
subject to popular vote (Li 1999). However, this system places the VPS in the
position of a resident representative rather than a loyal state agent. Another method
is that the CCP directly dispatched public officials to villages to strengthen its
penetration capacity (Zhang, Chen, and Wang 2019; Liao, Tsai, and Lin 2020). At
the same time, its effects are also mediated by the relationship between the VPS
and the VCD.
Recent grassroots party-building efforts and election reforms of China provide
us an excellent opportunity to examine the toolboxes of dictators to steer local
elections to achieve information gathering, signal strength, and strengthen their
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control over grassroots agents and society. The Rural Work Document regulates
that Village Party Secretary (VPS) is to be promoted and elected as the Village
Committee Director (VCD). The goal is to enhance the legitimacy, power, and
influence of primary party organisations among peasants in a context of a free and
fair election. According to the ‘Strategic Plan for Rural Revitalisation’ reviewed
and approved by the Political Bureau of the Central Committee, it is clearly stated
that by 2020, the joint posts of the VPS and the VCD should reach 35%, and 50%
by 2022.

2.2 The practice of ‘democratic centralisation’ in village elections
2.2.1 Selection of joint post candidates
Data collected from the S district in Guangdong Province through interviews and
various party documents show that party interventions in village elections in the
form of ‘democratic-centralisation” are carried out in the S district in three phases:
first, information is collected on the village leadership and potential ‘joint post’
candidates by dispatching work teams to hold deliberations with general rural
residents and requiring multiple government departments to accomplish
background investigation; second, if the most loyal, competent, popular candidate
is not the incumbent VPS, the work team conditionally uses persuasion,
compensation, and pressure to order the incumbent VPS to abdicate, and the new
candidate will then be appointed by the township authority as the VPS; third, in the
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sequent election of VCD, the work team also helps the new appointed VPS to
further improve their popularity by offering financial resources in building public
goods, propagandising the advantage of joint position of the VPS and the VCD, and
co-opting other strong competitors; and fourth, for those villages with serious
conflict and the lack of a suitable VPS candidate, the local authority tends to
dispatch public officials to the village and take the position of VPS, quell power
struggles within elite group, improve the party-masses relation, and find local
potential VPS backups within a wider scope.
To achieve the joint posts and promote rural development, local authority is
required to select a popular, loyal, and competent VPS in the first stage. The VPS
should take the position of the VCD by winning the VC election, which requires
the VPS to enjoy wide support among residents. In recent years, poverty alleviation
and rural revitalisation have been listed as priorities for the local party-state, which
also motivates local authorities to appoint a loyal and competent VPS to effectively
implement state policies, promote village economic development, and provide
public goods.
The comprehensive information of candidates is held by multiple stakeholders.
The information about the incumbent VPS or candidate’ popularity can be gathered
through social investigation. The state departments own the competence
information, as several government departments like the police and tax authority
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can check the social and economic status of candidates. The citizens and the state
jointly own loyalty information. Citizens frequently communicate with the
candidates and can evaluate their political loyalty from their daily political views
(whether they have criticised the party, central leadership, and core policies before)
and behaviours (whether they have participated in religious activities). At the same
time, the police department also can check the relevant information from their
datasets, such as criminal history and participation in radical collective actions or
thug groups.
In 2019, The S District Committee Organisation Department (thereafter, OD)
formulated the policy of Village (Community) Party Organisation Secretary
Qualification Review and Filing Management System (《村(社區)黨組織書記任
職資格審查和備案制度), which requires that the appointment of the VPS be
checked and approved by the OD (Interview 1). The OD dispatched nearly 100
cadres that work at district and township level party and government departments
to 205 urban and rural communities to check the five aspects of ‘loyalty,
competence, diligence, performance, and integrity’ (德) of the members of the party
branch and village committee. At the same time, multiple party-state departments
such as Discipline Inspection Committee, Politics and Law Committee, and Finance
Bureau, are also invited to check their background information (Interview 2). The
specific indexes are shown in Table 1.
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Aspect
Loyalty (20 points)

Competency(20 points)

Diligence (20 points)

Achievement (15 points)

6

Key Index
Has the person practiced ‘ four types of
consciousnesses’ (四個意識 sige yishi), ‘four
matters of confidence’ (四個自信 sige zixin), and
‘two upholds’ (兩個維護 liangge weihu)?6 (10
points)
Has the person falsified, misled, or deceived the
party-state agencies and acted in a Janus-faced
manner? (10 points)
Can the person unite subordinates and strengthen
village leadership cohesion? (10 points)
Does the person have business management or
entrepreneurship experience? (5 points)
Is the person trusted and respected by the
villagers so that s/he can effectively mediate
conflicts? (5 points)
Has the person followed the principles of
democratic election, management, decisionmaking, and supervision in routine work? (10
points)
Does the person participate actively in meetings
and other organisational activities of the VPC and
VC? (5 points)
Is the person active in responding to villagers’
demands and helping them solve problems? (5
points)
Has the person contributed towards promoting
village income growth and public welfare, building
and maintaining public infrastructure, and providing
social services to the residents when in office? (5
points)

‘Four types of consciousnesses’ refers to being conscious of the need to uphold political integrity, to keep
the big picture in mind, to follow the CCP as the core of the Chinese leadership, and to act consistently
with the CCP Central Committee Policy. ‘Four matters of confidence’ refers to confidence in the
chosen path, guiding theories, political system, and culture of the CCP. The content and requirements
of ‘two upholds’ involve upholding Xi Jinping’s core role and Central Party leadership. In practice, the
work teams ask interviewees whether the incumbent leaders have ever expressed opinions against top
party leadership or criticised central policies.
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Has the person managed to maintain social order
and preserve the culture of the village? (5 points)

Integrity (25 points)

Has the person implemented state policies around
family planning, disaster relief, farm subsidy,
minimum living standard guarantee, etc.? (5 points)
Has the person and his/her relatives held
extravagant weddings or funerals? (5 points)
Has the person been disciplined for crime,
prostitution, gambling, or drugs? (10 points)
Has the person ever accepted bribes, or
embezzled government funds or collectively owned
assets? (5 points)
Has the person followed social ethics and village
regulations? (5 points)

Table 1 Prequalification review of the VPS nominee
Getting the real preference in authoritarian states is difficult for reasons of safety
and peer pressure. The work team adopted one-to-one interviews with influential
figures (such as village cadres, veterans, schoolteachers, and entrepreneurs) and
citizens for the purpose of gathering real information and avoiding extensive
disorder. The work team also sometimes bypasses the village committee and goes
directly to the household of the interviewee, promising that all the interview content
will be classified, and all the opinions and requests seriously recorded and reported.
The process is not all favourable, especially in the village with land-acquisition
conflicts where peasants whose rights have been violated tend to require a work
team to resolve their problem immediately. Under this circumstance, the work team
tends to delegate one member to deal with them one by one, and the other members
continue their original schedule to ensure work progress (Interview 3).
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In addition to the evaluations of individual village cadres, the information related
to the integral relationship between the village leadership and the general public, as
well as the potential threats of violence and state-society confrontation have also
been emphasised by the work team. The interview questions are not limited to the
popularity of incumbent primary party organisation leaders, but rather include
broad items of party-mass conflicts and the needs of citizens. In some villages, some
residents note, ‘Village cadres are all bad guys’ (Interview 4).

2.2.2 Ousting undesirable VPS candidates with a carrot and stick
approach
After gathering the information, local authority takes the corresponding measures
to optimise the incumbent party branch leadership with the aim of wining the
sequent VCD election as well as strengthening party internal cohesion. Candidates
who are competent and enjoy the high popularity but fail to meet capacity and
political standards will be removed from the candidate pool based on the concern
of vertical accountability. The village cadres found with serious problems will be
removed from the current position. Political loyalty and ‘clean’ status (without
corruption or thuggery) are the priorities in cadre selection, and the oversight of the
OD will be severely disciplined.
When the incumbent VPS fits the standard of popularity, competence, and
loyalty and there is no better option, they will be ensured as the formal candidate
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for the joint post. The work team gives feedback from the residents to the incumbent
VPS to help them further improve their popularity and support. As will be discussed
later, the local authority fully assists the joint post candidate – the qualified VPS –
to win the VCD election. The work team gives feedback from the residents to the
incumbent VPS to help them further improve their popularity and support.
Case A: The incumbent VPS Lai of NH enjoys over 70% percent of the support
of the residents and no political or criminal problems were found in the background
investigation process. The work team tells Lai that several residents reported that
the village finances are not transparent, which may cause corruption and
embezzlement (Interview 5). Lai then invited an independent professional auditing
agency to investigate the village accounts and funding, and publicised the result.
He also enhanced the frequency of financial statements from quarterly to monthly
and uploaded electronic copies of the finance statements to the village WeChat
group for convenience (Interview 6). Several reporting residents noted that these
measures cleared up some misunderstandings. With the approval of OD, Lai was
selected as the formal candidate of joint posts for Village NH. During the
announcement and publicity of this decision, the work team did not receive any
reports.
When the most suitable candidate for the joint posts is not the incumbent party
secretary, the work team will conditionally use persuasion, compensation, and
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pressure to order the incumbent VPS to abdicate, and the new candidate will be
appointed by the township authority as the VPS. About 30% of unqualified
incumbent VPS automatically abdicate because they know they have lost trust
among residents and have little probability in winning the VCD election (Interview
7). The rest of unqualified VPS are hesitated or unwilling to quit the current position,
which requires the active intervention of the work team.
Persuasion is the most commonly used method, since it has relatively low costs
for local authority. The work team tends to invite significant and influential political
figures to conduct talks (tanxin 談心) with the unqualified incumbent VPS. This
arrangement not only expresses the idea that the VPS was respected and valued
(zhongshi 重視) by local authority, but also seeks to create invisible pressure. The
invited leaders tend to first praise their contributions to the village development,
then stress selecting more qualified VPS as the significant policy from the central
leadership that all party members should execute unconsciously, let along the
leaders for the party branch, and at the end encourage them to support village
development after they quit. Just as Deng and O’Brien (2013) found in resolving
social protests, relational repression also used in our case that the children or other
relatives of unqualified incumbent VPS work in government or state-ownedenterprises, they will also be invited to conduct thought work.
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Case B: The incumbent VPS Ho of DW fails to fit the requirement of
performance; many residents reflected to the work team that Ho is an incompetent
honest people (老實人) who tries to do nothing to avoid conflicts. In the past five
years, the surrounding village’ economy has been developing rapidly and DW was
left far behind. When the work team persuades Ho to quit the position, he
complained that ‘even I do not have performance, but I pay numerous efforts
(Interview 8)’ and was reluctant to follow the instruction. Then the work team
invited the township party secretary to have dinner at Ho’s home and conduct
thought work. Finally, Ho accepted the upper level direction and quit his current
position.
The work team will use compensation, which is mainly applicable when the
unqualified incumbent VPS is suitable in hosting other public affairs. If they have
a good relationship with the more suitable candidate and express their willingness
to support the new candidate, they are encouraged to serve as the deputy party
secretary, and their salary will remain as same as the party secretary. Sometimes
the township government will also recruit them as staff without formal position (正
式編制), and give them a deputy (副科)-level salary.
Case C: The incumbent VPS Cai of HL is unqualified because of age and serious
chronic disease. In the beginning, Cai insisted that he could continue working and
that it was not moral that he had made tremendous contributions and was now being
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expelled. Through several rounds of bargaining, the township authority decided to
recruit Cai as a staff member at the township Public Service Office (公共服務辦
公室).
Intimidation is used when the team have collected some implicit criminal clues
of unqualified incumbent VPS who refuse to abdicate. On one hand, regarding
minor misconduct, they cannot be compensated by promotion. On the other hand,
if their misbehaviour occurred a long time before or is hidden, the township
authority not only lacks the authority to investigate and collect sufficient evidence
by conducting an economic crime investigation, but also faces great time pressure
to achieve joint post goals (Interview 9). The strategy then is to use pressure to drive
out unqualified incumbent VPS.
Case D: The incumbent VPS Zhu of XY was reported by many residents as
having embezzled collective assets in the last fish pond contracting project (魚塘
承包工程). As this event happened five years before and the residents did not have
explicit evidence, the work team urged Zhu to quit, but he refused and insisted he
was innocent (Interview 10). Fortunately, the work team found a receipt from small
shops recording that the party branch had bought many expensive cigarettes and
wine. Although this receipt cannot be used as embezzlement evidence, it might
represent extravagant waste. The work team showed the receipt to Zhu and told him
they have more evidence, and they just want to give him an opportunity to depart,
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as he has also made great contributions. Otherwise, they will submit this evidence
to the County Economic Crime Investigation Team (区经济问题侦查办公室). Zhu
finally quit the position of VPS and left XY village for fear of being further
investigated.

2.2.3 Campaigning for the VPS as conflict prevention and
resolution
The joint post candidate selection process depicted in the previous paragraphs
significantly increases the probability of victory of VPS in the election for VCD.
The VCD election procedure has become fairer and more transparent (O’Brien and
Han 2010), and the process is video-recorded for upper-level authority checks. The
candidates need to prepare an administration promise for election speech, and an
anonymous ballot is employed for privacy protection. As vote-buying and clan
intervention are hard to observe, the Discipline Inspection Committee dispatches
staff to the village and sets up physical and digital mailboxes to collect relevant
clues to strengthen monitoring capacity (Interview 11).
To further ensure the election victory of VPS, several strategies have been
introduced. The first is to conduct pre-election polls and actively co-opt strong
competitors; the second is to advertise the advantage of the joint post; and the last
is to provide financial resources to assist the VPS to build public goods and increase
popularity.
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Similar to the procedure of the joint posts candidate selection, the OD dispatches
a work team to collect information on candidates for the VCD. The candidate pool
of the VCD is broader than the VPS pool, as there is no party membership
requirement. The work team works with village grid staff (網格員) to go to
residents’ home and collect information about their preferred candidate. The work
team roughly calculates the support rate of the VPS and other competitors. Based
on the gathered information of support rates, the work team will take pre-emptive
measures to reduce the competitiveness of the VCD election. The work team will
actively talk with other candidates (who also enjoy some support), encourage them
to join the election for vice VCD, and promises that they will receive VCD-level
salary if they are successfully elected vice VCD (Interview 12).
The work team will use multiple channels to advertising the joint post advantage
to the residents. The work team produces and distributes brochures and electronic
copies to the general public through board notices and WeChat groups. The content
of brochure is structured as follows: first, the joint post has been stressed as a
significant policy by the central leadership that will be achieved eventually. Second,
the joint post is helpful in reducing public financial spending, as the number of
village officials has been reduced. At the same time, the salary for village officials
will be improved, which offers stronger incentives for them to fulfil their
obligations. Third, the joint post is conducive to decreasing power struggles within
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village leadership and avoid mutual blaming and mutual responsibility-shirking. To
further reduce popular concerns that the joint post will cause arbitrary decisionmaking and rampant corruption, the work team promises that all significant affairs
still follow the rule of ‘One policy – One discussion’ (四議兩公開) to ensure
effective public deliberation, and that the DIC will enhance monitoring capacity by
periodic ‘patrols’ (巡視) and daily supervision.
To help the VPS improve their service provision capacity and mass support, the
OD provides financial funding assistance. From 2018, the OD set up special
funding for PPO building and community development and allocated 20 million
yuan per year for community development (Interview 13). The funding was
distributed through two channels: Two-thirds of the funding was equally and
directly distributed to the hands of VPS to resolve the needs of rural residents.
Before that, when the masses reported that the street lamps needed repair, the VPS
would apply for upper level government funding, which tends to require several
months for approval. The new measure improves the response speed and capacity
of the VPS, which also improves rural residents’ satisfaction. The other third of the
funding was allocated by competition. The VPS prepared proposals of party
building and public service projects, and the OD invited government officials,
National People Congress deputies, Chinese People’s Political Consultative
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Conference members, and professional social workers to evaluate the proposals and
allocate funding.
Last but not least, the work team mobilises party-committee members, small
group leaders (elected by residents), leaders of enterprises, economic corporation
managers, and rank and file party members to persuade relatives, neighbours, and
friends to vote for the PS. Individual groups were formulated to introduce the
information of VPS to the residents who are unfamiliar with the VPS or hold a
neutral stand. Indeed, these moves cannot ensure that the residents will vote for the
PS, but it creates the image that the VPS enjoys a good reputation and high
popularity among elites.
This arrangement operates soundly to achieve a joint position when no severe
faction or clan conflicts exist within village leadership and there are no serious
contradictions between the general public and the incumbent village leadership, as
well as where at least one candidate meets the qualifications. For those villages with
serious conflict and lack of suitable VPS candidate, the local authority tends to
dispatch public officials to the village and take the position of VPS, quell the power
struggle within the elite group, improve the party-mass relation, and find local
potential VPS backups from a wider scope.
Since 2018, the OD has established a district committee to rectify weak and
scattered village (community) party organisation. The committee’s work leading
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groups have identified 11 weak and scattered village (community) party
organisations, and dispatched 11 cadres above the deputy section level as the first
secretary to lead the rectification, as well as establish village residences (Interview
1,13). The intervention of local authority has been institutionalized that village
leader election that the appointment and removal of VPS all require the OD’s
approval. To further strengthen the influence of PPOs, the OD has selected 109
outstanding young and middle-aged organ cadres and 54 outstanding public
security police to 54 key villages (communities) by serving as the first secretary or
village committee member (Interview 13).

2.3 Conclusion
This chapter examines the measures that the ruling parties in authoritarian states
adopt to reconcile the two seemingly incompatible goals of elections – information
gathering and strength signalling. Drawing on the recent efforts by the CCP to
promote its VPS to be elected as VCD, this research found that through pre-election
deliberations, the ruling party measures the popularity, personality, competence,
and loyalty information of prospective candidates (not only the candidates of the
ruling party but also their rivals or individuals outside the ruling party). The report
enables the ruling party to strategically select instruments from their toolbox such
as co-optation, recession, and repression to mediate elite conflicts and facilitate the
election victory of intended candidates.
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Much of the research around grassroots democracy in China has examined how
the introduction of elections affected local governance by encouraging political
participation and strengthening bottom-up accountability (Shi 1999; Wang and Yao
2007). However, this approach mainly draws on the perspective of western
democracy rather than interpreting the election practice through an authoritarian
lens as being neither a window-dressing decoration nor a sign of democratisation,
but rather a significant cornerstone political institution to maintain autocratic rule.
As shown in this chapter, the grassroots election is conducive to authoritarian
governance by providing the upper-level authority with an opportunity to select
ideal agents and improve the party-mass relationship based on the valuable
information collected about its subordinates and state-society conflicts.
This chapter also directly speaks to the literature of elections in nondemocracies
(Blaydes 2010; Brownlee 2007). Conventional wisdom holds that there is a tradeoff between the information-gathering and strength-signalling functions of
authoritarian elections, while this approach mainly focuses on the voting process
and ignores the power structure that elections are embedded in as well as the
primary election activities. As argued in this study, the ruling party of authoritarian
states uses primary elections as a tool to collect comprehensive information on
internal and outside candidates, coordinate conflicts between prospective local
elites, and select the most promising intended candidate for the general election.
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Chapter 3 Party-led Social Capital in Chinese Rural
Governance

3.1 Collective action dilemma in village democratic deliberation
The collective action dilemma is a common reason for the undersupply of public
goods provision (Olson 1989; Ostrom 1990), and community social capital (CSC)
is important for preventing free-riding problems and achieving cooperation in
public affairs governance (Putnam 1995; Pretty 2003; Runge 1986; Newman et al.
2008). Good CSC promotes frequent communication, facilitates mutual trust, and
reinforces social norms among community members, which in turn increase their
willingness to contribute their time, intelligence and resources to community public
goods. The existing literature on public goods provision in rural Chinese
communities interprets it as an obligation of village leadership and explores the
factors impacting grassroots accountability7 while paying less attention to the freeriding dilemma in terms of collective action8.
The reason for this focus is that most studies assume that postelection
administration is under the tight control of elected village leaders, who still have

7 Formal institutional factors include grassroots elections, see Wang and Yao (2007) and cadre evaluation
systems, see Chen (2014) and informal institutional factors include moral duty generated from local solidary
groups, see Tsai (2007).
8 See Newland (2016). One exception is Xu and Yao (2015), who suggested that informal social
connections, such as clan networks, offer village leaders a mobilization device. However, they mainly
focused on the traditional and inherent CSC that originated from social relations, while the current paper
concentrates more on the new emerging CSC formulated and dominated by the ruling party.
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arbitrary decision-making power (Obrien and Han 2009). In fact, since the
implementation of the “One Affair, One Discussion” (OAOD, 一事一議) policy,
the building of public projects in villages requires transparent public deliberation
and an eventual vote by all the residents or their representatives. Luo et al. (2016)
found, after conducting a nationwide survey, that over 95% of villages had adopted
this policy. Although a previous study indicated that the OAOD policy does not
work well because it has a 15-yuan-per-person limit (Looney 2015), collectively
owned finances, assets and resources, another main source of community public
good (Chen 2014), also require a majority consensus for utilization. In addition, our
interviews evidenced that the official requirement of no more than 15 yuan per
person annually is not being met in practice and that residents prefer to donate
money to break the limitation (Interview 14).
The promotion of the OAOD policy represents the efforts of central leadership
to constrain the predatory hands of village leaders and enhance public participation
and deliberation in village governance. The collective decision-making OAOD
policy has not directly led to better governance and faces a new dilemma regarding
the collective action problem due to the decline in CSC. Massive labour mobility
in the urbanization process has increased heterogeneity, reduced communication
frequency and weakened the reciprocal relations between village residents (Wang
et al. 2016). This situation has been further exacerbated by the repression of local
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informal social groups, such as clans and religious organizations (Cooks 2017;
McCarthy 2017; Chang 2018).
Under this situation, how do farmers in rural China achieve majority consensus
in public goods provision and prevent free-riding problems? This question is not
the same as that related to the accountability perspective that focuses on the
“motivation” of village cadres to fulfil their public obligations but rather
concentrates more on the “capacity” of the community to achieve majority
consensus and collective action. Village leaders play a nonsignificant role in this
process, as shown later in this paper. Village leaders not only are responsible for
organizing, coordinating and hosting the collective decision-making process but
also play a vital role in affecting the quality and influence of party-dominated social
capital.
This chapter shows that the primary party organization (PPO) of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) has been cultivating party-dominated CSC to alleviate
collective action problems in public goods provision. By formulating three kinds of
party-dominated CSC, the local authority has been cultivating a reciprocal
relationship in which residents (nodes within the network) receive services,
assistance, and respect from this network but are also encouraged to actively
recognize authority and respond to mobilization from the network. Specifically, this
paper examines three kinds of party-dominated social capital: bounding social
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capital, which refers to the networks between local native residents, and party-mass
vanguard group (PMVG) members are the internal key nodes; (2) bridging social
capital, which refers to relations of mutuality between local native residents and
new migrants, and multiple community associations are the internal key nodes; and
(3) linking social capital, which refers to the established vertical links between
community and upper-level governments, and party-state cadres are the internal key
nodes. These three types of CSC prevent collective action dilemmas by promoting
key nodes as “riders” and formulating selective incentive mechanisms. In addition,
the party has reformed its recruitment standards and organizational structures and
expanded its penetration capacity and coverage of grassroots society with the aim
of improving the influence of CSC.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: the next section briefly reviews
the historical evolution of public goods provision patterns in rural China and
outlines the importance of incorporating the collective action perspective into the
analysis. The third section examines three kinds of party-dominated CSC
formulated by the ruling party, with a focus on their components, operations and
supporting institutions. Next, I illustrate the mechanism that party-dominated CSC
plays mobilising the general public to achieve majority consensus. The last section
is presents the concluding remarks.
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3.2 Different stages of public goods provision in rural China
3.2.1 Before the establishment of the PRC
Before the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the local
elite group was responsible for providing public goods (Huang 1985). Local elites
are composed of state agents (incumbent and retired public officials) and informal
organization leaders (such as leaders of clans and religious groups). These leaders
with great reputations are capable of mobilizing farmers in public project
construction. The reciprocal relation between local elites and the public is formed
and solidified in daily interactions. On the one hand, the public tends to respect the
authority of local elites in public affair management (for instance, elites’ standpoint
is decisive in mediating clan conflicts) (Reed 2000). On the other hand, the elites
are expected to take on more responsibilities in containing a crisis (for example,
elites normally donate almost all their grains to farmers facing famine) (Li 2005).
The mediatory role of local elites impedes the construction of a modern state.
Due to fiscal resource shortages, the administration of the imperial state reached
only the county level during the Qing dynasty. The township and the village were
in fact controlled by local elite groups. Moreover, there was a work division
between county leaders and the local elite group in which county leaders normally
were in charge only of serious judicial cases, and the local elite group was
responsible for maintaining social order, developing local education and providing
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public goods. County leaders relied on local elites in implementing state policies,
and the latter also supported the former with the aim of showing its close ties with
public officials, which also means that their authority was recognized by the regime.
Although this power structure relieved the administration pressures faced by county
leaders, it also obstructed the reach of the state in grassroots society.

3.2.2 Public goods provision in rural areas under Mao
Since the establishment of the PRC, the collective economy has been gradually
formulated and acts as the main source for local public goods provision. Traditional
elite groups were deprived of their assertions and privileges by the CCP in social
reforms during the 1950s. The branch of the ruling party and collective economy
(people’s commune) were universally formed in almost every village (O’leary and
Watson 1982). Moreover, the leader of the party branch mobilized the farmers to
invest in public projects based on ideological persuasion. To further promote the
development of rural infrastructure, Mao launched the “Up to the Mountain, Down
to the Village” movement, which encouraged young generations to devote
themselves to rural development (Li et al. 2010). With the help of young talent, the
public infrastructure in villages has been greatly improved. Mao was ambitious in
developing an economy to catch up to Western developed society and called for the
“Great Forward Movement” (GFM). Due to the ignorance of economic
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development rules, the GFM caused considerable resource waste and fiscal
shortages in public project construction (Li et al. 2005).
With the decline in ideology attractiveness, the collective economy was no
longer efficient in sourcing public projects. The failure of the GFM enabled farmers
to realize that rapid economic growth based on planning production was a utopian
dream. Due to a lack of proper incentives, farmers exhibited less passion in
contributing to the public economy and trying to prevent allocated labour as much
as possible. The inefficiency of the collective economy also impaired the authority
of party branch leaders as well as the upper-level government authority. The
demand for public goods was soaring due to a population explosion, which forced
village leaders to turn to township governments for funding. Financial reliance
reflects the soft budget constraint problem rooted in the command economy system
that brings about risks in terms of the sustainability of public goods provision in
rural areas.

3.2.3 Public goods provision after reform and opening up
The dismantlement of the collective economy resulted in the weak maintenance
of rural public projects. Regarding the inefficiency of collective agricultural
production, farmers in Xiaogang village, Fengyang County, Anhui Province
secretly distributed public lands, and individuals could acquire extra surplus after
meeting the regulated harvest quota (Wang 2009). This new production style, on
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the one hand, improved the incentives of farmers in agricultural planting but, on the
other hand, was also criticized with the onset of capitalism (Zhao 2017). The
incumbent province governor Wanli reported this new experiment to Deng
Xiaoping, and Deng instructed him to investigate the outcome of this new practice
more thoroughly. Central leadership then dispatched a work team to Anhui and
conducted widespread social interviews in numerous villages. The investigation
showed that the household contract responsibility system indeed enhanced
productivity compared to the people’s commune system (Wu 2015). The outcome
was publicly recognized by the general public and authorities and gradually became
widely adopted nationwide. The collapse of the collective economy cut stable
sources for funding public projects, and individual production resulted in severe
free-riding problems.
To reactivate rural public project provision, grassroots democracy was
introduced to achieve village government accountability. The elected village
committee director (VCD) was responsible for providing public goods to local
residents. Some research found that villages with elections distributed more
financial resources to public goods than to administration spending (Zhang et al.
2004; Wang & Yao 2007). At the same time, the local elite group was re-emerging
in rural areas with the decrease of state control over ideology and other aspects.
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Tsai found that the informal accountability mechanism also motivated village
leaders to provide more public goods.
The unreasonable taxes and fees levied for intervillage public goods provision
led to great resistance among farmers (Bernstein and Lü 2003). The agricultural tax
was enacted by the central government, and fees were enacted by local governments.
The fees included multiple subitems and were difficult to check since local
governments had autonomy in enacting levy standards. Village leaders subject to
weak discipline normally levied extra money in the fee-levying process, which
brought about great grievances among farmers. Moreover, farmers used “rightful
resistance” to express claims and protect their interests (O'brien and Li 2006).
Massive incidents in rural areas caused by unreasonable taxes and fees also
attracted the attention of central leadership, who launched a series of tax reforms to
appease farmers and reduce social conflicts.
The party-farmer relation has shifted from predation to cultivation with
economic development. Since 2000, agricultural taxes and fees have been gradually
abandoned to decrease burdens on farmers. The government has also provided
subsidies for agricultural planting to improve production enthusiasm and ensure
food safety. In addition, Hu Jintao started the “build a new socialism countryside”
movement, investing numerous financial resources in rural infrastructure building
(Ahlers and Schubert 2013). To further curb the predatory hands of village leaders,
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the OAOD policy was introduced to encourage public deliberation in decision
making (Luo et al. 2016). All public projects require a majority consensus of
villager representatives.

3.2.4 Sandwich model of public goods provision since 2012
Government investment is one of the main sources of village public project
funding. As depicted above, multilevel governments allocate financial resources to
rural infrastructure. It is worth noting that government funding is insufficient for
village construction regarding the scale and number of villages. In contrast, the
public subsidy for infrastructure is set as a reward for villages after construction.
This policy design serves as an instrument to prevent the misuse of government
transfer by village cadres and reduce the financial reliance of villages. Some studies
found that upper-level authority tends to redistribute money in villages with good
conditions rather than those in need, with the aim of improving “political
performance” as soon as possible.
Collective assets are also another important source of public project funding
(Kung et al. 2009). After the collapse of the people’s commune movement, there
were still some assets collectively owned by village residents. These collective
assets included rentals of publicly owned lands and other natural resources and were
nominally under the management of village leaders. In fact, significant decisions
about collective assets required a majority consensus. There were also many
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economic corporations that were owned by some local residents jointly. The use of
collectively owned interests also required a majority consensus of stakeholders.
The third source of public project funding was farmers’ own money. The
official requirement was no more than 15 yuan per person annually, while in
practice, the money raised was more than that collected through donations. The
massive population outflow in the urbanization process weakened the reciprocal
relation among local residents, which in turn caused severe free-riding problems in
public goods deliberation (Wang et al. 2016). First, young migrant labourers
showed less interest in funding village public projects since they spent most of the
time in factories rather than in villages. Second, the remaining woman and children
were unable to take responsibility for project construction. Therefore, placing
constraints on village leaders’ arbitrary power did not lead to better public goods
provision but rather resulted in another dilemma of collective action.
As mentioned above, public goods provision in rural China is currently facing
great difficulties because of the collective action caused by the massive labour
outflow of the urbanization process and severe informal group repression by the
party-state. In the next section, we introduce how the ruling party has revitalized its
roots in villages by cultivating party-dominated CSC to the public to achieve
majority consensus in the collective decision making of public goods provision.
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3.3 Efforts of the local authority in district L in building partydominated CSC
Since 2018, the local authority in district L has launched a series of reforms,
with the aim of reinforcing village governance and achieving rural revitalization.
To respond to central leadership’s call for “establishing a social governance model
based on collaboration, participation and common interests” (共建共治共享的社
會治理格局), the leadership of district L has encouraged actors from multiple
sectors to participate in village governance. Parallel to this move, they have
also intentionally been cultivating endogenous village governance networks by
reinforcing the penetration capacity of PPOs, with the aim of achieving sustainable
development rather than fully relying on fiscal transfer from the upper-level budget.
To improve the influence of PPOs in grassroots society, VPSs have been promoted
to the position of VCDs and village shareholding operative (村莊股份社) managers.
Three kinds of CSC composed of different actors have been identified.

3.3.1 Emerging bounding social capital
Bounding social capital refers to the connections within a group and originates
from similar backgrounds, interests and identities. Bounding social capital tends to
be sustained by intensive communication and shared attitudes. One obvious
characteristic of bounding social capital is exclusivism, which means that strong
ties mainly exist between similar people within a group. If village residents are from
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the same nation or clan, have a long history of living together, or share similar
beliefs, then they tend to have a strong sense of belonging and bounding social
capital. In this paper, bounding social capital refers to the network formulated
between native village residents, and rank-and-file party members and enthusiastic
volunteers are the key nodes within this network.
In 2013, LC township in district L was the first place to establish a PMVG (黨
群先鋒隊) within a village community. The goal of the PMVG is to assist the PPO
in conducting public work (群眾工作) and promote the overall and long-term
benefits for the community (社區的整體和長遠利益). Located in the relatively
developed Pearl River Delta region, villages in LC township do not have massive
labour outflow problems but still face the dilemma of a decline in traditional social
capital. Young workers in villages tend to work in neighbouring large cities, spend
most time outside their villages and show less interest in community public affairs.
Another challenge is community integration, which involves a massive number of
migrants from other provinces pouring into LC village communities to rent houses
and work in nearby factories. In some villages, the number of migrants has
exceeded the number of native residents (Interview 15), and the differences in
dialect, hukou, income and social welfare have impeded community inclusion and
CSC formation.
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The PMVG serves as a horizonal and vertical connoted web, and party members
are the key nodes and responsible for formulating internal connections. The group
leader is the VPS, and the core group members are rank-and-file party members,
villager representatives (村民代表), small team leaders9 (小組長) and shareholder
representatives10 (股東代表). By 2019, more than 83% of team leaders, 75% of
villager representatives, and 78% of shareholder representatives in LC township
villages had a joint PMVG. Each PMVG member is responsible for connecting 35 families, visiting their homes weekly, making friends with them (which is useful
for sequent communication and persuasion), informing them of upper-level
directives and recent village news, and collecting their comments and concerns
regarding village governance and development.
Trust and Reciprocity.
There are two kinds of trust and reciprocity generated from bounding social
capital. The first kind of reciprocity is generated between PMVG members and the
rest of the residents. PMVG members gain respect and appreciation from the family
members with whom they connect by providing them with daily care services and
assisting them in resolving individual difficulties in their life. For instance, when

9

A small team is a subunit of a village and is the heritage of the people’s commune
movement (人民公社). Residents within a small team usually live nearby and have strong
ties.
10

In some villages, collectively owned assets are managed by a shareholding system, and
the shareholders are all village residents or mostly village residents. Shareholders
elect shareholder representatives to manage these collective assets.
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the closed management of the community was implemented during the COVID-19
pandemic, PMVG members helped connected families by purchasing and
delivering daily necessities to their homes (Interview 16). In addition, PMVG
members’ authority and influence were further reinforced when they resolved the
public issues reported by the connected families. As one PMVG noted (Interview
17),
When I first went to their (connected family) home, they didn't welcome it very
much. Instead, they said it is formalism (形式主义). They said that if you really
want to solve the problem, please repair our streetlights that have been broken for
a year. I reported this problem to the village party secretary and he sent someone
to fix it within a week. After that, they gradually accepted me and even asked me
for advice on many private matters.
The second type of reciprocity is mutual trust between residents. To build strong
ties between local residents, PMVG members hold various community activities
and invite connected families to participate. For instance, to improve the efficiency
of resource utilization and promote residents’ interaction, they hold bartering fairs
in the square every weekend. During these fairs, residents not only obtain goods but
also acquire more information about other families through communication and,
more importantly, realize the importance of social relations and community
integration. To further optimize the relations between residents, PMVG members
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also actively mediate conflicts between family members or between neighbours. As
one PMVG member noted (Interview 18),
The fierce conflicts between villagers often start from small quarrels and the
misunderstanding gets deeper and deeper without mediation (調解). In fact, as long
as there is an intermediary who persuades both parties and sits down and speaks,
the conflict will actually be solved.
Supporting Institutions and Social Norms.
To further motivate PMVG members to contribute their efforts, evaluation
systems were innovated and institutionalized. A democratic review (民主評議)
system was established, and PMVG members were democratically reviewed every
year through a secret ballot. The results were divided into five levels: "excellent,
good, medium, weak, and poor". Those who were at poor levels were then
persuaded to retreat, and those who were at weak levels were then asked for
corrections immediately. Those who were in the middle were given admonitive
warnings, and excellent members were praised in writing (Interview 19).
Various forms of intensive training programmes were also offered to improve
the political locality and service capacity of PMVG members. For example, to
improve the party spirit ( 黨 性 ), courses on party history, party theoretical
knowledge, villagers' self-governance and morality and legal systems were offered
monthly. In addition, the local authority organized PMVG members to visit
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advanced villages to learn their experiences with grassroots governance and rural
revitalization, broaden their horizons, and make PMVG members more united
around the PPO (Interview 20).

3.3.2 Emerging bridging social capital
Different from bounding social capital, which emphasizes the homogeneity of
components, bridging social capital represents their relationship with members of
different races, clans or villages. Another difference is that the ties among bridging
social capital network nodes are weaker than those among bounding social capital
network nodes due to background divergence and less frequent communication
caused by divergent backgrounds and spatial divergence. The bridging social
capital refers to ties formulated among native local residents, new migrants, social
associations and private companies within village communities. Social work
organizations, private companies and hobby associations supported by local
authorities play a significant role in maintaining this network.
Network. Multiple sector collaboration has been cultivated by multilevel
authorities to improve the profession of social services and promote community
integration. The district and township governments hire and dispatch professional
social workers to communities to assist PPOs in community building (社區營造)
through government purchases and service outsourcing. The social worker station
in a community provides services including family assistance, elderly care, youth
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consultation and disability rehabilitation to native residents and migrants.
Professional social workers also recruit and train volunteers (local residents) and
teach them how to preserve community culture and reinforce community identity.
In the past several years, the district L government has invested over 130 million
yuan in subsidy social organizations and implemented 750 community building
projects (Interview 21). Nearly 1,000 community social workers have been
cultivated, 257 community self-organizations have been incubated, and the
participation of residents has reached 250,000 in number (Interview 21). A total of
6 family comprehensive service centres, 25 community elderly canteens, 16
community elderly service sites, 12 community health park centres for disabled
individuals, 12 youth centres, 80 employee service centre sites, and community
service networks have been established (Interview 22).
PPOs also actively nurture hobby associations and charitable organizations.
They established the “Rural Revitalization Promotion Association” (鄉村振興促
進會), inviting over 30 private entrepreneurs and social celebrealities to act as think
tanks for village leadership. In addition, they constructed a party-public service
centre ( 黨 群 服 務 中 心 ), offering an event venue ( 活 動 場 地 ) for social
organizations. More than 90% of enterprises in district L are private enterprises,
and the private economy is relatively developed. Many of these companies are local
and actively participate in the construction of their hometowns. The district L party
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committee encourages large companies to draw up cooperation protocols with
PPOs and combine their advantages in terms of capital, technology and natural
resources to achieve win-win development (Interview 23). In 2019, 509 companies
and 186 villages (communities) jointly conducted 475 public projects, with a total
investment of more than 400 million yuan (Interview 23).
Trust and Reciprocity.
Reciprocity under bridging social capital mainly refers to the exchange
relationships between different groups of people who share compatible interests
(Pelling and High 2005). In this case, social workers provide professional services
to local residents and are responsible for meaningful collective activities to facilitate
community integration, and in return, local residents share their local knowledge
and valuable information about social ties, which is useful for social workers to
conduct more effective services. As discussed later, local residents’ reliance and
confidence are also helpful for the social work agency to obtain sustainable funding
from the government. The development of social associations also reinforces the
mutuality between native residents and new migrants. As one village party cadre
noted (Interview 24),
In the past, we didn't have enough people to hold basketball games. Now, many
migrant workers have joined the community basketball association and we can host
a complete basketball game with multiple teams. We will also let them randomly
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group to enhance communication between teams. In the past, holding a culinary
competition only included our local cuisine; now many immigrants have the
opportunity to show their hometown cuisine. Local residents also feel that
immigrants make communities more colourful and beneficial to community
development.
The involvement of large companies in community building also benefits
residents and companies. A company donates a great deal of money to village
public infrastructure building projects, creates more job opportunities, and directly
enhances the recognition (認同) of the community, while the local authority helps
the company mediate capital-labour conflicts by regrading many labourers renting
houses in villages (Interview 25). In addition, donating money to village
development represents private companies’ efforts to fulfil social obligations and
is conducive to their reputation (Interview 26).
Supporting Institutions and Social Norms.
The competitive funding support (競爭性資金扶持) scheme was introduced to
motivate social workers to make more efforts in building village committees (VCs).
Social work agencies usually obtain service contracts for 1-2 years, and the
government conducts reviews to decide whether or not to continue to fund these
projects (Interview 27). The normal procedure is that the social work agency needs
to prepare project materials and attend a presentation to show their efforts and
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outcomes, and the government will invite public officials, community development
specialists and the general public to review the materials, visit the projects in
communities, listen to the presentations and then evaluate them (Interview 28). In
2020, approximately 50% of applications successfully received funding, for a total
of 45 million yuan.
The district L authority further encourages new migrants to participate in
community activities by rewarding them with convenience in acquiring local hukou
(household registration). The point-based hukou system in district L regulates that
new migrants can obtain local hukou after they accumulate sufficient scores, which
include the requirements for stable employment, stable residence, no criminal
records and voluntary services (Interview 29). New migrants can earn voluntary
service points by joining in on the voluntary and charitable community activities
organized by village leadership, and the social work organizations assist them in
registering in the official system and applying for points accordingly.
The local authority also rewards private companies that participate in rural
revitalization with tax reductions and extra training programmes. In 2020, the
provincial government where district L is located issued a policy that regulates
private companies investing in village public infrastructures (such as roads, bridges,
and irrigation systems), operating agricultural product processing enterprises within
villages, donating profits to benefit village public welfare, and establishing joint
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production between the company and farmers' professional cooperative, allowing
them to enjoy tax incentives and bank loan incentives. The district L government
offers young managers in these social enterprises the opportunity to hold a parttime position in state-owned enterprises to gain advanced management experience
and invite outstanding middle-aged entrepreneurs to act as “masters” for these
“apprentices”. As a young private company manager who has attended this
programme noted (Interview 30),
“During my internship at the S District Rural Commercial Bank, I not only
learned advanced business management experience but also learned how to better
apply for state subsidies and bank loans. The master assigned to me by S Districtlevel Party Organization Department is the president of the S District Entrepreneur
Association. I not only learned the character of hard work, but also expanded my
network and circle of friends from him.”

3.3.3 Emerging linking social capital
Linking social capital mainly refers to the relationship between people or groups
from different social strata (Woolcock 2001) and emphasizes the role of power and
wealth divergence between members in shaping interactions and connection quality
(Evans and Syrett 2007). Linking social capital is conducive for the community to
gain extra information and access more resources and opportunities that break the
constraints of traditional social boundaries (Adler and Kwon 2002; Paxton 2002).
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The linking social capital here represents the network formulated among local
community residents, public officials and delegates of the district-level party
congress (DPC).
Network. Since 2011, the district L authority has gradually established public
line studios (直連工作室) in all urban and rural communities, where one DPC
delegate and 2-3 township officials collect opinions from community residents
every Tuesday afternoon (Interview 23). They also actively visit public squares,
residents’ homes, private factories, and schools to resolve any issues. These actors
are empowered with the authority to invite and coordinate multiple government
departments to resolve the difficulties faced by residents, which improves
government responsiveness by relieving shirking responsibility problems within
“fragmented authoritarian states”. For the questions that cannot be solved
immediately, the problems are recorded on an online digital platform, and the
progress of government responses as well as public feedback can be traced. Until
the beginning of August 2016, DPC delegates in district L collected 62,181
opinions and suggestions from residents, and 60,424 were resolved and completed,
for a completion rate of 97.17% 11 . During this period, the number of petitions
decreased significantly.

11

Government internal statistics.
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Reciprocity. The deployment of public line studios enables community
residents to access more external resources (Stone and Hughes 2002) and gain more
leverage to hold local governments accountable. Many DPC representatives are
leaders of government departments or elites from multiple industries, who own
more power and influence, and seeking help from DPC representatives not only
increases the probability of resolving residents’ difficulties but also enhances the
efficiency and convenience at which these difficulties are resolved. As one rural
resident noted (Interview 31),
The old kindergarten in our community has a small area, narrow entrance
roads, and insufficient quality for earthquake prevention. We have applied for
building a high-quality kindergarten with the government funding, but were refused
by the township government. After the DPC representative came to our community,
we reflected this problem to him again. As the head of district-level construction
bureau, he has been thinking about the solutions from that time. One years later,
taking this opportunity of community renovation, the kindergarten was put on the
agenda. He actively coordinated the supporting funding from multiple level
government. In the end, the city, district, and street governments allocated 5 million
yuan. The remaining 8 million came from our community collective finance and our
own pockets. This proposal was approved by the residents’ representative meeting.
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Two years later, in September this year, this modern environmentally friendly
kindergarten was officially put into use.
Through interactions with the public, DPC members not only receive their
appreciation and respect but also acquire local knowledge and information. DPC
members know the preferences and interests of residents and the difficulties
involved in grassroots policy implementation, which is helpful for them to optimize
administrative decisions. Pre-emptively resolving the requests of residents is also
beneficial for reducing radical social incidents, which is a key indicator in their
performance assessment. DPC members also obtain a sense of mission and
achievement (使命感與成就感) through witnessing public life, which has been
greatly improved with their assistance. As on DPC delegate noted (Interview 32),
“In the past, the member of DPC delegate is more like an honour, and we only
need to attend the DPC meeting to listen to the reports from leaders. After three
days of meeting, we do not play any other practical role, but now we are assigned
with the tasks to do the mass line work every week. Sometimes our slight efforts can
enhance the residents’ living greatly. I was deeply moved when the residents
expressed their thanks because I think it’s our own job. This relationship motivates
me to work hard”.
Supporting Institutions and Social Norms.
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Debriefing report systems and training programmes have been institutionalized
to motivate DPC delegates and enhance their service capacity. The district L
authority has required the DPC delegates to report their efforts in public line tasks
annually to their constituency and the party member meeting (PMM) in the
community they serve, and all those in attendance will rate their work (Interview
23). Although the evaluation result is not taken into account, it is related to the
reputation and authority of DPC delegates. The district L party organizational
department also organizes the visiting of DPC delegates to advanced neighbouring
cities or attend short-term training programmes in universities to learn the skills
needed to communicate with the public, building strong ties with community
residents and resolving difficulties in community integration and sustainable
development.

3.4 Using party-dominated CSC to eliminate the collective action
problem
The public deliberation process of village public affair governance is more
standardized and led by the PPO. The “Four Deliberations, Two Transparencies”
(FDTW; 四議兩公開) policy has been promoted by central leadership in village
public affair management12. According to the FDTW policy, important issues
related to the interests of village residents need to be first proposed by the PPO and

12

See http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/2019-09/01/content_5426319.htm
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then submitted to the village party committee (VPC), VC and PMM for deliberation;
eventually, decisions are made on the basis of the voting of villager representatives.
Public issues are approved if over 50% of representatives support the proposal;
otherwise, they are rejected. The decision and implementation results are publicized
through digital platforms and psychical billboards.
This arrangement represents the endeavours of the ruling party to acquire a
consensus (共識) among elites first and then rely on them to mobilize the general
public for support. In the deliberations between PPO leaders and party members,
PPO leaders can send the proposal to the next step, even though some differing
opinions may exist. According to the rule of “democratic centralism” (民主集中
制), party members who disagree should support the directives of the organization
and the decisions of leaders. The proposals raised by village leaders may be met
with strong opposition during the final decision-making meeting of villager
representatives, especially when the issues are not aligned with local residents’
interests. The following case illustrates the collective action dilemma in collective
decision making before the formulation of CSC (Interview 33):
Q village lacks collective finance to develop social welfare, but has abundant
natural resources that are suitable for producing ceramics. In 2012, the VPS Wang
wanted to open a ceramic factory to increase village finance and provide more
public goods for the village residents. He organized a meeting with the VCD, village
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party branch members and village committee members to discuss the proposal, and
his idea has been supported by others. Sequentially, this proposal has been
submitted to the party member meeting for review. There are 35 party members in
Q village, and 32 party members have attended the review meeting. The majority
of party members support this proposal, since it not only provides money for
building roads, primary schools, but also offers some job opportunities for local
residents. Only a few party members disagree with the plan because producing
bricks will cause irreparable damage to soils. The VPS and other party members
persuade the disagreement that you must pay some cost to get benefits, and the
latter eventually votes for approval. After one week, the proposal has been
submitted to the villager representative meeting for the final vote. There are 36
village representatives, and 10 of them are party members. During the meeting,
many villager representatives disagreed with the proposal that opening brick
factories will destroy the environment and they should find more suitable measures
to increase village collective finance. Eventually, the proposal was rejected with 24
disapprovals and 12 approvals.

3.4.1 Information gathering and the manipulation of public opinion
One solution to the collective action dilemma is the endeavour of “first movers”.
The conventional wisdom of the rational choice model assumes that individuals
have no incentives to participate in collective goods provision since they can act as
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free riders to reap the benefits from others’ contributions (Olson, 1968). As
suggested by Oliver et al. (1985), a more fundamental problem is that there is no
ride. Tilly (1978) also proposed “zealots” to depict individuals with more
motivations and resources for achieving the collective good, regardless of others’
contributions (Rho, 2019). As illustrated in the following paragraphs, the key nodes
in CSC are required to act as “first movers” in the public deliberation process by
firmly supporting PPO directives and actively mobilizing peripheral nodes. As
depicted below, the marginal costs in collective action for key nodes are much
higher than those for the general public, which may encourage the latter to
participate.
To reach a majority consensus, the key nodes of CSC—party members, social
workers, private company managers and DPC delegates within party-led CSC—are
required to support the VPS’s public project proposals, even if they share different
opinions. On the one hand, the public deliberation process sets channels for
absorbing the constructive opinions DPC delegates and the general public into the
decision-making process; on the other hand, they are not allowed to mobilize local
residents to vote for the opposition. In the deliberation process, DPC delegates can
express their concerns during the meeting but have to fully support the VPS’s
decision despite disagreements. Party members accept regular training to obey
directives and are required to act as vanguards in supporting PPO decisions.
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Sometimes, when leaders’ decisions may harm their own interests, they are still
required to follow the instruction in the party’s constitution that party members
should sacrifice for the party’s interest. The majority of interviewed key nodes also
suggest that they are required to contribute more to public project building than is
the general public.
Rank-and-file party members were subject to strong discipline once Xi came
into power, which increased the costs for voicing different opinions with local
leaders. Weak discipline has been identified as a key reason for the dysfunction of
PPOs. Since 2012, central leadership has reinforced party discipline aimed at
holding local agents loyal to the party, and the public and control of party members’
speech are key items. Party members are not allowed to express improper comments
on central leadership policies. Since the local party leader is the agent of upperlevel authority, rank-and-file party members also become more cautious in
speaking out regarding their real opinions and preferences.
The key nodes are dispatched by the PPO to the homes of the peripheral nodes
to collect their opinions about the proposal. The PPO categorizes the attitudes of
village representatives or the involved rural residents (who have seats in the final
decision-making meeting) into three groups: agree, neutral and disagree. When
more than half of the interviewees agree, the PPO immediately holds the meeting
to vote on the proposal. When the neutral rate is high and many citizens do not
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completely understand the proposal, the PPO will use a public mobilization
measure to improve support. For those who disagree with the proposal, key nodes
will patiently explain the details and persuade them to support the proposal.

3.4.2 Buying support through the patronage network
Material incentives act as catalysts in encouraging public support. The mere use
of thought work or ideological mobilization makes it extremely difficult to achieve
the intended outcomes, and local residents have become more rational after decades
of market development. The material incentives offered by PPOs and key nodes are
vital for improving the support rate of rural residents. Several interviewed key
nodes suggested that they sometimes not only conduct “thought work” but also buy
gifts for the representatives.
To further improve deliberation efficiency, village social norms (VSNs; 村規
民約) are formulated to impose selective incentives on individuals. Contrary to the
traditional social norms that originated from informal cultural perceptions of values,
customs and traditions, the current social norms have been established and enforced
by the formal authority of PPOs. The aim of VSNs is to encourage local residents
to hold “socialist core values (社會主義核心價值觀)”, protect the rights of
vulnerable groups and pose constraints on villagers’ unethical and illegal
behaviours. To encourage local residents to support the proposals, a series of
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subitems in terms of VSNs were designed: activists who mobilize their neighbours
and friends will be rewarded with furniture and daily supplies.
The points system (積分制) was promoted to encourage rural residents to join
in collective activities and obey VSNs. Since 2015, VSNs have been gradually
designed and promulgated in all villages of LC township, providing detailed
guidelines on six aspects of villager behaviours: ethics of villagers in terms of
village customs, household management, neighbour relations, filial piety and love,
social security and public welfare undertakings (Interview 15). The total score is
100 and is calculated on a household basis. For instance, villagers who take good
care of their own property, compared to those who breaks others’ paddy or
courtyards, will receive 5 points. Families that receive more than 90 points will
have priority in enjoying state beneficial policies, joining the CCP, or being
considered civilian families (五星文明家庭). Families that receive fewer than 60
points will be criticized or even deprived of national beneficial policy, such as
subsidizing grain producers. The point is publicized to all villages and is subject to
public supervision.

3.4.3 Framing dissenters as public enemies
Dissenters face high costs in expressing different opinions and in mobilizing
others, and they share similar viewpoints to fight against the party’s decisions. The
proposed public building project was framed as a necessary and significant path for
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improving the collective economy and achieving common wealth (gongtong fuyu,
共同富裕). Those supporters were considered “vanguards” in protecting collective
interest and were rewarded with material and reputational benefits. In contrast,
dissenters were labelled public enemies. Those who expressed stern standing points
against proposals or wanted to hinder public project construction by organizing
radical protests were deprived of the ability to enjoy social policy and were publicly
reported. As one VPS noted (Interview 34),
In the past, many villagers were unwilling to participate in meetings and
activities held in the village, and no one took the initiative to promote public welfare
and environmental sanitation. Some villagers even litter everywhere, and
persuasion did not work. Since the implementation of the points system
management, the villagers have become more self-disciplined, and they are more
motivated to participate in the improvement of the living environment. Just like a
school student, with a unified management baton, everyone will follow suit, and the
effect has been much better.

3.4.4 Reforming PPO operation to improve the influence of CSC
The PPO pays close attention to the relatives of village elites and recruits
suitable party member candidates from this group to broaden the coverage and
penetration capacity. To ensure the quality of party members, central leadership
adopts a total number control strategy, the threshold of which has increased. Some
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village elites may not meet the requirements of party membership (for instance,
they may have religious beliefs or criminal records) but have a strong capacity to
influence the attitudes of general residents. To establish good and close connections
with them, the PPO deliberately absorbs their eligible relatives as party members.
When acquiring consensus from local residents, the PPO tends to order these party
members (relatives of village elites) through formal institutions to persuade their
elite relatives to support the public project proposal given their kinship.
There is also a trade-off between the number and quality of party member
recruited. Although the PPO can effectively mobilize party members through strong
discipline, there is no ambitious plan for the party to absorb most of the population
as party members. As a classical Leninist party, the CCP regards party members as
vanguards and elites in society, who should be retained at a low scale to increase
organizational secrecy. The control of the total party membership number not only
ensures the amount of privilege that a party member can enjoy but also increases
the attractiveness of party membership among the public. On the one hand, the party
also needs a sufficient number of party members to implement onerous directives.
The strategy for the party is to cultivate party member potentials that set a
promotion hierarchy for the public to join the party through activist, candidate and
formal party membership. In this period, the candidates are also subject to review
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by party members and supervision by the public and have strong motivations to
actively participate in voluntary activities to build a good image.
The organizational structure of PPOs is also reshaped to increase the radiation
of the party in villages lacking party members or capable party organization leaders.
Young talent in villages tends to mobilize to urban and developed areas to make a
living, which also poses a great challenge for PPOs to develop suitable candidates
that are aligned with upper-level authority requirements. To resolve this dilemma,
several small natural villages were incorporated into a large natural village, which
then became a joint administrative village. An administrative village-level party
committee was established, the VPS of a large natural village took the position of
party committee secretary, and the VPS of a small natural village took the position
of party committee member. This arrangement alleviates the financial shortage
dilemma faced by small villages that lack financial resources and a labour force and
facilitates cooperation between different villages to offer public goods together
(Interview 35).

3.5 Discussion and conclusions
This chapter finds that the CCP has been cultivating party-led CSC to resolve
the collective action dilemma of public goods provision. By expanding its coverage
and penetration capacity in grassroots society and strengthening the ties between
different social groups, the CCP not only provides abundant social services but also
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orders the support of party directives through public mobilization. Specifically,
three kinds of party-led CSC are formulated. (1) Bounding social capital refers to
the networks between local native residents, and PMVG members are the internal
key nodes. (2) Bridging social capital refers to relations of mutuality between native
residents and new migrants, and multiple community associations are the internal
key nodes. (3) Linking social capital refers to the vertical ties established between
community and upper-level governments, and party-state cadres are the internal key
nodes.
This chapter directly speaks to the literature on public goods provision patterns
in rural China. As Newland (2016) pointed out, existing studies use the blurry
concept of public goods, which impedes the comparison of China’s case to the
experiences of other countries. This problem is partially caused by the complexity
of public goods provision patterns in rural China. As argued in this paper, the
funding source of rural public goods provision is actually a sandwich model: the
top layer is the financial transfer from the upper-level party-state; the middle layer
is the village-level financial resources that are owned collectively by village
residents; and the bottom layer is the money raised from residents’ own pockets.
To prevent the misuse of financial transfer, the government commonly allocates
subsidies after the construction of public projects. With the aim of reducing
financial reliance and excessive burden, government transfer normally accounts for
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less than 40% of the total spending. Therefore, the majority of project funding
comes from village collective financing and residents, which requires a majority
consensus of resident representatives.
This chapter also contributes to our understanding of how formal institutions
solve collective action problems in rural China. Although the role of informal
institutions has been well recognized, village leaders’ resort to clan relations for
public mobilization, and the formal institution of ruling parties has been ignored by
the existing research. Since 2012, the party has reinforced its rural basis by
strengthening incentives and disciplines towards the VPS as well as rank-and-file
party members (Yuen 2016; Gerg 2016). To further ensure the absolute leadership
of the party among grassroots society, clans and religious groups were co-opted or
repressed. As a substitute, the PPO acts as a forced political and social connection
to ensure the participation and mobilization of rural residents in public project
building.
The results of this chapter are also related to the grassroots democracy literature
in rural China (O’brien and Han 2009). This paper finds a seeming contradictory
trend in rural governance: on the one hand, the power exercise process after election
becomes more democratic from a procedural perspective, and on the other hand,
the ruling party is increasing its political influence and dominance in public affairs
in a pseudo democratic setting by tightly controlling its members. Party
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membership is no longer just a pure asset but also a necessary obligation for
supporting the public proposals of the VPS, even at the expense of personal benefits.
This chapter also responds to the study on the dynamics of public mobilization
measures adopted by the CCP (Perry 2002;2007). Different from early ideological
mobilization in the revolution period or the managed campaign in the post-Mao era
(Perry 2011), the ruling party is cultivating new party-dominated social bonds,
revitalizing the “group ostracism” inherited from traditional Confucianism and
using this network to achieve community collective action (Kleinman et al. 1997).
However, this does not mean that the decline in ideology attractiveness and heavy
reliance on material incentives increases the vulnerability of public mobilization
capacity since promoting public infrastructure investment and preventing freeriding problems are the common goals of the party and the public.
Building social capital represents the party’s endeavours to reinforce its
connections with peasants, which is in line with the tradition of mass line strategy
that repeatedly excised in CCP’ history. Mao emphasized that mass line is one of
three “treasured tricks” ( the other two are armed struggle and party building) to the
success of Chinese revolution. Graham (1980, p225) defines mass line as “a subtle
form of manipulation by which the Chinese Communist Party more or less cynically
uses the Chinese people to further its own interests (usually implicitly assumed to
be counter to the people's interests).
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Mass line strategy is a double-edge sword for the party’s rule. By affecting
general public’s emotion and ideas, the party activates mass’ passion in
participating political campaigns and movements, which significantly enhances the
infrastructure power of the state in temporarily. While, the massive and radical
campaigns also lead to chaos and backfire. Some radical chaos is intentionally
encouraged by the top ruler. Taking the cultural revolution, Mao called for red
guards to launch massive campaigns against false ideology and instructed them and
rank-and-file party cadres do not be afraid of destruction, which serves to the goal
of repressing and purging rival factions.
The large-scale and radical political movement also easily runs out of control
trap since participants are irrational with ideological indoctrination and the
information asymmetry generated from the long command chain between top
leadership to grassroots society. For instance, Mao censured the twin faults of
“tailism” and “commandism”: the former involves following mass demands
irrespective of Party policy, or lagging behind the level of mass consciousness,
while the latter is the attempt to enforce policy irrespective of mass consciousness
(Graham 1980).
The table below compares mass mobilization strategy adopted in different time
periods. First, the implementation style of mass mobilization was gradually
transformed from radical to moderate. The cultural revolution has alerted the top
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leadership about potential destruction power of mass mobilization and the
Tiananmen Square Movement further stimulate their sensitive nerves. Deng
enjoined his comrades henceforth to “rely on the masses, but do not launch
campaigns”. 13 In the process of developing market economy, the top leaders
accentuated stable political and social environment in shaping investors and
producers’ expectations and confidence, and rely more on state bureaucracy and
judicial system rather than social campaign to govern. Even since 2013, stability
has been underlined several times in anti-corruption campaign and targeted poverty
relief project. Second, with the decline of communist ideology attractiveness in
market economy era, the party uses developlism as new source of persuasive
framing strategy.
After decades of high-speed economic development, on one hand, the
economic aggregate ranked the second among the world; on the other hand, there
is a huge income inequality internal and a intensive global competition externally.
Taking advantage of these conditions, common wealth and nationalism have been
adopted for gaining social consensus and inspired public’s emotional enthusiasm.
To remain mass mobilization activities in track, adaptive control over
participants were implemented with aim of ordered participation. Different from
the massive scale participation of nearly all social classes with chaos before the

13

Deng Xiaoping, Selected Works (1982–1992) (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1994), 3: 44.
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market transition, post-Mao leaders has narrowed the scope of participant groups.
As Perry(2011) observes, the party-state mainly relies on grassroots cadres rather
than the general mass in constructing new socialist countryside. Recent party-led
social capital building is a retreat of managed campaign that civil organizations live
in grey areas have either been repressed or co-opted under the rule of grassroots
party organizations and rank-and-file state officials, party members as well as loyal
social volunteers were the activists in mobilization.

Implementation
Styles

Mao Era

1978-2012

2013- Present

Political struggle

Manged Campaign

Party-led

Social engineering

Social

Capital

Building

Official

Communism

Scientific

Common Wealth

Discourse

Charisma Personal

Development

Collectivism

Cult

Technocratic

Nationalism

terminology
Main

Cultural Revolution

New

Issues

Great Leap Forward

Countryside

Targeted Poverty Relief;

Construction

Environment Protection

SARS

Socialist

Grassroots Party Building;

Epidemic

Control
Major

State

Participant

soldiers

Groups

and
mass

officials,
the

Grassroots
officials;

general

state

Grassroots

party

limited

organizations and rank-and-

relatively

file party members; active

independent role of

but integrated role of NGOs

but
NGOs

Table 2 Mass Mobilization Strategy in Different Periods
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Chapter 4 Rural Cadre Discipline and Democratic Supervision
Dilemma in China

4.1 Local cadre collusion and recent party discipline reform
Holding grassroots agents accountable is an extremely difficult, if not
impossible, task for the central leadership of China. First, the large number of
village officials poses a great challenge to personnel management: there are 5
million village cadres in 650 thousand villages. Second, as suggested by classical
organizational theory, the information asymmetry problem between principals and
agents becomes more serious the further apart principals and agents are on the
hierarchical ladder. There are over 5 level government tiers from the central
government to village governments, and each government is responsible for
managing only its direct subordinates (下管一級).
Rampant corruption has been further exacerbated by the deliberate tolerance
among upper-level authorities. A recent study suggests that patronage was used by
top officials to promote state policy implementation in local regions (Jiang 2018).
Economic incentives have been used as fuel for government leaders to motivate
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subordinates to attract business investment and promote economic growth (Manion
2004). At the same time, investors from the private sector build connections with
political leaders to protect their business through bribery. In rural areas, village
cadres are allowed by township government to levy unaffordable fees to farmers so
long as the cadres fulfil their assigned tasks (Bernstein and Lü 2003). The predatory
behaviours of local leaders have led to many petitions and countless radical
incidents (O’brien and Li 2005).
The implementation of grassroots elections involves information asymmetry
problems but also means that village cadres are no longer at the upper-level
government’s beck and call. Compared to superiors, local residents are believed to
acquire more accurate and comprehensive information about village cadres’
behaviours through daily interactions (O’brien and Li 2000). Self-governance has
been promoted in villages since the 1980s, and village committee directors are
directly elected by local residents. Electoral accountability has been demonstrated
to be effective in improving public goods provision (Wang and Yao 2007). In some
regions, buying votes is a widely accepted tradition in elections, and the benefits
village leaders derive from winning elections compensate for the costs (O’brien and
Han 2009).

Therefore, elections challenge the absolute leadership of the ruling

party in grassroots society. Although the primary party organization remains the
core leading group nominally, the real “locus of power” is unstable and depends on
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the power sharing between the village party secretary and the village committee
director (Sun et al. 2013).
More importantly, the bottom-up accountability approach overestimates either
the capacity of farmers to monitor village officials or the willingness of upper-level
authorities to punish misbehaving cadres. Democratic power supervision relies on
a supporting institutional environment, such as the free flow of information, which
is difficult to achieve in China (King et al. 2013). Rents and privilege distribution
are also key mechanisms for rulers to achieve power sharing with subordinate elites
(Blaydes 2008), and intensive anti-corruption campaigns may undermine regime
stability. A recent study also demonstrates that upper-level authorities proactively
conceal corruption reports for lower-level officials with whom they have patronage
ties (Pan and Chen 2018).
Authoritarian leaders face a dilemma in disciplining misbehaving agents. On
one hand, the unprincipled tolerance of rampant corruption will result in severe
state asset embezzlement (Bjorvatn and Søreide 2005), regime belief erosion
(Seligson 2002) or political instability (Mo 2001); on the other hand, intensively
punishing perpetrators may result in decreased loyalty (Fjelde 2009) or bureaucratic
inefficacy (Iyer and Mani 2012). This situation is especially serious when
corruption serves as grease or lubricant for the engine of government operation,
economic development and societal modernization (Leff 1964; Huntington 2002).
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Therefore, as argued in this paper, authoritarian leaders need to strike a subtle
balance between, on the one hand, strengthening their monitoring capacity over
their subordinates to avoid major and irreparable mistakes and, on the other hand,
tolerating moderate misconduct to motivate their subordinates to perform their
public duties. What kinds of measures can be adopted to achieve this goal?
The case of the recent anti-corruption campaign in China provides us with some
clues to answer the above question. Numerous public officials, including the
highest-ranking elites, have been punished through the intensive anti-corruption
campaign conducted by President Xi Jinping since 2013 (Yuen 2014). Through a
combination of ideological and disciplinary campaign, the top leader not only
consolidated power (Li 2019; Lorentzen and Lu 2018) but also effectively curbed
widespread corruption (Carothers 2020). Severe patronage and corruption were
previously a significant component of China’s statecraft, such as buying politicians’
support for reform (Sun 1999), resolving principal-agent problems (Jiang 2018) and
motivating local cadres to promote economic growth (Chen 2004). However, in
addition to curbing corruption, the anti-corruption storm has generated some
unexpected effects. For instance, Wang and Yan (2019) found that the reduction in
extravagant consumption caused by the anti-corruption campaign has resulted in
local bureaucracy slack. The enhancement of top-down control has also resulted in
“a degree of inertia in policy implementation” (Heilmann 2016). Additionally,
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some scholars demonstrate that the anti-corruption campaign has had a negative
effect on economic growth (Wang 2016; Araral etal. 2017). Economic performance
is a significant source of rule legitimacy and political support for the Communist
Party of China (CCP) (Zhao 1999), and the negative effects of harsh discipline lead
top leadership to adjust the pace of cadre accountability.
In 2015, the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection (CDIC) leader Wang
Qishan emphasized that “four forms of oversight and discipline enforcement”
should be strategically used in disciplinary officials’ work 14; harsh sanctions
should be used only in extreme situations, and mild punishment should be used in
most cases. Beyond the anti-corruption campaign, discipline has also been
prioritized in wide policy implementation areas such as poverty alleviation and
environmental protection 15 . With their strong authority, mid-level governments
tend to transfer almost all political tasks to grassroots-level administrations and act
as “supervisors” rather than “agents” to escape obligations and avoid being

14

The four forms of oversight and discipline enforcement” include (1) criticism and self-criticism sessions, in

addition, interviews and correspondence should be organized regularly and frequently in order to ensure that
those who are found guilty of minor misconduct are made to feel ashamed; (2) the vast majority of violators of
Party discipline should receive light disciplinary punishment and organizational adjustments to their official
positions; (3) the number of those who receive harsh disciplinary punishment and significant organizational
adjustments to official positions should be small; (4) the number of those who are placed under criminal
investigations for serious disciplinary violations and the suspicion of committing criminal offences should be
very small.
15

See http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2016/06-08/7897926.shtml
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disciplined. This places a great burden on grassroots administrations and leads to
widespread dissatisfaction among rank-and-file cadres (Zhou and Lian 2020). At
the Third Plenary Session of the 19th Central Commission for Discipline Inspection
(CDIC) in 2019, President Xi Jinping pointed out that there were outstanding
problems in accountability work, such as the generalization and simplification of
accountability (問責泛化與簡單化) with the aim of motivating local agents to
actively fulfil their public obligations 16 . After that session, Zhejiang and other
provinces published Measures on Establishing the Reform and Innovation of Fault
Tolerant and Exemption Mechanism for Party Members (關於建立容錯糾錯機制
激勵幹部改革創新幹事創業的意見) to encourage local public officials to engage
in innovation.
The above measures reflect the ambition of central leadership to achieve the
goal of pre-emptively preventing corruption and motivating cadres to implement
state policies through a flexible party disciplinary system 17 . Do Discipline
Inspection Committee (DIC) leaders follow the same logic in exercising
disciplinary power? The existing literature includes conflicting views of recent DIC
reforms and the effectiveness of DICs in curbing corruption. On the one hand, many
scholars argue that independence and functions have been greatly improved by
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See http://www.12371.cn/2019/09/18/ARTI1568799013301959.shtml
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See http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2018-04/13/c_1122680495.htm
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dispatching central inspection groups to reinforce vertical supervision (Yeo 2016)
and establishing a National Supervisory Commission (NSC) to integrate
procuratorate jurisdictions18. On the other hand, scholars question the efficiency
of DICs because of their institutional embeddedness (Guo 2017), involvement in
corruption (Li et al. 2016) or unconstrained investigation power (Yuen 2014). As
argued in this paper, the viewpoints of both unconstrained power and institutional
deficiency among DICs hold that the recent party discipline reform leaves great
autonomy for DIC leaders from the dual leadership of same-level party committees
and upper-level DICs. More importantly, the rationales of DICs play a dominant
role in shaping the outcomes of new pre-emptive strategies for preventing
misbehaviour.
Based on intensive fieldwork studying rural cadre supervision in two townships
in Guangdong province, this paper finds that the pursuit of potential influence, the
sympathy generated from local understandings and the preclusion of intensifying
power struggles motivate local DIC leaders to protect grassroots cadres. They do
so by strengthening their monitoring capacity to prevent severe misconduct,
punishing officials based only on partial, publicized evidence, negotiating
punishment intensity with reporters or providing opportunities for misbehaving
officials to redeem themselves. There are also red lines, including state or collective
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asset embezzlement and the transfer of government funding for poverty alleviation,
where any violation will be heavily disciplined.
The local party discipline department has been enhancing its informationgathering capacity in grassroots corners by using technological innovation and
encouraging peer reporting. While the local party secretary still plays a significant
role in the careers of DIC cadres, DIC officials also need to cooperate with other
government departments to jointly accomplish tasks and engage in politics. DICs’
local embeddedness in party-state network drives them to align with the interests
of local cadres. The framing of party discipline as “cure illnesses and save lives”
further offers local cadres the opportunity to punish misbehaving officials and keep
anti-corruption at a moderate level.
This Chapter is structured as follows. The following section reviews the
evolution of the anti-corruption campaign from ex post punishment to pre-emptive
prevention and underlines the great autonomy of DIC leaders in handling reported
cases. Then, I explore the rationales of DIC leaders for implementing pre-emptive
misconduct prevention. Next, I present the concrete measures taken by DIC leaders
to strategically discipline grassroots cadres. The paper ends with the conclusion.

4.2 From ex post discipline to pre-emptive prevention
The radical anti-corruption campaign and cadre accountability reform began
after the 18th National Congress of the CCP in 2012, led by President Xi Jinping
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and his close colleague Wang Qishan, CDIC director. Although the intensity of the
anti-corruption campaign has not significantly decreased over time, even after Zhao
Liji replaced Wang Qishan as CDIC director, the pace and focus of cadre
accountability have varied with the changing bureaucratic and socio-economic
environments. These adaptations have reflected the dilemma faced by autocratic
leaders in disciplining cadres and their endeavours to fix the unpredicted outcomes
generated in this process.
In the beginning of the anti-corruption campaign, radical anti-corruption
measures were taken to curb the rampant corruption within the bureaucracy. In 2013,
Wang stated that “at present, we must focus on the symptoms and gain time for the
root cause (當前反腐要以治標為主，為治本贏得時間)”19. Since then, over one
million senior officials and low-level cadres, including former Politburo Standing
Committee member Zhou Yongkang, have been disciplined or even imprisoned.
This widespread discipline was unprecedented in the history of the CCP since the
reform and opening up (Yuen 2014). In 2014, Xi stressed the principle of “no
tolerance of corruption (對腐敗零容忍)” and the goal “to cure the serious disease
with strong medicine, to quell the chaos with strong torment, scrape the poison off
the bone, cut the wrist for survival (以猛藥去疴，重點治亂的決心，以刮骨療毒，
壯士斷腕的勇氣)” to fight corruption and misbehaviour.

19

See https://news.qq.com/a/20130126/000006.htm
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Disciplinary supervision has also been used as a tool to elicit political loyalty
and promote state policy implementation. In 2015, the revised Chinese Communist
Party Disciplinary Measures (中國共產黨紀律處分條例) stated that all party
members should not “maliciously dissent party central leadership (妄議中央)” and
should firmly support centralized unity (擁護集中統一)” 20 . To strengthen the
monitoring capacity over local governments, several rounds of inspection (巡視)
were conducted and work teams were dispatched to lower levels of bureaucracy to
collect information on misconduct (Yeo 2016). Wang Qishan stressed that any party
leaders who overlooked the importance of party building would fail to fulfil their
political obligations and would be severely disciplined 21 . In 2016, Xi Jinping
emphasized that local cadres who did not accomplish their assigned poverty
alleviation tasks would be subject to disciplinary investigation22. Xi Jinping has
consolidated his personal power among top leadership and reinforced top
leadership’s authority over local governments with a combination of disciplinary
and ideological campaigns (Li 2019; Lorentzen and Lu 2018).
The radical disciplinary storm has also generated some unexpected outcomes
for both bureaucratic operations and economic development. First, party discipline
has been abused by mid-level authorities as a tool to escape responsibility. As mid-
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See http://cpc.people.com.cn/n1/2018/0827/c64094-30251913.html
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See http://www.chinanews.com/gn/2016/06-08/7897926.shtml
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See http://cpc.people.com.cn/xuexi/n1/2018/0925/c385476-30311485.html
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level authorities are both agents of their supervisors and supervisors of their
subordinates, they use threats of discipline to increase the burden on their
subordinates to complete assigned tasks when they face high time pressure (Zhou
and Lian 2020). This measure not only frustrates local cadres but also is contrary to
the original intention of central leadership in reinforcing discipline. In 2018, a local
public official responsible for poverty alleviation was given a serious warning
within the party (黨內嚴重警告處分) for failing to answer a call from an inspection
team (巡視組) in time for the inspection. This incident aroused heated discussion
on the Internet, and many civil servants noted that it was an accurate portrayal of
grassroots bureaucracy23.
Second, local governments are reluctant to take on the responsibility for
developing policy innovation with suppressed autonomy and high punishment risk,
which causes difficulty in sustaining the “muddling” and local policy experiment
experience for future reform (Zhou et al. 2013; Heilmann 2016). Third, the tight
control of extravagant consumption has reduced the incentives for local leaders to
build patronage and promote economic growth (Wang and yan 2019). More
fundamentally, imprisoning corrupt officials means large losses in the state
investment in cadre cultivation (Cai and Zhu 2013).
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See https://news.sina.com.cn/c/2018-11-16/doc-ihnvukff8288305.shtml
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To reduce the negative effects of harsh discipline and protect local state agents,
central leadership has been formulating a pre-emptive discipline system through
tactical and institutional reforms. For instance, in 2014, Wang Qishan stressed the
importance of building a system that ensures officials “dare not, cannot and will not
be corrupt” (不敢腐，不能腐，不想腐)”. In 2015, Wang Qishan emphasized that
mild discipline should be applied in most cases and that severe punishment should
be applied only to severe misconduct24. In 2017, Xi Jinping noted that the goal of
“dare not corrupt” had been preliminary achieved 25 . To further protect the
creativity of local cadres, President Xi Jinping pointed out at the Third Plenary
Session of the 19th Central Commission for Discipline Inspection (CDIC) that there
were outstanding problems in accountability work, such as the generalization and
simplification of accountability. In the revised Chinese Communist Party
Accountability Regulations, the “combination of strict management and deep love,
equal emphasis on motivation and restraint (嚴管和厚愛結合，激勵和約束並重)”
was added to the principles of accountability.
In sum, the central leadership of the CCP has been trying to strike a balance
between curbing rampant corruption and motivating cadres to fulfil their public
responsibility. Without legitimacy, the ruling coalition can still rely on its coercive
capacity to repress political dissent and maintain social stability, but a lack of fiscal
24

See http://www.xinhuanet.com/politics/2015-09/26/c_1116687031.htm”
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See http://news.takungpao.com/mainland/focus/2017-01/3410915.html?pc
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resources due to a shrunken economy will cause the regime to collapse. Ex post
punishment poses a high or even unaffordable burden on authoritarian rule, just as
chemical therapy to cure osteosarcoma has negative effects on patients. As
elaborated in the next section, the pace of the adaptation and institutional reform of
party discipline leaves great autonomy for local DIC leaders to manipulate and steer
the intensity of local discipline. Contrary to central leadership’s intention to preemptively prevent all misconduct, practical rationales motivate local DIC leaders
to prevent severe political, economic and criminal misbehaviour on the one hand
while allowing local cadres to engage in micro-misconduct on the other hand.

4.3 Institutional reform and local DIC discretion in disciplining
officials
Before 2012, local DICs had long been criticized for their cadre supervision
effectiveness due to a lack of independence (Hualing 2013). Under the dual
leadership structure, DICs have insufficient independence in supervising local
cadres, especially leaders of same-rank party committees, since the latter have a
great influence on the appointment of DIC leaders and the funding of DIC
operations (Yeo 2016). To tackle this dilemma, central leadership has been
revitalizing inspection, a statecraft used in Imperial China that involves dispatching
work teams to collect information on the misconduct of local cadres (Yuen 2014).
The Resolution of the Third Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee
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also clarified that the upper-level DIC has a great influence on the appointments of
low-level DIC leaders (Li and Deng 2014). At the same time, the establishment of
the NSC supplements local DICs’ functional deficiencies by integrating
procuratorate jurisdictions (Li and Wang 2019).
The local DIC is not isolated from influences of local politics, and it faces new
difficulties. The finances and personnel of the DIC are still controlled by same-rank
party committee leaders (Li and Deng 2016). Although vertical supervision from
the superior DIC is much improved, the DIC retains great discretion in different
stages of investigating and punishing officials for reported misconduct. The DIC
also experiences some conflict with the procuratorate system due to their different
evaluation tracks (Li and Wang 2019).
As discussed above, institutional embeddedness and functional deficiencies are
not sufficient conditions for the organizational dysfunction of local DICs; rather,
local DIC leaders have great discretion in investigating reported clues and
punishing misbehaving cadres. The top-down mobilization of pre-emptive
corruption prevention only reflects the endeavours of central leadership to build an
efficient and integrated local administration. It would be useful to understand the
motivations and rationales of local DICs since they play a dominant role in steering
eventual outcomes. As noted by one interviewed Township-level Discipline
Inspection Committee (TDIC) leader (Interview 36),
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“If you want to investigate the case seriously, you can always find suitable
methods. If you do not, there are over one thousand excuses”.

4.4 Strengthening information-gathering capacity through
multiple channels
Multiple information channels are adopted by TDIC leaders to strengthen their
monitoring capacity over local cadres and reduce their opportunity to make
irreparable mistakes. To curb the predatory actions of village cadres, the TDIC is
required to strengthen its monitoring capacity. With approval from upper-level
authorities, the TDIC has introduced a series of institutional, technical and
managerial initiatives in rural areas.
A Village Party Discipline Inspection Committee Member (VPDICM) was
deployed in every administrative village with a party committee to strengthen the
daily power exercise of village leadership. Normally, the CPDICM also takes on
the position of the Village Affairs Supervision Committee (VASC) director. A
VPDICM is responsible for reviewing the legality of village spending and
collecting and reporting information on village cadre misconduct information to the
TDIC (Interview 37).
With the aim of increasing independence, the nominations of CPDICMs is
under the direction of the TDIC. The TDIC sends work teams to villages to hold
deliberation meetings with village representatives about suitable CPDICM
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candidates. Most CPDICMs enjoy a good reputation and are considered reliable by
village residents. In addition, the relatives of village cadres (village party committee
members, village committee members, or village asset managers) are not allowed
to act as CPDICMs. In many villages, some farmers who have petition experience
are supported by the general public to take the positions of CPDICM or vice
manager of VASC. (Most of them are not party members, so they cannot take on
any partisan position.
In September 2017, during the announcement (公示) of subsidies for large-scale
grain-growing households in MH Township, Chen, the CPDICM of TS Village,
discovered that there was a problem: the application material did not coincide with
the real rice planting situation. Therefore, he reported the situation to the TDIC
immediately.
Upon learning of the situation, the TDIC immediately established an
investigation team. It was verified that three members of the village party branch
had violated work discipline and failed to conduct household-by-household on-site
farming areas declared by large-scale farmers. Checking the verification led to false
reports26.
To further improve the information-gathering capacity towards village
collective asset management, an online village asset management platform was

26
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established (Interview 38). All information on village collective funding (農村集
體資金), village collective assets (農村集體資產), village collective resources (農
村集體資源) and relevant transaction records is saved in this system and publicly
visible to the general public and upper-level authorities.
In October 2018, some people reported to the TDIC that many cadres in X
Community had a problem with embezzling collective funds. After receiving the
report, the Supervision Office of the DIC used online query and other functions of
the “online village asset management platform” to retrieve scans and images of the
original vouchers related to the reported problem, and it quickly completed the
preliminary verification of the clues about the problem. In the end, it took only 7
days to find out how many cadres in X Community had received subsidies from
village collective enterprises in the name of management fees and communication
fees from 2013 to 201727.
An online reporting system was also built to reduce the cost of public
participation. Since rural residents acquire more information on village cadres
through daily interactions than TDIC officials do, their participation in supervision
can greatly decrease information asymmetry The TDIC posts QR codes in public
areas in villages, and rural residents can directly report any clues to the TDIC. There
are two kinds of reports: real-name reports (實名舉報) and anonymous reports (匿
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名舉報). Anonymous reporters are still required to register their name, ID number
and contact information. The TDIC explains that this requirement is intended to
prevent the overuse of the online reporting system (Interview 39).
In the past, the TDIC faced a shortage of manpower and professionals. Due to
the authorized strength (編制) limitation, TDIC leaders tend to take on several
positions, which restricts their ability to focus on rural cadre accountability. At the
same time, most TDIC leaders lack professional auditing and financial knowledge,
which undermines their capacity to investigate financial misconduct.
The authorized strength of the TDIC has expanded with the aim of reducing the
manpower dilemma. In the past, there was only one formal government-official
position, that of TDIC leader, and three to four informal positions (事業單位編制)
held by TDIC staff. In 2015, the number of formal government-official positions
increased to three: one TDIC leader and two vice TDIC leaders. These three
positions fully serve supervision functions and are exempt from other political and
administrative tasks. After the establishment of the NSC (國家監察委), a branch
of the county-level NSC that normally had one or two staff members was dispatched
into the TDIC and worked under the direction of the TDIC leader (Interview 40).
The organizational structure was also adjusted in some areas to strengthen the
information-processing capacity of the TDIC. Because some township party-states
did not have sufficient financial resources to operate a standardized TDIC or lacked
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cadres who with a professional background in finance, a large cross-township DIC
was formed. The district-level DIC divides all disciplinary inspection and
supervision organizations into 2 areas ( 片 區 ). Each area is divided into 3
cooperation groups (協作小組) in charge of 2 to 3 towns and streets DIC (紀委),
supervision offices (監察辦), and 3 to 4 dispatched disciplinary inspection and
supervision groups (派駐紀檢監察組). The work resources and personnel in the
area were unitedly used, and supporting institutions of direction, coordination, and
evaluation were established (Interview 41).
Since 2018, TDIC leader Mao has successively received report materials
reflecting the problem of Zhou, the former village committee member of SF village,
who defrauded project policy processing funds. After an analysis and judgement,
Mao believed that the clues of the problem were relatively clear, but it was difficult
to obtain strong evidence for many problems, and the intensity of discipline was
difficult to decide. He then reported this situation to the area leader (片區領導).
After review and approval, the area cooperation mechanism was immediately
activated, and the area leaders mobilized the area's discipline inspection and
supervision forces to form a joint investigation team to discuss and formulate an
investigation plan. Eventually, evidence of Zhou’s misconduct was quickly
collected by multiple professional DIC officials28.
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4.5 The local embeddedness of TDICs and their incentives for
protecting local cadres
The Pursuit of Informal Authority
Protecting local cadres is conducive for TDIC leaders to pursue informal
authority in local politics. The de facto authority of local DIC leaders consists of
formal position authority and informal personal authority. From a Weberian
definition, authority can be divided into three types (Weber 1958): 1) traditional
authority (power legitimized by respect for long-established cultural patterns); 2)
charismatic authority (power legitimized by extraordinary personal abilities that
inspire devotion and obedience) and 3) rational-legal authority (power is
legitimized by legally enacted rules and regulations such as governments). This
concept can also be used to analyse the real authority of important figures in
authoritarian politics. Although Deng Xiaoping never held top positions in the
party-state, he was the publicly acknowledged core helm among central leadership
after the death of Mao. The authority of the DIC leader also originates from a formal
position (which relates to the function of the DIC leader) and informal personality
(which relates to personal glamour and ability).
As depicted above, the formal authority of the TDIC has been much improved
compared to the past. However, it is too narrow to interpret that the DIC leader’s
formal authority is fully based on supervision and discipline. As members of the
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same-rank party standing committee, DIC leaders enjoy great influence in
collective decision making and personnel management and significant state policy
implementation. With the significance of peer supervision stressed by upper-level
authorities, DIC leaders are in charge of integrity risk evaluation (廉政風險評估)
and normally have veto power the final decisions (Interview 42). Since some state
policies deliberatively leave some space for local innovation, same-rank party
secretaries (SPSs) have great discretion in policy implementation. DIC leaders also
need to check whether the innovative measures adopted by SPSs align with the
spirit of central leadership requirements (Interview 43).
The informal authority of TDIC leaders varies due to political skill and
individual character differences. Although the independence of the TDIC in
corruption case investigations has been reinforced, the SPS still has a significant
influence on the final punishment decision of misbehaving subordinates. The SPS
and upper-level DICs tend to have different priorities: the former focuses more on
public administration performance, and the latter concentrates more on rule
obedience. With regard to disciplining officials, the SPS emphasizes the potential
negative effects of disciplining misbehaving subordinates (such as reduced business
investment and decreased coherence among elites), while upper-level DICs care
more about the negative effects of tolerating misbehaving officials (such as
triggering public indignation and causing losses of state assets) (Interview 44).
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Therefore, under the dual leadership structure, outstanding political skills are
required to achieve a balance and handle the subtle relationship between SPSs and
their superiors.
Protecting local cadres is useful for TDIC leaders to acquire mutual respect from
the SPS and support from other party-state departments. DIC leaders’ relationship
with the SPS also has some influence on their promotion process. The upper-level
authority sends an investigation team to hold deliberation meetings with leaders and
colleagues to collect information about the performance, character and leading style
of TDIC leaders before they are promoted. The best strategy for DICs is to build a
sound relationship with the SPS. As one DIC leader noted (Interview 45),
“A DIC leader of another township not only investigated and prosecuted many
corrupt officials during his tenure but was also responsible for the supervision and
accountability of minor affairs. The harsh discipline made the cadres of the entire
township afraid of making mistakes, afraid of doing things, afraid of being
disciplined. As a result, the economic development of the entire town was greatly
negatively affected. Before this DIC leader was to be promoted, the superior sent
someone to hold democratic deliberations. The secretary of the township party
committee said in the conversation that this DIC leader has first-rate anticorruption ability, but he doesn't pay much attention to methods or leading style.
As a result, this CDI leader was transferred from the DIC system to the CPPCC”.
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Most DIC leaders are extremely cautious in disciplining locally important
figures due to personal network concerns. Normally, the appointment of local
significant subordinates is discussed and decided by standing members of the samerank party committee, which means they may have patronage relationships with, or
at least may be appreciated and recommended by, local leaders. Disciplining these
cadres not only results in dissatisfaction of patrons but also may break the balance
in faction strength. This situation is especially severe in grassroots society, in which
most cadres spend their entire career in one place (normally their hometown) and
network relationships are complicated and not transparent. Therefore, the
protection of local cadres is respected and supported by party secretaries. As one
TDIC leader notes (Interview 46),
“The secretary of the township party committee is the squad leader (班長), and
the secretary of the disciplinary committee can at best be regarded as a cadre（班

幹部）. Although the reforms in recent years increased the vertical leadership of
the DIC, the TDIC leader is also an important member of the local cadre team.
Asking the secretary’s opinion when investigating reported officials is a
manifestation of respect for the authority of the squad leader. The squad leader will
accordingly give the CDI leader more autonomy when making collective decisions
and investigating cases. This is a mutual respect colleague relationship”.
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At the same time, TDIC leaders are required to assist the SPS in accomplishing
other assigned tasks. To complete required tasks, such as poverty alleviation and
environmental protection, the TDIC needs to collaborate with other government
officials. Taking poverty relief as an instance, all party-state departments, including
the DIC, are responsible for ensuring that the populations of several villages are out
of poverty by 2021. A special working group was established to coordinate the
actions of various departments, and the rural department is the hosting agency with
the authority to distribute specific tasks and allocate upper-level government
transfer. While all departments, including the CDI, prefer a rich village with light
tasks, the CDI must take on stressful daily supervision tasks. As a local TDIC leader
notes (Interview 44),
“We really fear that the rural department distributes most poor villages to us.
First, we really have a shortage of manpower in performing our original function
of supervision. Second, we lack sufficient financial resources to use in poverty
alleviation. Third, it will be extremely awkward if we cannot accomplish the
assigned tasks because we tend to order other departments to follow the rules and
complete state policies”.
The Pursuit of Managerial Effectiveness
Protecting local cadres also serves as the ultimate goal of disciplinary work,
allowing local cadres to actively fulfil their obligations and complete upper-level
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directives. As mentioned above, the overuse of discipline in state policy
implementation has frustrated rank-and-file public officials, discouraging them
from taking on risks and responsibilities. Local DICs also face the dilemma that
they must draw explicit and serious disciplinary standards with the aim of
promoting state policy implementation; otherwise, they will be punished by upperlevel DICs. On the other hand, the increase in disciplinary intensity motivates local
cadres to be risk averse and to transfer pressure to lower-level subordinates, which
strays far from the goal of discipline. This dilemma reflects the relationship between
incentive intensity and goal displacement, in which intensive supervision shifts
local cadres’ motivation from fulfilling obligations to escaping responsibility (Zhou
2010). Thus, protecting local cadres from discipline to some extent represents the
attempts of local DIC leaders to relieve incentive intensity. As one TDIC leader
suggests (Interview 39),
“We will get the inverse outcome if we discipline officials very harshly. For
instance, the SPS has required all the township governments to accomplish the
assigned illegal building demolishment task within three months and asked us to
draw specific punishment rules and conduct final evaluations. It is really hard to
achieve a balance since, on the one hand, we need township leaders to have strong
motivation to accomplish this task and, on the other hand, we are afraid that they
will just quit their efforts (撂挑子不幹了)”.
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To achieve the goal of promoting policy implementation rather than causing
collective resistance by the local bureaucracy, TDIC public officials tend to be
flexible in the inspection process and show their understanding and sympathy
towards implementors. As one TDIC member notes (Interview 47),
“Grassroots public officials are very painstaking because most upper-level
tasks are eventually transferred to their shoulders, while they receive very low
wages and subsidies, and sometimes they even lack sufficient financial and
resources to accomplish these assigned directives within a short time period.
Sometimes we think it is unreasonable to punish them because they have made
tremendous efforts in this process, although the final result is not good”.
The Pursuit of Bureaucratic Solidarity
Protecting local officials also reflects the intention of DIC leaders to avoid
inciting power struggles and to maintain bureaucratic solidarity. With the
implementation of the intensive anti-corruption campaign, reporting has gradually
become a popular tool in power struggles. This trend is particularly obvious in
relation to cadre promotion, NPC deputies and CPPCC member election. In 2016,
central leadership introduced a policy to prevent misbehaving officials from being
promoted. Prospective candidates are required to be loyal and incorrupt and are
subject to thorough background reviews by the DIC. Potential competitors use
anonymous reporting to attack rivals. Even though reported clues are implicit and
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manipulated, the TDIC needs launch in-depth investigations of these clues. As a
result, an appointment or promotion may be given to another candidate or
postponed. As several TDIC leader notes (Interview 39, 41, 44),
“We are extremely painstaking in checking reporting materials during the
promotion and election period since a lot of public officials use reporting as a
measure to destroy the reputation of their rivals. Even though these reporting
letters with political goals are proven to be false materials after an investigation,
the negative effects on reported officials are hard to eliminate. Although the DIC
will clarify the facts, the leaders and the general public still have some concern
regarding whether they (the reported officials) really have some secrets about
misbehaviours. Thus, the ex post remedy is not very effective”.
Reporting is used not only by individual officials to attack their rivals but also
by one faction to frame another faction. This phenomenon is common in village
leadership when there are two hostile factions: one led by the village party secretary
(VPS) and the other under the control of the village committee director (VCD).
Investigations in such cases are extremely difficult, and sometimes the cost far
exceeds the benefits. First, village finances are difficult to check due to the
complexity of the village asset structure and a lack of transparency. Second,
compared to the upper-level CDI, the TDIC does not have the authority of
shuanggui, which means that detention is not allowed in investigating reported
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clues. This functional deficiency impedes the effectiveness of investigations
because most reports lack explicit, direct and strong evidence of misconduct.
Although the TDIC can turn to the county-level DIC or the County Economic
Investigation Team for technical help, the TDIC is very cautious in using this
method. Turning to upper-level authorities for help to some extent represents the
incapacity of TDIC leaders, especially when reported clues are proven to be framed
(誣告) after the upper-level authorities intervene. Second, a serious disciplinary
investigation may cause ripple effects within village leadership, and the grassroots
administration may be paralyzed, which is the situation that TDIC leaders want to
avoid. As one TDIC leader suggests (Interview 43),
“The mission of tying flies (拍蒼蠅) is to cure the disease on the foot rather
than cut the foot off. Sometimes we need to be flexible in dealing with corruption
reports in villages to in order to avoid stabbing a hornet's nest (捅了馬蜂窩). Most
corruption cases within the village involve more than one village cadre and
sometimes even include the entire leadership. But as you know, we cannot dismiss
or replace the entire village leadership; rather, we need to rely on them to
implement state policies, maintain social order and provide public goods. Thus, we
cannot let discipline become a tool to make regime roots collapse”.

4.6 The framing of discipline and discretion of TDIC leaders
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The framing of discipline by upper-level authorities offers TDIC excuses for
exercising discretion in daily governance. As described above, the central authority
needs to strike a balance between appeasing and constraining local agents. The
fundamental principle of party discipline is to “cure diseases and save lives”. This
rhetoric provides DIC officials and local leaders with some discretion in
disciplining subordinates. As “doctors”, they have the right to diagnose the severity
of officials’ misbehaviours. As shown later, the standard of assessing severity is
formulated by upper-level authorities. The concrete plan for a “cure” considers not
only misconduct but also the contribution, significance and personal relations of
involved cadres.
Protecting Local Cadres in the Process of Dealing with Reports
Located at the front lines of report processing, the TDIC has great discretion in
determining the classifications of reports (Li and Deng 2016). Only a tiny minority
of reports include explicit evidence such as photos, videos or voice recordings of
public officials’ misconduct. The rest of the reports normally include clues or
suspicions without clues. Although the upper-level CDI requires the TDIC to
upload all reports to the online system, in reality, it also gives the TDIC some
authority to filter reports to ensure a reasonable response ratio and speed. Therefore,
the TDIC has discretion in deciding whether a reported case proceeds to the next
stage of investigation or is saved as documentation.
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When receiving reports, the DIC leader first considers the substance of the
misbehaviours and then makes strategic choices. Previous studies have also found
that the severity of cases is a major factor determining whether misbehaving
officials will be disciplined (Cai and Zhu 2013). The TDIC divides reports into four
kinds based on the evidence and severity. The severity of reported cases is not fully
dependent on the scale or amount; other unwritten standards are also considered.
As one TDIC leader notes (Interview 48),
"In practice, the CCDI gives clear instructions to lower-level CDIs about
supervision focus in different time periods. Sometimes we pay more attention to
social security malpractice; sometimes we concentrate more on poverty alleviation
nonfeasance. In addition to these periodical issues, there are continuous red lines
that cannot be crossed, such as distorting central leadership’s policy and the
embezzlement of state-owned and collective-owned assets.”
A

High

Severity

&

Implicit

Evidence

B

High

Severity

&

Explicit

Severity

&

Explicit

Evidence

C Low Severity & Implicit Evidence

D

Low

Evidence
Table 4 Different types of reports
The reports of category B left minimal room for TDIC leaders to manipulate the
severity of discipline. If the TDIC does not treat these reports seriously, it is
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possible that the reporters will submit reporting materials to the upper-level DIC,
and the TDIC may be punished due to malpractice and improper behaviour. As
discussed above, the TDIC can submit these materials to the upper-level DIC for
intervention in some complicated cases.
Under this circumstance, TDIC leaders and NSC dispatched members tend to
apply for assistance from the county-level NSC. The county-level NSC will appoint
its member as the case leader and take responsibility for the next stage of the
investigation. This arrangement reduces the fear or reluctance of TDIC leaders
about disciplining their peer colleagues and subordinates, who have extensive
personal networks in local politics. By transferring responsibility to county-level
DIC, the TDIC faces less pressure from township party secretaries to punish local
officials (Interview 49).
The reports in categories A, C and D give many opportunities for TDIC leaders
to manipulate the severity of discipline. Regarding the reported cases in category
A, the TDIC tends to perform a preliminary check and then evaluate the severity.
If the case falls into category B with more in-depth investigations, the TDIC will
follow the normal procedure of dealing with the case in category B described above.
When the case is severe from a legal perspective but not a political perspective
(which means the case is re-classified into category C), DIC leaders will consider
more factors, including whether the targeted officials have strong personal
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networks with upper-level and local leaders, peer reviews from officials’ colleagues
and subordinates, and officials’ past performance and professional capacity (業務
能力). In summary, TDIC leaders consider both the effects of not punishing local
officials and the effects of disciplining them, and they usually strike a subtle balance.
The first way DIC leaders protect local officials is by punishing reported
officials based only on explicit reported evidence. As described above, most reports
include implicit clues, and reports with explicit evidence represent only a small
portion of the misconduct of reported officials. Even though DIC leaders may find
more clues of other misconduct (except in relation to crossed red lines), they do not
necessarily conduct more in-depth investigations, because they consider other
factors. Concealing clues may lead to punishment from upper-level authorities; in
response, TDIC leaders may claim that they have insufficient investigation
authority and lack a professional background in auditing. At the same time, because
TDIC leaders discipline subordinates based on explicit evidence, subordinates
normally only receive verbal criticism and warnings. This cost is far lower than the
cost of hate and revenge generated among local officials by investigating them
closely and disciplining them harshly (Interview 48).
Another way that DIC leaders protect reported officials is by negotiating
punishments with reporters and local leaders (Interview 50). According to
regulations, the TDIC needs to respond to reporters about the progress and results
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of cases. Because there are four types of discipline and reported clues are normally
implicit, the TDIC has some decision power regarding the intensity of punishment.
TDIC leaders tend to propose lighter punishments first and tell reporters about the
preliminary results. They stress how difficult it is for them to conduct a detailed
investigation and to collect more evidence with limited resources, and they describe
how objective they are in making punishment decisions. If reporters are satisfied
with the preliminary punishment results, they sign a paper indicating they accept
the results and promise not to file further reports or petitions to upper-level
authorities (Interview 42, 46).
TDIC leaders also discuss their preliminary punishment decision with local
leaders and explain their logic. The punishment decision is not based only on the
severity of misbehaviours; rather, it also serves political and organizational aims. If
local leaders regard a case as a “model” (典型) and hope to use it to warn other
local cadres (殺雞儆猴), TDIC leaders will reinforce the punishment (for instance,
enhance the warning level). When local leaders consider that reported officials
exhibit good performance and have the potential to make a large contribution in the
future, they will stress that the purpose of discipline is redeem the officials. Under
this circumstance, TDIC leaders tend to reduce the punishment intensity to some
extent (Interview 44, 50).
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The last strategy TDIC leaders use to protect local officials is to give them
opportunities to conceal or compensate for their mistakes (Interview 51). Many
clues are implicit, and the TDIC has limited ability to investigate and collect
detailed evidence while facing time pressure to respond. Thus, it is rational for
TDIC leaders to use letter consultation (函訓) and verbal engagement (問話) to ask
reported officials to confess to their misbehaviours or to describe reported issues in
detail. These measures give reported officials some time and opportunity for
manipulation.
In summary, TDIC leaders can manipulate reports in different stages of
investigation and punishment. As Tsai and Liao (2020) revealed, in addition to local
political factors, vertical performance evaluations of upper-level DIC authorities
have some influence on local DICs’ strategic choices in punishing local officials:
they try to avoid punishing too many or too few officials and to hold the number of
punishment cases at a moderate level among all same-level DICs (Liao and Tsai
2020). The reason is that too many punishments indicates that the corruption level
in an area is extremely high, and too few punishments reflects the ineffectiveness
and indolence of local DICs in terms of accountability. We also find that local DIC
leaders consider the number of punished cases in a performance assessment period
and try to strike a balance between four types of discipline. The first two types of
discipline are mild and should account for over two thirds of cases, while the last
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two types of discipline are harsh and should be applied to a small number of cases.
The reason is that too many disciplined cases will trigger the county-level DIC to
dispatch a special inspection team to the township to check the daily work of the
TDIC, which suppresses the autonomy and authority of the TDIC (Interview 39,
46).

4.7 Discussion and conclusion
Authoritarian leaders face a great dilemma in curbing corruption. On the one
hand, they must prevent rampant corruption that will result in legitimacy dilution
and regime instability; on the other hand, they must use corruption to buy support
and motivate state agents. This chapter explores the measures used to strike a
balance in controlling corruption in authoritarian states by examining the dynamics
and adaptations of the recent anti-corruption campaign and disciplinary reform in
China. As shown in this paper, aware of ex post punishment negative effects, central
leadership has been promoting a pre-emptive misconduct prevention policy. Local
disciplinary officials selectively implement this policy to prevent severe
misbehaviours but deliberately tolerate some minor misconduct.
Specifically, the pursuit of potential influence, the sympathy generated from
local understandings and the preclusion of intensifying power struggles drive local
DIC leaders to protect grassroots cadres by strengthening their monitoring capacity
to prevent severe misconduct, punishing officials only on partial publicized
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evidence, negotiating punishment intensity with reporters or providing
opportunities for misbehaving officials to redeem themselves. There are also red
lines, including state or collective asset embezzlement and the transfer of
government funding for poverty alleviation, where any violation will be heavily
disciplined. These measures partially relieve the disciplinary dilemma in corruption
control in authoritarian states. As a result, although pre-emptive monitoring
measures may be conducive to curbing heavy predatory behaviour of village cadres,
protection measures also increase their opportunism in micro-corruption and
misconduct.
This chapter contributes to our understanding of the dilemma involved in
disciplining misbehaving cadres in authoritarian countries. As pointed out by Cai
and Zhu (2013), tolerating corrupt agents harms harm regime legitimacy, while
punishing them means losses for the state since the regime invests many resources
in cadre cultivation. To solve this dilemma, the state makes strategic choices based
on the impacts of events and the responsibility of leaders. Furthermore, some upperlevel authorities conceal relevant information to protect their agents from public
reporting (Pan and Chen 2018). These measures have two drawbacks. First,
strategically disciplining cadres for misbehaviours may conflict with public
expectations, resulting in the dual loss of state cadres and regime legitimacy.
Second, it is extremely difficult and costly for upper-level authorities to conceal
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information, and the failure to do so results in public dissatisfaction and harsh
punishment by central leadership29. This paper finds that discipline is not a binary
“yes or no” question; rather, it has multiple stages and intensities, thus providing
local discipline department cadres to warn subordinates and protect state legitimacy
at the same time (for instance, negotiating with reporters regarding punishment
intensity). What is important in disciplining cadres is not the severity an incident
but the negative effects of losing a targeted cadre.
This chapter is also related to the literature on the recent anti-corruption
campaign and party disciplinary reform in China. Most existing studies have
discussed the sustainability and effectiveness of this disciplinary storm as well as
the intentions behind it. This paper argues that before analysing the effectiveness
of these initiatives, we need to reach an agreement on the goal of the disciplinary
reform, especially when corruption has some positive effects on authoritarian rule
and economic growth. This paper suggests that central leadership must shift its
focus and lead institutional adaptation in the anti-corruption campaign over time to
achieve a balance in anti-corruption intensity and establish a pre-emptive corruption
prevention system.
This chapter also relates to studies of policy implementation in China. Previous
studies have suggested that local governments have different preferences from the

The central government regulates that local governments are responsible for handing petitions and
reports and have no power to conceal information in spite of classified information.
29
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central government, and they selectively promote directives that align with their
interests. In line with this argument, this paper finds that the local party-state is not
a unified group, and a more micro-perspective of interpersonal interactions is
conducive to the understanding of eventual outcomes. As shown in this paper, local
DIC leaders consider their relationships with same-rank party secretaries, superior
DIC leaders, and subordinates when disciplining local officials for misconduct.

Chapter 5 The impacts of primary party organisation
institutionalization on public goods provision in rural China
5.1 Introduction
Political institutions matter for public goods provision and economic growth. A
growing consensus is that democracy has a positive impact on public services and
the wellbeing of citizens through elections (Lake and Baum 2001; Foster and
Rosenzweig 2001). Early research found that in nondemocracies, due to the
weakness of formal accountability institutions, the political leaders tend to allocate
public resources to politically influential groups rather than redistributing it to the
public (Deacon 2009; McGuire and Olson 1996; De Mesquita Smith Morrow and
Siverson 2005). In electoral authoritarian regimes, public funding allocation is also
an elective tool for autocrats to reward loyal supporters and punish dissent (Blaydes
2010).
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Many scholars have also found that the informal institutions can be useful for
the provision of public goods when the formal institution is weak (Tsai 2007).
Unfortunately, this branch of literature ignores the diversity and uneven
distributions as well as the dynamic change of the formal institutions. In rural China,
elections are not the only formal institution in local governance systems, but
primary party organisations have also been deployed systematically into every
corner of grassroots society. In primary party organisation building processes,
informal institutions such as clans, religious organisations, and other nongovernmental organisations have been repressed (Fu 2018; Zenz and Leibold 2019),
since they pose a threat to the absolute authority of the party. To further ensure the
right to know of rural residents, the transparency of the grassroots party
organisation and village level governance have been improved. Data on the
financial status of the collective economy, administration expenditures, and public
projects are required to be publicised and updated monthly in the bulletin board.
Any spending exceeding the amount of 50 thousand yuan needs to be approved by
all party committee members rather than solely being decided by the party secretary.
The Organisation Department also periodically hire independent agency to audit
the use of funding of party-building projects.
The present chapter tries to fill the gap in the literature by utilising the case of
China, where problems of social capital have been exacerbated by population
mobility. It examines the institutionalisation process of the primary party
organisation(PPO) by stressing meritocracy among economic elites in elections,
rebuilding the party-mass relation by expanding the party’s organisational coverage
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and penetration capacity, and reinforcing top-down discipline with bottom-up
democratic supervision. The chapter also delineates how these three aspects
partially resolve the collective action and accountability dilemmas in rural public
goods provision.
Since Xi Jinping gained power in 2012, primary party building has been set as
a priority task for all-level party secretaries to reinvent the party cells and
consolidate the roots of the regime. Providing services to the masses and promoting
economic development are the main sources of legitimacy for the rule of PPO. The
power structure of village communities has been modified so that the party
secretary should also take the position of village head through election, and the
party committee members are also required to be elected as village committee
members. Economic elites are favoured in the recruitment of village party
secretaries (VPS), and public officials, as well as young graduates, are advocated
by the central organisation department to join the rural leadership (Liao, Tsai, and
Lin 2019). It is worth noting that although the VPS is taking more positions, their
arbitrary power in the village affairs management has been restricted. Public
projects undergo a collective decision-making process (Luo, Zhang, Huang, and
Rozelle 2007; Gobel 2008). At the same time, expenditures need to be approved by
all the party committee members and will be audited by the independent auditing
agencies hired by the upper-level party committee. Rural residents agree on the
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public projects based on the belief that the PPE’s public projects will have positive
effects on community development and their income and take a supportive and
encouraging attitude towards the PPE’s hard work. When the public project has
been set as an emergent political task, the PPO also manipulates the collective
decision-making process to achieve a majority agreement.
5.2 Literature review of Public Goods Provision
5.2.1 Institutions and public goods provision
Formal institutions play a significant role in facilitating public service
provisions in democracies. For instance, election have been regarded as an effective
instrument to hold incumbents responsive to the need of citizens (Dahl 1973). The
logic is that democracy improves the flow of information between the incumbent
government officials and the citizens (Foster and Rosenzweig 2001). The policy
makers promote public goods provision as much as possible to gain the political
support of citizens and win the next election (Lake and Baum 2001). In line with
this argument, some studies have found that the proportion of government spending
on social welfare in democracies is much higher than in non-democracies (Bueno
de Mesquita, Smith, Siverson, and Morrow 2003). However, the sound operation
of election accountability rests on certain assumptions: the public has adequate
information about the conditions that the government observes and the influence of
policies on the final outcomes (Cheibub and Przeworski 1999). While the accounts
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and inquiries contain this information, they are ‘not easily accessible, issue-focused
and hard to put in context’ (Hanberger 2009).
Similarly, some empirical studies suggest that elections in non-democracies
also contribute to public goods provision (Foster and Rosenzweig 2001; L. A.
Blaydes 2008). Autocrats distribute public goods to citizens in exchange for
political support (Lust-Okar 2006). In addition to seeking loyalty, dictators may
increase public investment to enhance the tax base and ensure more social outputs
(McGuire and Olson 1996).
In non-democracies, local leaders also use the electoral results to show their
competence and increase the probability of advancement in the party hierarchy
(Blaydes 2010). Foster and Rosenzweig (2001) found that democratic elections
increase the social welfare of the poor. Zhang, Fan, Zhang and Huang (2004)
empirically demonstrate that election and power-sharing have positive effects on
the allocation of public allocation. Wang and Yao (2007) also examine the impacts
of grassroots election on local governance, finding that elections appear to have
enhanced the accountability of village committees.
However, election accountability in non-democracies is extremely vulnerable
due to the harsh environment it is embedded in (Bernstein and Lu 2003; Minxin et
al. 2006). O’Brien and Han (2009) contend that although procedures of elections
have been greatly improved, the power configuration for elections remain stable
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without meaningful political reforms, which undermines democratic rule. In the
same vein, election accountability relies heavily on free media, inclusive
participation, and civil empowerment, which are scant and hard to achieve in nondemocracies (Fu 2018; King, Pan, and Roberts 2013).
The absence of strong formal accountability institutions in non-democracies
highlights the importance of informal institutions in facilitating public goods
provision. Tsai (2007) found that although formal accountability is weak, informal
institutions of solidary groups (clans, religious organisations, etc.) can provide
reputational motivation for village cadres to provide more public goods and
generate unofficial rules to hold them accountable. Xu and Yao (2015) demonstrate
that clans help local leaders to overcome the collective action problem, but have
little effects on the informal accountability.
While strong informal institutions do not always serve the interests of the public,
they sometimes act as an effective instrument for local elites to articulate their
personal interests (Mattingly 2016; Liao et al. 2019; Lu and Tao 2017). Mattingly
(2016) found that lineage leaders co-opted by the state help the local government
to confiscate the property of peasants, causing great public dissatisfaction. Similarly,
Liao et al. (2019) found that clan leaders tend to withhold poverty alleviation
resources and are unwilling to redistribute it to the people not in their clan. Lu and
Tao (2017) demonstrate that senior associations enjoy a high degree of autonomy,
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which show distinct attitudes and strategies for dealing with the collective
resistances in different stages.
Therefore, the existence of formal or informal institutions does not ensure sound
public goods provision. The above research discusses the function of formal and
informal institutions to alleviate the two central difficulties for the public goods
provision – the collective action problem and the government accountability
problem – while no clear agreement was achieved. The reason may be that existing
research mainly focuses on the establishment and structure of formal and informal
organisations, while it ignores their operation and evolution, which I call the
institutionalisation of institution here. The central argument of this chapter is that
the congruence of in affects public goods provision.
In addition, many scholars argue that formal institutions are weak in nondemocracies, while ignoring the diversity and unevenness of the formal institutions
(Mattingly 2016; Tsai 2007; Xu and Yao 2015). Elections are not the only formal
institutions in authoritarian regimes; for instance, regime parties and legislatures
are also established, and the latter sometimes play a more important role in local
governance. For instance, as O’Brien and Han (2009) pointed out, although the
procedure of rural election has been much improved, the operation of rural
democracy is still constrained by the party-state structure and political-social power
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relation. Oi and Rozelle (2000) also suggest the unelected party secretaries enjoy
more de facto power than the village committees over village affairs.
Moreover, the formal institutions are not all weak within the territory of the
state, but rather vary across regions. Numerous studies have found that the state
capacity in different regions shows great differences (Koss and Sato 2016). As
shown in this chapter, the degree of institutionalisation of formal organisations
affects the supply of public goods by alleviating the collective action problem and
enhancing accountability. This free-rider problem was partly resolved by coercive
persuasion, and the accountability was achieved through the combination of topdown anti-corruption campaign and bottom-up democratic supervision. Before
diving into the specific PPO institutionalisation details, let us briefly introduce the
public goods provision model in rural China.

5.2.2 The responsibility for offering public goods in rural areas
Multiple levels of government share the responsibility for providing public
goods in rural areas. Tax and fee reforms have re-centralised the financial
management authority and the capacity and autonomy or township government in
coordinating inter-village public goods provision has been greatly inhibited (Oi,
Babiarz, Zhang, Luo, and Rozelle 2012), despite the positive trend that a social
safety net was gradually formulated by the central government through enhanced
investments in the New Cooperative Medical Scheme as well as initiating the
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Minimum Living Standard Scheme (Liang, Guo, Jin, Peng, and Zhang 2012;
Michelson 2012). However, the amount of public investment in rural public goods
provision is still insufficient (Zhang et al.,2004). The village community still plays
an important role in social welfare within the village, and the level of social services
and welfare not only varies in different regions, but also shows great differences
across the villages in the same areas (J. Kung, Cai, and Sun 2009).
Democratic deliberation and collective-decision making were also designed to
reinforce the sustainability of public services in rural areas. Since the limited
government funding is not sufficient for high quality public service provision, the
village community tends to raise money and recruit labor from local residents. To
incentivise local cadres and rural residents to invest in public projects, the
government gives bonus money to villages that build new roads, bridges, and other
infrastructure. On the other hand, to prevent conflict and dissent due to the demand
for villagers’ resources, the policy of One Affair – One Discussion was introduced
(Gobel 2008). The new policy stipulates that all public project construction plans
need to be discussed by a peasant meeting or peasant representative meeting, and
any project requires majority approval. After approval, the village community also
needs to regularly publicise financial reports and project progress, which enables
peasants to monitor the specific use of raised money.
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The collective decision-making is favourable to curb the arbitrary power of
village government officials, while at the same time it incurs a free-rider problem
and causes great difficulty in achieving consensus, exacerbated by the large-scale
labor outflow from rural areas since marketisation reform. Population mobility
enlarges the income gap and reduces communication frequency among rural
residents, eventually undermining the social capital of the community (Murphy
2002). The bottom-up monitoring system also faces great difficulties because of
massive migrant worker mobility. Due to the limitations of the household
registration system, the migrant workers who work in large cities cannot easily
change their status from peasant to workers and enjoy the urban social welfare
system (Chan 2010). Their household registration remains in their hometown rural
villages and they are eligible to participate in grassroots democracy and governance.
While they spend most of their time in large cities, the left-behind elderly, women,
and children have relatively less willingness and capacity to participate in public
affairs and supervise the behaviour of local cadres (Chang, Dong, and MacPhail
2011). Even in villages without population mobility, young labourers are busy with
their jobs and seldom attend village deliberation meetings. Lu and Tao (2017) also
found that the elderly association rather than the village committee and party branch
plays a determining role in public affairs. In our interviews, the informants told us
that the majority of attendants are old people rather than young labourers.
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To sum up, the empowerment of rural dwellers in collective decision making
has been strengthened in the recent reform, while it has not necessarily improved
public goods provision. The core problems of collective action and government
accountability still matter. Since Xi came into power in 2012, grassroots party
organization building features the operation of village politics. In the next section,
we briefly introduce the process of how the primary party organisation was
institutionalised through top-down design.

5.2.3 Institutionalisation of the primary party organisation
Institutionalisation is among the key determinants of organisation function.
Based on the concepts developed by Huntington (1970), Randall and Svasand (2002)
further distinguish the institutionalisation of the party along internal and external
dimensions. Institutionalisation is conducive to the stability of party organisation
and the whole party system since it impairs the negative effects caused by personal
rule (Meng 2016), while the devotion of party members is increased due to the
foreseeable power succession and transparent promotion standards (Svolik 2012).
Institutionalisation can also be considered one significant source of authoritarian
resilience. In his seminal work, Nathan (2017) pointed out four aspects of
institutionalisation of the party at the central level. Mainly focusing on the top
leadership level of the party, he pays less attention to the formalisation of primary
party organisations at the grassroots level. Since the grassroots leaders enjoy great
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discretion in decision making and policy implementation (O’Brien and Li 2017),
neglecting the change of primary party organisations may miss an important part of
the picture.
To deploy the party cell into the grassroots society is a notable feature of the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) to control the society. According to the party
chapter, ‘Enterprises, villages, government agencies, schools, research institutes,
street communities, social organisations, the company of People’s Liberation Army,
and other grassroots units which have three or more formal party members should
set up PPOs’. The fundamental goals for PPOs include party member management
and implementing the lines, principles, and policies of the party, while the concrete
tasks vary for the PPOs in different working areas.
The practice of installing PPOs in social units is deeply rooted in the CCP’s
political tradition. In 1927, the uprising troops led by Mao Tse-tung decided to
move to the mountainous areas after failing to occupy Changsha, the capital of
Hunan Province. Because of the problem of soldier abuse, the number of soldiers
decreased sharply. Mao reflected on this experience of failure and adapted the army
structure, as a part of which the establishment of a party branch in the basic combat
unit companies was an important measure.
Before that, the party organisation was only deployed above the group (tuan
團 )level, and the political director (zhengzhi zhidao yuan 政 治 指 導 員 ) in
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companies was only responsible for advocacy and education affairs. After
adaptation, the actions of the army must be discussed and decided by the party
organisation, and the officers were also subject to the supervision of the party
organisations. The abuse problem was curbed and the connection between the party
and rank-and-file soldiers was greatly strengthened.
After the founding of the People’s Republic of China, in 1950, the Central
Commit-tee of the Communist Party of China issued the Instructions on the
Development and Consolidation of the Party’s Organisation, which specifically
addressed the imbalance in the distribution of party members and the party’s
grassroots organisations. Through several rounds of adjustments, the primary party
organisations are systematically installed into most grassroots units and are
responsible for the overall leadership. According to Walder (1986), the party built
a neo-traditionalism to control the grassroots society.
However, the PPO ‘fortress in the grass-roots’ has been severely eroded with
the development of the market economy since the reform and opening up in 1978
(F. Chen and Gong 1997; Minxin et al. 2006; Shambaugh, Brinley, et al. 2008; Yu
and Tang 2018). First, the dominant role of PPOs in the life of ordinary people has
disappeared since resources and welfare are no longer monopolised to be
redistributed by the command economy, but rather are largely provided by the
market (Shambaugh et al. 2008; Yu and Tang 2018). Second, the implementation
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of grass-roots democracy introduced tensions between the agents of the state and
the representatives of the people (O’Brien and Li 2017; Derleth and Koldyk 2004) .
Third, the ideological and political function of PPOs seems incompatible with
efficiency and productivity in a competitive market economy, especially for the
conflicts between loyalty and professionalisation (F. Chen and Gong,1997). In
addition, rapid population mobility increased difficulties in the routine management
and organisation cohesion of PPOs such that floating rank-and-file members are
almost isolated from the party (Yu and Tang 2018). Moreover, weak discipline
induced rampant corruption among PPOs which further impairs the image and
appeal of the party among the public (Minxin et al. 2006; Bernstein and Lu 2003).
Last but not least, there is a lack of PPOs in the new economic and social
organisations such as private companies and non-government organisations
(Thornton 2013; Han 2015).
In a circular issued after the Tiananmen Square crisis, Deng Xiaoping attributed
the turmoil to the weak control of PPOs and called for consolidations of PPOs in
companies, schools, and rural areas. Numerous party cadres and rank-and-file
members who participated in or supported the student movement were purged. His
successor Jiang Zemin devised the ‘three representatives’ (sange daibiao 三個代
表) policy to incorporate new economic and social elites into the party and extended
PPOs into emerging economic and social organisation (Dickson et al. 2003). In the
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Hu-Wen era, intra party democracy and scientific construction were emphasised to
restrict the arbitrary power of party secretaries in PPO building (He and Feng 2008).
In parallel to the power centralisation in the top leadership level, the role of the
primary party organisation has been strengthened in the local power structure since
2012. Primary party organisations have been clarified as having absolute authority
over grassroots society. The Party Rural Document requires that the party branch
secretary also take the position of the village head through the legal procedure with
the aim of alleviating internal power struggles and building up the solidarity of the
village leading group.
The penetration of the party has been greatly improved with the efforts of the
Department of Organisation in different levels. At the 18th Party Congress,
expanding the coverage of PPOs has been set as a priority task for the party. One
important measure is to build party cells in the private companies and civil society
sectors named liangxin zuzhidangjian (兩新組織黨建). Although the commercial
elites can be absorbed as party members, there is no compulsory organisational
penetration in these organisations as in the past. In the period 2012–2018, the
number of PPOs in private companies and non-government organisations grew
rapidly. The organisational structure of the primary organisation in rural areas was
also adjusted. The party branch in administrative or central villages (xingzhengcun
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行政村) was upgraded to a local party branch in charge of the primary party
branches (dangzhibu 黨支部) in natural villages.
The routine management of the primary party organisation has become more
standardised and frequent. For party member recruitment, ‘control[ling] the total
volume and improving the quality’ has been inaugurated as a new strategy, and
probationary members are pre-censored and publicised. The primary party
organisations are demanded to conduct party-internal democratic life meetings
(dangnei minzhu shenghuohui 黨內民主生活會) every week to educate party
members on the party chapter and the speeches of Xi Jinping. New technologies
such as WeChat platforms or mobile phone applications are also utilised to
strengthen the effectiveness. In addition, to reinforce the connection between the
party organisation and party members, the documents of party members are
systematically checked and transferred to ensure that mobile party members can
take part in activities organised by the party branch in their living community.
To improve the incentives of local cadres, party building is indexed as a
significant part of performance assessments. Previous studies have found that local
leaders are motivated to develop the economy because GDP and industrial
development are the important contents for the assessment and promotion
(Reference). Party building only occupies a relatively small percentage of their
evaluations due to its ‘unreal’ and hardly quantifiable nature. The new revised
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‘Regulations on the Assessment of Party and Government Leading Cadres’ in 2019
clearly propose that the leadership team and leading cadres, especially the secretary
of the Party Committee, shoulder the responsibility of directing party building, and
the weight of party building has been increased in the assessment. In our interviews,
their responsibilities include the coverage of party organisation, the recruitment,
education, and routine management of party members, and the activities of caring
for old and poor party members (Interview 52). The primary party organisation
saves the materials of meeting records, activity photos, and learning notes to
prepare for the regular inspections from upper-level party committees. In the
evaluation of the grassroots party building work carried out by higher-level party
organisations, the party committee secretary who fails to achieve a good rank in the
comprehensive evaluation of the grassroots party building work cannot be granted
an excellent in annual assessment results, which is an important reference for
promotion.
Multiple channels of funding were formulated to ensure the operation of the
PPOs. The party building funds were limited and even not sufficient for the daily
operation and activities of PPOs in 2012 (Interview 53). To alleviate this situation,
the special funds for party building are allocated from the financial resources of the
county government, and the Department of Organisation also distributes party
membership dues to support PPOs. The village party secretary and other village
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cadres’ wage subsidies have been significantly increased, while they are also
required to serve as full time officials. With the aim of reviving the collective
economy and increasing the resources in grassroots cadres’ hands, the ownership
of various kinds of asserts was inventoried and verified under directives from the
top leadership, which created opportunities for promoting the marketisation of
villages.
Providing services to the masses is one important measure for PPOs to acquire
legitimacy. Although the goals of PPOs vary in different types of grassroots units,
one common function is organising party members to offer voluntary services to
the population. To mobilise rank-and-file party members to participate in these
activities, the frequency of attendance has been qualified as the score for the annual
assessment.

5.3 Willingness, mobility and accountability in public goods
provision
5.3.1 Recognition of the village party secretary’s ability and
personality and the willingness of rural residents to invest in
public goods
The major tasks for the PPO leadershave transitioned from levying taxes to
providing social services. After the abolition of the agriculture tax, the relationship
between the state and society has changed. The village cadres lost control over
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budget autonomy and their connection with rural residents has been impaired. In
interviews, the cadres note that in the past, the core function of the Village
Committee was to levy taxes and fees and implement family planning, which easily
caused conflicts with peasants. Recently, however, they devote most of their
attention to providing social security, allocating poverty funds, maintaining public
security, and protecting the environment.
Chapter 2 has delineated the process of selecting capable VPS. A competent
party secretary tends to more easily gain the support of the masses based on their
contributions to economic development. The party secretary has great power over
the use of assets owned by the village community and the economic cooperation
associations, which are important sources of income for residents and the social
welfare of the village. Performance has been regarded as an important source of
legitimacy for the rule of CCP, which also makes sense in grassroots governance.
During the interviews, when asked for the reasons for development gaps between
villages, the majority of interviewees responded that theVPS matters. The idiom
‘the train runs fast, all through the hood’ reflects the importance of the party
secretary. The encouragement of rich people to join in the election and be elected
village cadres is also an instrument for the party to achieve public interest. New
economic elites are comparatively more sensitive to market information and are
more capable of creating wealth by utilising existing resources.
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The logic of supporting the party secretary in public goods provision decisions
shows slight differences for different types of public goods. Public goods can also
be categorised into developmental and consuming public goods. Developmental
public goods provision refers to the infrastructure that can be value-added in the
future, while consuming public goods include education, healthcare, and housing
that will be consumed by individuals. The reason that rural residents support the
proposal raised by the party secretary is that they trust their ‘vision’ (yanguang 眼
光) and they can gain more from the investment in public project in the future.
Village LY’s party secretary was a small entrepreneur before elected as party
secretary and village head. In the 1990s, more and more small manufacturing
factories move into the township where Village LY is located and generated
opportunities for the village to acquire rents, since the lands are owned by the
Village Committee. One general difficulty is that the Village Committee lacks the
money to level the land and building factories. Village LY came up with the idea
to use 10 years’ rent to exchange for the funds of factory construction. Village LY
accumulated great capital for the collective economy and the factories would offer
employment for local residents. Based on this successful experience, most rural
residents are supportive of the sequence of public project proposals raised by the
village secretary of LY.
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For the consuming public goods provision, the rural residents are grateful for
the performance of the village secretary and donate money to indicate their support
and to motivate the party chief to work hard and feel recognised by the masses. In
interviews, one peasant notes, ‘People must learn how to appreciate. Without the
village secretary of LY, we would still be a small village in poverty. In addition,
these public goods are provided for the public interest rather than be slipped into
his personal pocket, so we should be supportive for the better development of the
community. If he did very hard work and we still fight against him and do not
cooperate, no good people will want to be the leaders of the village.’ (Interview 54)

5.3.2 Mobilisation strategy, limited manipulation of decision
making, and the achievement of majority approval
Party mass connection was reconstructed to increase the mobilisation capacity
of PPOs. Although the abolition of agricultural taxes and fees as well as of family
planning decreased the conflicts between the PPO and common citizens, the
mobilisation capacity of the PPO has also been reduced since its fiscal autonomy
and administrative discretion has shrunk. Along with the increase in the investment
of the PPO, every party member is required to make friends with three families to
listen to their criticisms and offer favours. In addition, the Village Committee
organises entertainment activities to allow the masses and rank-and-file party
members to socialise together to deepen their friendship (See Chapter 3).
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The Party and Mass Vanguard Team (dangqun xianfengdui 黨群先鋒隊) was
mobilised to persuade citizens to agree to the proposals before voting at the meeting
for the project. The public goods project was first discussed among the party
committee of the village and committee members analysed the advantage, difficulty
as well as feasibility of the project. The consensus was achieved under the principle
of democratic centralisation and then to be announced at the party member meeting
to circulate the information of the plan and mobilise the rural elites to interpret the
plan to the friends and neighbours to gain the support of common residents.
Similar to the vote analysis in the election, the attitudes of rural residents
(especially those who have the vote in collective decision making) towards the
proposal were collected through mobilisation process. The members of the Party
and Mass Vanguard Team record the attitudes detected while propagandising the
proposal and classify the rural residents into three groups: agree, neutral, and
disagree. If more than half of the respondents agree, the PPO will immediately hold
the meeting to vote on the proposal. When the neutral rate is high and many citizens
do not totally understand the proposal, the PPO will take formal and informal
measures to lobby citizens to approve the proposal. On the one hand, the party
committee members will disclose information about the proposal via billboard
notice and the WeChat official account regularly. On the other hand, the relatives
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and friends of targeted rural residents are mobilised to conduct ‘brain work’ to
introduce and explain the advantages of the project.
The cost and benefits of the public project vary for the rural residents who agree
and disagree. To encourage the approval of the proposal, the village sets bonuses
for those who first signed the agreement contact of the project. For the influential
disagreeing residents, the PPO promises to offer jobs to their family to act as
security for the public project. In spite of the soft hand of ‘buying approval’, hardhanded pre-emptive means were also adopted to minimise the influence of
negotiable disagreed citizens. The notice of eliminating gangsters (saohei chue 掃
黑除惡) was put in place near their homes to remind stubborn disagreeing rural
residents not to make troubles for the public projects. As a village cadre notes
(Interview 55),
For many residents, they just oppose for the sake of opposition, they do not
have a good excuse for opposing the proposal and just want to make trouble. The
leaders of these bad people disseminate the rumours that the village cadres have
corruption problems and put the project funds into their personal pockets or
mobilise the neighbours and friends to take collective actions to impede the project.
We collect reports such as the people that utilise illegal petition or collective protest
in land levy or other village affairs were imprisoned and punished. This is a clear
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signal that we are not afraid of the threats of collective action and will crack down
on factors that may cause instability with the help of the police force.
The voting process was also manipulated to achieve the majority consensus.
The participation opportunity of disagreed representatives has been impaired due
to the information asymmetry problem. The PPO sometimes mainly notify with
supporters and neutral village residents (if the numbers of supporters cannot fulfil
the minimal requirement of attendance) with the venue and time to vote with instant
and frequently used communication platform such as WeChat, while at the same
time putting a notice in a place that does not receive much attention. The party
organisation semi-secretly held the collective decision meeting where most of the
participants were supporters, which largely increased the probability of majority
agreement. The opponents who missed the meeting dissented towards the authority
of the party committee and decided to report the misbehaviours to the upper level
court. While the court dismissed their requests, since the local authority has
followed the notification procedure.
Under some extreme situations where getting the project proposal passed was
set as an emergency political task by the upper-level party committee, collective
voting would be replaced by voting at home individually. On the morning of voting
day, the leaders, rank-and-file party members, and volunteers in the Village
Revitalisation Association first came into the working place to vote for agreement.
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They report the result for every household to the small leading group and the
agreement rate is calculated dynamically. The next step was to go to the neutral
rural residents’ homes to re-interpret the project and try to get their agreement vote,
and during this process they also use social pressure to influence their choices. As
a party member note (Interview 56),
We persuade the residents over and over again to get the approval. We not
only tell them the benefits of the public project, but also inform that many of their
friends have voted for agreement. In addition, we also tell them the current
agreement rate and emphasise the importance of their vote for the project proposal
as well as the long-term development of the village community.
During this process, if the support rate is over half or two-thirds, the party
members will tell the residents that the current result and collect their votes without
persuasion. While, the disagreeing residents still have the opportunity to vote
against the proposal and the proposal may be rejected. The primary party
organisation can still revise the proposal and replicate the above process until
approval.

5.3.3 Top-down anticorruption, bottom-up monitoring, and the
accountability of primary party organisations
The anti-corruption launched by Xi Jinping improves the effectiveness of
formal top-down accountability mechanism of village cadres. Since the party-state
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no longer relies on resources extracted from the rural areas, the top leaders have
abandoned the former acquiescence in the predatory role of village cadres, which
caused resistance and protests in the past decade. Local misbehaving cadres are the
targets of the large scale ‘anti-corruption campaign launched by top leaders. In the
past five years, over 500 thousand village cadres have been punished. Although
anti-corruption also brings about the ‘negative’ effect of bureaucratic slack, it
effectively changes the cost and benefit calculation for corruption. In interviews,
the respondents note (Interview 57),
Nowadays we need to be very cautious about our words and behaviours. If you
say one sentence wrong, you may be asked by the upper level party committee to
quit the job. In the past, I sent gifts to the township officials during the Spring
Festival and no one refused. However, this situation has changed since no one
wants to lose their job due to a bottle of wine.
The masses were encouraged to provide clues and evidence for the
misbehaviours of village cadres due to the information asymmetry problem of topdown accountability institutions. Compared to the upper level party cadres, the rural
residents within the community can acquire more information about village cadres
through daily interaction. New technologies are used as a new channel to collect
information from the rural residents, which saves money and time for the
informants. The upper-level Committee of Discipline sets a notice with the QR code
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of the investigation question in the public square as well as disseminating brochures
for its use (see Chapter 4). The website of the district government also sets a digital
mailbox and message board for citizens to report criminal clues and critics.
Government departments are required to respond to the online comments within 20
days.

5.4 Data and quantitative analysis
This section empirically examines the effects of grassroots party organisation
institutionalisation on public goods provision, taking advantage of the village-level
data from the China Labor-Force Dynamics Survey in 2018. These data contain
multiple pieces of information about villages: population, economic development,
and governance, which provides an invaluable opportunity to study the causal
relation between party organisation institutionalisation and governance outcome.
The sample distribution is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 CLDS community Case distribution

Variable Selection
Dependent Variable: The dependent variable was the village public spending on
public

goods

provision.

Independent

Variables:

The

grassroots

party

institutionalisation was measured by three variables: elite cohesion, referring to the
cross-office of VPS and VCD; party-led social capital, referring to party member
numbers; and top-down discipline, referring to the distance from village to county
seat. Control variables: The control variables include demographic features,
measured by population and outflow migrants; economic features, measured by per
capita and numbers of enterprises; and relation with upper level government,
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measured by government transfer. Informal institutions were also included, such as
numbers of natural village, the existence of clans, and numbers of surnames.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics
The results of OLS regression are shown in the figure below. The result is consistent
with my former analysis. The Cross-office of VPS and VCD has positive effects on
public goods provision. The increase of party members will lead to more village
spending on public goods provision. The more distant the village is from county
seat, the less village spending was used on public goods.
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Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance levels of 5%, 1%, and
0.1%, respectively.

Table 2 OLS regression result
To further explore the causal mechanism, two mediation variables were selected
for analysis. Collective action was measured by the number of village meetings,
and bottom-up accountability was measured by frequency of public finance notices.
This research uses AMOS.21 for analysis. The values of the goodness-of-fit indices
RMSEA, CFI, IFI, GFI, and TLI are 0.000, 0.965, 0.987, 0.992, and 1.001,
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respectively, indicating that the model shows good fit to the data. As shown in the
results, the joint post and party member numbers contribute to public goods
provision by alleviating the collective action dilemma in public deliberation. Topdown discipline fails to contributes to public goods provision through
ineffectiveness in reinforcing village finance publicity.
Dependent Variable

Log Public Spending

Independent Variables
0.628*
Cross-office of VPS and VCD
(0.296)
0.075*
Log Party Member Numbers
(0.003)
-0.008*
Log Distance from County
(0.003)
-0.494**
Numbers of Village Meetings
(0.176)
0.312*
Frequency of Finance Publicity
(0.143)
0.295
Log Government Transfer
(0.178)
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-0.018
Numbers of Surnames
(0.015)
-1.242
Existence of Clan
(2.484)
0.006
Numbers of Natural Villages
(0.012)
0.072
Log Outflow Migrants
(0.356)
-0.035
Log Population
(0.091)
0.925*
Number of Enterprises
(0.393)
-0.218
Log Per Capita
(0.652)
Numbers of Village

Frequency of Finance

Meetings

Publicity

-1.023

-0.079

(0.825)

(0.158)

-0.216*

0.039

(0.092)

(0.166)

Mediating Variables

Cross-office of VPS and VCD

Log Party Member Numbers
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0.053

-1.096*

(0.201)

(0.473)

0.421

0.052

(0.342)

(0.108)

0.025

0.025

(0.073)

(0.192)

0.048

0.008

(0.170)

(0.006)

0.083*

0.032

(0.039)

(0.091)

0.034

0.173

(0.029)

(0.562)

0.452

0.282

(0.863)

(0.735)

0.817

0.625*

(0.934)

(0.263)

0.251

0.321

(0.735)

(0.506)

Log Distance from County Seat

Log Government Transfer

Numbers of Surnames

Existence of Clan

Numbers of Natural Villages

Log Outflow Migrants

Log Population

Number of Enterprise

Log Per Capita

N

202

R2

0.301
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Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance levels of 5%, 1%, and
0.1%, respectively.

Table 6 Mediating effect analysis

5.5 Conclusions
This study sought to gain a better understanding of the effects of formal political
institutions on the public goods provision in a non-democratic context. The central
finding from this research is that the PPOs of the Chinese Communist Party utilise
multiple measures to alleviate the collective action problem and accountability
dilemma and promote public goods provisions in rural areas, which has been
overlooked by the current literature. As the formal and informal institutions are two
intertwined elements in public goods provision, the fact that attention has been
largely devoted to only a single aspect makes such analyses problematic for the
other dimension, such that strong informal institutions undermine the near-absolute
power of the current regime and may not be tolerated by the powers that be.
Specifically, I find that PPOs have been more institutionalised in leader
selection, party-mass connections, and top-down discipline, which are conducive
to public goods provision in several ways. The result is that the meritocracy is
emphasised in the recruitment of PPO leaders. Not only the local economic elites,
but also young and educated graduates and government officials are dispatched to
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take positions in the village level leadership. Recognition of competent leaders
improves the willingness of rural dwellers to invest in public projects.
The second is the party-mass connection was rebuilt with the expansions of
horizontal coverage and vertical penetration of party cells into grassroots society.
In the combination of this organisational weapon and the manipulation of collective
decision-making process, the PPO greatly improves the probability of public
project proposals being approved by village representatives.
Last but not least, the anti-corruption launched by Xi Jinping has dramatically
cleaned up the village leader team and curbed the predatory hands of village
officials. The transparency of village financial management and a democratic
monitoring strategy was also adopted to resolve the information asymmetry faced
by top-down discipline. All these steps to a large extent ensure that public project
spending is devoted to the proper purposes.
This chapter contributes to several strands of literature. By examining the role
of PPOs in providing public goods in rural China, our study is directly related to
the literature on public goods provision in non-democracies. As Newland (2016)
pointed out, previous research has mainly focused on village leaders’ decisions and
paid less attention to free-rider problems. Our study indicates that PPOs rely on a
mass-line mobilisation strategy and vote process manipulation to overcome the
collective action problem. Many researchers have argued that formal institutions
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are generally weak and informal institutions play an more important role in
promoting public goods provision at the grassroots level by providing repetitional
incentives for local leaders to mobilise clan members to offer public services (Tsai
2007; Xu and Yao 2015). However,

this chapter presents a more dynamic picture

in which strong informal institutions were repressed since they had undermined the
authority of the current regime, and the formal institution of the regime party can
promote public goods provision even when there is no election pressure.
This chapter also speaks to a large body of work on the party-society relation in
China. Previous studies found that non-governmental organisations were both
covered by party cells and co-opted to provide social services to the public (Teets
2014; Hsu and Hasmath 2014). I complement this line of research by studying the
function of non-governmental organisations (both organised by the party
organisations and out-sourced by the local government) in mass mobilisation. As
shown in this study, on one hand, the non-governmental organisations can serve the
public regularly under the minimal intervention of party organisations. On the other
hand, the NGOs were utilised as a tool for the PPOs to mobilise the masses to
support their proposals and decisions.
This chapter also enriches our understanding of authoritarian resilience. The
seminal work by Nathan (2017) examined the institutionalisation of the central
leadership China Communist Party, while less attention has been paid to its cells.
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The PPO was portrayed as a major source of social conflict and protests. Our
research finds that PPOs also underwent comprehensive reform with the aim of
strengthening the leadership and legitimacy of the party by promoting public goods
for rural residents.
It should be clear, of course, the finding about the PPOs’ role in rural public
goods provision should not be interpreted as suggesting that the villages without
institutionalised PPO cannot achieve public goods provision. Informal institutions
may replace the function of formal institutions where the latter are weak. However,
my point is that the general trend was for the authority of PPOs to be reinforced and
the informal institutions to be gradually repressed since 2012. The ‘strong man’
politics in grassroots China may partially alleviate the predicament of public goods
momentarily while bringing great risks and uncertainty for the self-governance
capacity of the rural community.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary of research findings
The grassroots democracy in rural China has been expanded in substance in the
past four decades, while the leadership status of the party has been reemphasised in
recent institutional reforms of grassroots politics. What are the sources of this
institutional change from decentralised democracy to consolidated democracy?
How does the ruling party harness grassroots democracy for its rule? What are the
consequences of party domination on rural governance?
This research finds that unintended outcomes and party institutionalisation
jointly shape the institutional layering process of party-dominated grassroots
democracy. Grassroots democracy does not lead to good governance or the
anticipated outcome of powerful actors due to the incompatibility between
grassroots democratic institutions and the higher-level centralised power structure
and the degeneration of social capital. In fact, the grassroots election results in elite
splits, and the deliberative decision-making causes a situation of ‘deliberation
without decision’, and these two problems impair the capacity for collective action
in rural governance and state infrastructure power in policy implementation.
Democratic supervision fails to enhance cadre accountability due to the local cadre
collusion.
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These unintended impacts not only result in public disenchantment with
democracy, but also offer room for the ruling party to harness democratic
institutions. The ruling party has reinforced its cells in grassroots society to tackle
these dilemmas. Since 2012, the central leadership has been revitalising the role in
communities through the PPO institutionalisation movement. These measures are
promoted under the motto of ‘transforming institutional advantage to state
governance efficacy’, which represents the endeavours of the ruling collation to
improve state capacity with the organisational weapons of the ruling party. As
suggested by prior research that governance performance is a significant source of
legitimacy for the CCP, the slogan of ‘effective state governance’ justifies the
proactive role of the ruling party in the whole operation of grassroots democracy.
Contrary to the radical institutional changes that may bring about massive revolts
and social instability, the institutional transition of grassroots democracy was
implemented in a progressive and moderate style, and was subject to experiment in
selected pivots where the party possesses great financial resources.
Parallel to the trend of power centralisation in the upper-level political structure,
grassroots democracy also transformed from decentralisation to consolidation.
Grassroots party building has been set as a priority task for all levels of party
secretary, and concrete evaluation indices (such as the rate of PPO coverage) have
been listed as key items in cadre responsibility assessment. More importantly,
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numerous government financial resources were allocated to PPOs to maintain and
optimise their functions. This valuable political opportunity has spurred local
authorities to implement consolidated grassroots democracy by layering the party’s
institutions over democratic institutions. Three key mechanisms were identified in
the three significant aspects of grassroots democracy of access to power, exercise
of power and power supervision: information funnel, referring to the massive
information gathering and exclusive use of information; resource dominance,
referring to the extraction and redistribution of state spoils and social wealth; and
instantiated framing, referring to the use of popularised rhetoric and instances of
success to influence cognition. The party imposed a cadre selection institution on
grassroots elections, pre-emptively coordinating elite conflict based on large-scale
investigations of social opinion. To fill the lacuna of dissipating social capital, the
ruling party formulated party-led social capital by reinforcing the linkage between
village and other organisations and between elites and the general masses. In the
deliberation process, party members act as riders and local norms designated by the
authorities serve as selective incentives for the rural residents. To balance the logic
of appeasing and constraining, the party has launched top-down discipline reform
to improve the information gathering capacity and to protect cadres proactively
from severe mistakes.
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Chapter 2 examines the institutional layering process of party cadre selection
over grassroots elections. Previous studies have assumed that elections lead to
regime stability by providing a credible competition market for elites and that the
losers will accept the result since they have the chance to win in the next election.
However, this assumption may not apply in authoritarian regimes where the
incumbents (especially those supported by powerful selectorial group) have
numerous advantages in steering or even manipulating the election for their own
purposes. Thus, the losers have a dismal anticipation for success in the future. A
more rational choice for them is to win the election and remain incumbents as much
as possible regardless of the kinds of tricks they use, or to snatch de facto postelection administrative power after the election through an intense power struggle.
The institutional contradiction between the village party secretary appointed by the
upper-level authority and the village committee head directly elected by the rural
residents exacerbates this problem and causes splits within local elites. Since 2012,
the central leadership has overturned the reform trend of party government
separation towards party control of the government and power centralisation in the
chairman’s hands, which are considered to fix the ‘fragmented authoritarianism’
problem. An elite split at the top of the ruling group may lead to regime collapse
through a coup, while elite conflict at the local level hampers the authoritarian rule
by causing social chaos or destroying the infrastructural power of the state. Since
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the campaign serves as the essential instrument for the communist regime to carry
out state policy, local elite splits are an essential obstacle to state governance. This
research finds that the ruling party proactively intervenes in local elite conflict
before the election. Through large-scale social investigation, the ruling party can
coordinate the relationship between elites with its resource, information, and
organisational advantage. Through a comprehensive use of persuasion,
compensation, and suppression, village leadership improved in elite cohesion and
the village party secretary enjoys absolute authority among other elites. According
to the party’s Rural Work Document, the joint office of Village Party Committee
and Village Committee has been promoted in all villages, which would further
enhance power centralisation. After sorting out the relationship between candidates,
the ruling party launches the election campaign to improve mass support over the
village party secretary by offering more public service and propagandising the
advantage of a joint office such as lower administrative expenditure and improved
management efficacy. As a result, the leader of the PPO enjoys a great opportunity
to win the election and the ruling party achieves the goal of signalling strength and
acquiring legitimacy to exercise power in the community. Under the new
institutional arrangement, village cadres tend to act as the agents of the party-state,
rather than the representatives of the public.
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Chapter 3 analyses how the ruling party tackles the collective action dilemma
by imposing party-led social capital in the democratic deliberation process. The
implementation of democratic deliberation and collective decision-making fails to
improve good governance, but causes the awkward situation of ‘discussions
without decisions’ due to declining social capital. The degeneration of village social
capital was due in part to the massive population mobility between rural and urban
areas and between poor and developed areas. This situation was exacerbated by the
proactively suppression by the party-state of the development and revitalisation of
traditional civil society associations, especially those with mobilisation capacity
among peasants (such as village temples, clan groups, or religious organisations).
The difficulty of achieving majority consensus not only impairs the collective
action capacity of the community, but also leads to reflections on equal participation
and the obligation principle of democratic obligation. Drawing on the experience
of the ‘Party-led Social Governance Innovation’ experience in L District, this
research indicates that the ruling party is formulating party-led linking, bonding,
and bridging social capital to improve the collective action of the village. By
reinforcing the network, trust, and reciprocal relation between rural elites and
peasants, between native residents and new migrants, and between party
organisations outside the village and village residents, the ruling party uses a mass
mobilisation strategy to achieve majority support. The party-led social capital has
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great impacts on collective decision-making through offering free rides and
selective incentives. The party members and other elites that share the spoils of the
party-state are demanded to contribute greater shares of responsibility to public
project building, which in return reduces the marginal cost for the general public.
At the same time, the rural residents are subject to selective incentive norms
formulated by the village authority that actively support the PPO’s public proposals,
and by participating in public goods provision will receive material and reputational
rewards, while those opposing and fighting the proposals receive punishment and
threats.
Chapter 4 explores the combination of top-down party discipline and bottomup public monitoring in holding village officials accountable. The democratic
supervision is ineffective due to the lack of supporting institutions and collisions
over local concerns. The rural residents have little opportunity to master the
information on corruption and other misbehaviour of village leaders since free
media and transparent finances are scarce in rural society. At the same time, the
upper-level authority faces a dilemma in discipling officials, since privilege and
rents are important elements of appeasing and motivating ruling elites and local
agents. The pre-emptive party discipline system with the aim of protecting
grassroots officials from making severe mistakes was implemented by setting
disciplinary branches into communities, installing a new information-gathering
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channel for public reporting and enhancing the professionality and function of
township-level party discipline department. However, the pursuit of potential
influence, the sympathy generated from local understanding, and the preclusion of
intensifying power struggles drive local DIC leaders to protect grassroots cadres by
strengthening the monitoring capacity to prevent severe misconducts, punishing
officials only on partial publicised evidence, negotiating punishment intensity with
reporters or providing opportunities for the misbehaved officials to make good.
However, there are also red lines of state or collective asset embezzlement, such as
government poverty alleviation funding transfers, for which any violation will be
disciplined heavily. These measures partially relieve the dilemma of discipline in
corruption control in authoritarian states. As a result, although the pre-emptive
monitoring measures may be conducive to curbing the heavy predatory hands of
village cadres on one hand, the protection measures also increase their opportunities
for micro-corruption and misconduct.
The process of institutional layering party institutions on grassroots democracy
has had a significant influence on grassroots politics. The joint office of village
party secretary and village committee head overturns the checks-and-balance logic
of the power configuration, and also improves the collective action capacity of
grassroots leadership and village elites. The party-led social capital facilities the
majority consensus of public goods provision, while also violating the principle of
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equal rights and obligations. By expanding branches into villages and setting up
more information gathering channels, the upper-level authority partially alleviates
information asymmetry problems in monitoring cadre misbehaviours, while the
party-dominated official supervision system is undermined by entrenched interests
of discipline cadres in seeking local embeddedness.
The consolidated grassroots democracy also has great impacts on core issues of
rural governance. Take public goods provision as an example, which depends on
two conditions of collective action and official accountability: The party-led
grassroots election has been crafted to coordinate elite conflicts and improve elite
cohesion, which in return strengthens the collective action capacity of elite groups.
For the free-rider problem among the public, the elites are demanded to act as riders
and the public is subject to selected incentive norms in party-led deliberation
process. The combination of bottom-up reporting institutions and top-down
discipline systems greatly enhances the monitoring capacity of the state over
grassroots agents’ misbehaviours. As Chapter 5 suggests, these three factors
eventually contribute to public goods provision in rural China.
6.2 Covid-19 Pandemic Control as Pressure Test to Local Governance
The outbreak pandemic COVID-19 provides a valuable opportunity to observe
the resilience of party-led grassroots governance system. Initially emerged in
Wuhan the capital city of Hubei province that located in the middle of the country,
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COVID-19 rapidly expanded into almost every other province as well as foreign
countries and caused over 80 thousand citizens infected and 4 thousand deaths
domestically until May 2020. In the beginning period of COVID-19, the high
transmission speed of coronavirus and no effective cures requires quick and
effective responses of government to prevent the further spread of the virus. Since
the lockdown of Wuhan in 23 January, other provinces have successively adopted
the most stringent prevention and control measures, such as suspension of work and
production and closure of public transportation. Citizens are required to stay at
home for quarantine in order to reduce gathering and infection probability.
Therefore, urban and rural communities become the front line of pandemic control,
take the responsibility of protecting public health and offering social services to the
residents.
Overall, China has effectively controlled the pandemic within few months,
which cannot be accomplished without the solid infrastructure power of the partystate within grassroots society. The grassroots party committee in communities are
frontline commanders of the war against the pandemic and party members,
volunteers as well as local civic organizations are mobilized to participate with
diverse roles. The party’s enhancement of penetration and organization capacity in
the recent round of grassroots governance system reform ensured the outcome of
rigorous pandemic control measures on one hand, while also posed great challenge
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on individual rights. The party seized the opportunity of crisis management to
demonstrate its governance model when compared to the terrible performance of
pandemic control in the counterparts of developed western countries.
The cross-office of the VPS and the VCD yield a unified and cohesive
leadership in the process of community pandemic prevention. In F city the field site
of this research, the community VPS are required to publish a commitment which
includes service items and their personal contact information to all the residents.
The VPS are empowered by the upper-level government with the authority to
establish temporary administration and voluntary organizations to conjointly
accomplish administrative tasks, such as gathering health and transportation data of
all the residents, daily reporting these information to the township government,
setting checking point at the exits of the community; and also public services, such
as delivering living supplies to residents, monitoring the psychical and health status
of vulnerable groups and mobilizing private entrepreneurs for donation. Regarding
public affairs related to the pandemic control requires collaboration of multiple
actors, the concentration of power within VPS’s hand is useful for coordination and
to avoid shirk between dual power locus of different VPS and VCD.
The party-led social capital renders intensive social and resourceful support
network for residents. The grassroots party organizations encouraged social
workers to contribute their expertise to address the needs of their beneficiaries.
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Noticing elderly individuals’ emotional problems from staying at home for a long
time, social workers designed an index to measure the mental health of their clients.
Timely targeted interventions and more frequent home visits have been offered by
rank-and-file party members and volunteers to those with severe psychological
problems. To release the fiscal burden communities are experiencing, social
workers searched for information about social philanthropic donations and funding
projects and doing their best to match these funds to the needs of community
members. They introduced detailed information about projects to applicants and
teaching them relevant application skills and many community residents have
successfully secured funding from a local foundation.
The top-down accountability was reinforced to ensure the VPS accountable. In
the wake of power concentration to the VPS, special and detailed performance
assessment related to pandemic control was formulated and the VPS is the main
target in the grassroots communities. In addition to the online and offline channels
mentioned in previous chapter to absorb reports from the public, the disciplinary
department also adopted proactive strategy by secretly visiting various sites and
checking the implementation of directives to find misbehaviors and slack.
Three mechanisms of reshaping grassroots grassroots democracy were also
frequently exerted in the pandemic containment process. The party has relied on
traditional measures of house visiting and creative instruments of mobile phone
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applications to collect the transportation and health information of the public, which
is effectively in identifying potential infected cases and controlling the activity
scope of the general residents. The information extraction capacity also enables the
party-state to agilely adjust pandemic related policy and measures.
Resource dominance ensures the grassroots party organizations to function with
material supplies. The organizational department allocates party funding to
communities immediately after the outbreak of the epidemic for the expense of
public health protection spending. Different from situation in Wenchuan earthquake
disaster that NGOs and traditional civic organizations play great roles in raising
social donations independently, the social work agencies are required to receive
social donations with the recognition and approval from the PPO in COVID-19.
Instantiated framing was also used to gain social consensus of pandemic control
policies and party’s absolute leadership. The pandemic control has been framed as
the war against the virus to improve the public’ awareness of pandemic seriousness,
who thus voluntarily support the most rigorous control measures at the expense of
individual benefit and convenience. The propaganda of rank-and-file grassroots
officials and party members who sacrifice their own vocations and afford
unaffordable administrative overloads also improved the party’ image. The media
coverage under party’s leadership also concentrated on positive narratives the
endeavors of the party-state in coordinating the collaboration between different
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provinces, progress of pandemic control and infected case medical treatment, plus
the comparison with other countries’ performance also reinforced the public’s
perception and advocation of collectivism and nationalism.
While, some weaknesses in the party-led governance system were also exposed
in pandemic control process. With the rise of state infrastructure power in grassroots
society, the community leaders enjoy less autonomy in negotiating with upper-level
authority. Since they are more familiar with the local situation, the reduced
discretion is not useful to resist unsuitable directives. For instance, the VPS were
assigned with numerous administrative tasks such as doing statistics about
voluntary participation, which is useless for the community but helpful for
government leaders to demonstrate their overall performance, have less available
time and attention to serve the local residents. In addition, the citizens’ opinion has
changed and posed great challenges on the framing strategy of the state. The young
generation are no longer simply moved by the sacrifice of grassroots heroes,
doctors,nurses and volunteers, but are questioning the responsibility of the partystate to protect these grassroots heroes, which is also related to the rise of
individualism.
6.3 Contribution
This study makes several significant contributions to the existing literature.
First, this research directly speaks to the debate over grassroots democracy in
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China’s state governance. Most studies suggest that the implementation of
grassroots democracy improves rural governance through decentralisation and
empowerment. The underlying logic is that better understanding of the local
situation and a certain degree of discretion enables the local authority to manage
local affairs more effectively. At the same time, local residents who enjoy an
information advantage in monitoring officials compared to upper-level authority
have the capacity to hold their leaders accountable through election. However, this
study argues that the sound operation of democratic institutions relies on several
vital institutional conditions (a free media, consolidated social capital, vibrant civil
society, etc.), which are scarce in authoritarian regimes and in a period of rapid
social transition. These barren environments lead to unintended governance
outcomes of grassroots democracy: elite splits, collective action dilemmas, and
ineffective public accountability.
This study also affords us a better understanding of recent institutional changes
in Chinese governance. Although the procedure of grassroots democracy has
become more decentralised and rigorous, recent party building initiatives have
layered the party’s dominance on each step of democratic procedure. The
unintended outcomes of self-governance impeded the penetration of the party-state,
and consequently posed great barriers to the state’s infrastructure power. Since
almost all state policies were eventually implemented by the village-level officials,
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the inefficiency of post-election administrations cannot be tolerated by the central
leadership. This situation is especially obvious in the past years when numerous
state resources were imported into areas with the aim of poverty alleviation and
rural revitalisation. The central logic of recent grassroots party organisation
institutionalisation was the transformation of village leadership management from
bottom-up accountability to top-down control. Unlike grassroots democracy, which
mainly relies on periodic elections to hold officials accountable, the party-state’s
performance assessment and discipline system employs more frequent and timely
checks on village leaders’ behaviours.
This study is also conducive to understanding the dynamics of the state-society
relation within the framework of grassroots party system institutionalisation. The
tight control of the party-state over non-government organisations (NGOs) has been
well recognised by the existing studies, especially the repression of organisations
for political advocacy and those with great mobilisation capacity. The findings of
this study suggest that the networks of the party’s grassroots cells are trying to
replace the functions of NGOs, especially in mass communications and service
delivery. The coverage of grassroots party organisations has been expanded into
different social units, which is effective for the ruling party to launch a large-scale
social campaign. At the same time, the linkage between different party cells was
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reinforced to activate the horizontal collective action capacity and the collaboration
of party organisations in various areas.
This research is also related to the political institution literature on authoritarian
regimes. Autocrats rely on institutions to rule, while the subtle relationship between
institutions has received less attention. The burgeoning literature of political
institutions in non-democracies mainly focuses on single institution, exploring its
role under authoritarian rule. However, the fact is that dictators tend to establish
more than one institution to govern. For instance, there is the legislative institution
of the People’s Congress in China, as well as other institutions such as the ruling
party, grassroots democracy, and the party’s congress. Insufficient attention to the
relationship between institutions may lead to misunderstanding of the impacts of
institutions under authoritarian rule. My study explores the subtle relationship
between the institutions of the ruling party and grassroots democracy and the
trajectory of institutional change in non-democracies.
6.4 Remaining questions and future research
There are some limitations that deserve further clarification, which may be
improved in the future research.
The first limitation refers to the potential selection bias of the samples in the
case studies and quantitative analysis, since the grassroots party organisation is still
in a gradually exploring stage, and most of the case studies were conducted in
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Guangdong Province, where the local party-state has a relatively strong public
finance capacity. The developed economy enables Guangdong Province to serve as
an experimental field of grassroots party organisation building and to proactively
extend command chains in society. However, some informal politics are not
publicly available that are significant in understanding full picture of institutional
layering process. The rich data I can acquire from affluent informants justifies the
case selection. At the same time, some practices depicted above have been
promoted by the central leadership as a model for other provinces. While
Guangdong province is an epitome of China, the ‘policy diffusion’ process of
grassroots party organisation building deserves further study.
Second, the relationship between departments within the local party-state and
its influence on the grassroots party organisation is still under-studied. Due to the
difficulties in accessing multiple government department officials, such as the Civil
Affairs Bureau (minzhengju) and Party Politics and Law Committee (zhengfawei),
some intended in-depth interviews aimed at learning their attitude towards the
collaboration relationships among them were not achieved. Although their
cooperation functions well when grassroots party building has been set as political
priority and is directly led and coordinated by the local party secretary, the
examination of daily interactions between them, especially the redistribution of
spending and obligations and potential conflicts is a central task for future research.
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Appendix 1: Interviewee List
1. Party cadre CX, district-level party organizational department, S district, 7
September 2019
2. Government Official HW, police bureau, S district, 12 September 2019
3. Party cadre YW, tax Bureau, work team member, S district, 5 September
2019
4. Rural resident DW, village ZT, S district, 12 October 2019
5. Government Official YX, finance bureau, work team member, 20
September 2019
6. Village Party Secretary Lai, village XT, S district, 25 October 2019
7. Party cadre YA, district-level organizational department, S district, 27
October 2019
8. Village Party Secretary Ho, village DW, S district, 10 October 2019
9. Party Cadre WJ, township party committee, S district, 28 September 2019
10. Government Official PC, finance bureau, 25 September 2019
11. Party cadre YM, district-level party discipline and inspection committee, S
district, 12 October 2019
12. Party cadre HX, township-level party committee, work team member, S
district, October 15
13. Party cadre YY, district-level party organizational department, S district, 27
September 2019
14. Village party secretary NS, village HL, L district, 2 December 2019
15. Government official HQ, LC township, L district, 12 January 2020
16. Party member LJ, village HF, L district, 5 April 2020
17. Party member JH, village HF, L district, 5 April 2020
18. Rural resident FJ, retired school teacher, village NH, L district, 8 April 2020
19. Village party secretary MT, village TC, L district, 9 May 2021
20. Party Cadre WH, township-level party committee, L district, 13 January
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2020
21. Government official XJ, human resources and social affair bureau, L district,
12 May 2020
22. Government official ZL, chair of social work association, L district, 15 May
2020
23. Party cadre HB, district-level party organizational department, L district, 7
April 2020
24. Village party cadre YP, village HC, L district, 23 April 2020
25. Private company manager XY, village ZQ, L district, 18 April 2020
26. State-owned-enterprise manager DS, L district, 12 May 2020
27. Social work agency manager RZ, L district, 16 April 2020
28. Government official HQ, statutory authority leader, 20 April 2020
29. Government official QY, human resources and social affair bureau, L
district, 11 May 2020
30. Private company manager ZY, L district, 17 April 2020
31. Rural resident HF, village SJ, L district, 14 May 2020
32. Party cadre CY, district-level delegate of party congress, leader of human
resources and social affair bureau, L district, 27 May 2020
33. Village party cadre GC, Q village, L district, 13 January 2020
34. Village party secretary ZX, LC. L district, 18 May 2020
35. Party cadre DP, township level party committee member, L district, 21 May
2020
36. Party cadre RH, township discipline and inspection committee, M district,
2 July 2020
37. Village party cadre LS, village party discipline and inspection member, QC
village, M district, 5 July
38. Party cadre YL, district-level discipline and inspection committee, M
district, 16 July 2020
39. Party cadre GX, township discipline and inspection committee, M district,
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23 July 2020
40. Party cadre JQ, township discipline and inspection committee, M district,
26 July 2020
41. Party cadre ZD, district-level discipline and inspection committee, M
district, 17 July 2020
42. Party cadre JG, leader of township discipline and inspection committee, RG
township, M district, 15 August 2020
43. Party cadre WH, leader of township discipline and inspection committee,
DL township, M district, 7 September 2020
44. Party cadre CY, leader of township discipline and inspection committee, XT
township, M district, 3 September 2020
45. Party cadre ZX, leader of township discipline and inspection committee, CC
township, M district, 10 September 2020
46. Party cadre CJ, leader of township discipline and inspection committee, NH
township, M district, 17 August 2020
47. Party cadre CS, member of township discipline and inspection committee,
NH township, M district, 17 August 2020
48. Party cadre LM, leader of township discipline and inspection committee,
PY township, M district, 24 September 2020
49. Party cadre CH, member of township discipline and inspection committee,
CC township, M district, 9 September 2020
50. Party cadre ZY, leader of township discipline and inspection committee,
SM township, M district, 14 October 2020
51. Scholar WY, party school researcher, M district, 14 August 2020
52. Party cadre XH, district-level party organizational department, S district, 12
October 2019
53. Village party cadre ZH, village LJ, S district, 23 October 2019
54. Village resident CM, village LY, S district, 16 October 2019
55. Village party cadre LR, village LJ, S district 17 September 2019
56. Party member SQ, village XT, S district, 25 October 2019
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57. Village party cadre JL, village ZC, L district, 15 April 2020
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